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PREFACE

This is an overview of principles and methods of involving

parents in child care, daycare and child development programs.

It is intended primarily for he use of people who plan, develop

and/or operate programs for three-, four-, and five-year-old

children. It clarifies and broadens the concept of parent

participation and provides examples and practical suggestions

for effectively involving parents in all aspects of daycare.

Part I presents an analysis of the concerns of parents,

professionals, and practitioners, and examines some of the

assumptions about parents and the poor which underlie preschool

education and intervention programs.

Part II outlines specific principles for effective involve-

ment of parents. Each principle is explained and illustrated

with examples and elements from selected programs. The

practical implications of these princip1e5 for program plz,-g

and operators at the local level are summarized.

Part III views parent participation from the perspective

of the total program rather than in the context of isolated

elements of programs, as in Part II. Child care, daycare and

child development programs which are exemplary in both quality

of child care and parent involvement are briefly described with

particular emphasis on parent activities. These programs, from

various set.tings and parts of the country, illustrate that



parents can and do play active, varied, and rewarding roles

in daycare.

The present overview is primarily based on data from three

sources: .1) printed materials available in January, 1971,

describina child care and/or development programs and their

parent involvement elements; 2) meetings with parents and pro-

gram administrators around the United States during the summer

and fall or 1970, and with parents who attended the Child

Development/Daycare Workshop in Warrenton, Virginia, in July,

1970; and 3) responses to a questionnaire designed to obtain

specific information about parent participation, completed by

750 child care and child development programs in the summer

and fall of 1970.

The overview 3.6 supplemented with a comprehensive reference

list and four appendices. The first provides the Workshop

parents' entire 71Pf -7 concel-n; anothe.L includes the parent

involvememt questionnaire which:may be used by programs as an

aide-to self-study or to provide additional program information

to the authors; a third appendix provides brief a.Cbracts of

sevexal interesting programs which were not discms °ed in the

body of the overview.

The fourtal appendix, an address list, is promided to help

.overcomce the major limitation of this overview: the brevity of

program descriptions. The reader who wishes to .,..:11:)tain a more

Comprehensive, sophisticated, and updated undergE=anding of in-

dlvidmal programs is urged to write directly to he director

or mmjor investigator.
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PART I

ORIGINS OF PRINCIPLES FOR PARENT PARTICIPATION

There is an accelerating trend toward egalitarianism in

America today. A growing number of women are leaving the home

to help support their families, out of economic necessity or

to find self-fulfillment beyond the roles of wife and mother.

According to the recent census, more than 46 percent of all

American women today are employed. These families are turning

to daycare programs for assistance in caring for their children.

Parents are aware that their child may spend thousands of

hours of his young life in the daycare setting between in-

fancy and the time he enters public school. This experience

will shape the adolescent and adult he will become. As Kagan

and Witten (1970) pointed out, what the child becomes is de-

termined by what happens to him in the daycare setting:

... how he is handled, what values he is
taught, what knowl-edge he gains, what at-
titudes toward people he acquires. The
child can come to trust or to hate others
in a neighbor's apartment, a commune, or
a recently built nursery school. (P.37)

While parents require the services of daycare for a variety

of reasons, and are searching for new childrearing roles, they

still want to be primarily responsible for their children.

Without a major role for parents in the planning, administration,

and the activities of daycare programs, mass daycare poses a

danger. Kagan and Witten warned that parents may come to be-

lieve that daycare personnel have this primary responsibility,
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just as they have already, given responsibility for their

school-age children's academic prograss to the schools. It

seems logical and appropria#e to approach the discussion of

daycare programs first through an analysis of concerns ex-

pressed by parents for the well-being of their children and

their families. Later, the current thinKing of educators

and researchers will be reviewed briefly.

PARENTAL CONCERNS ABOUT DAYCARE

In response to the question, "What kind of daycare do

you want for your child," parents have had the opportunity

to express their ideas, both as individuals and as members of

groups such as the parents who participated in the Child

Development/Daycare Workshop in Warrenton, Virginia, in July,

1970 (Appendix A). Through a qUestionnaire (Appendix B) and

through personal contact with researchers, parents have ex-

pressed numerous explicit concerns about child care or child

development programs in rural and urban settings in black,

Indian, Chicano, Appalachian, Ozarkan, and migrant communities.

Some of these concerns are summarized here and will serve as

a basis for the statement of principles later.

Parents want decision-making roles in the planning and

administration of programs which affect their children; they

want to help establish the.criteria to be met by the staff;

they want to influence or control the hiring and firing of

staff. Parents are particularly concerned that males, in-
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cluding teenagers and grandparents, be included on the staff.

They feel that, to a much greater extent, professionals in-

volved in the program should be indigenous to the community

being served, be of the same ethnic background, and have gen-

uine respect for the parents. When indigenous professionals

are not available, and "professionals" are really necessary,

parents have asked to be involved in teaching the newcomers

about the local customs and values. Parents are particularly

concerned that the curriculum be relevant to their children's

specific situation. For example, mothers from New York City

are anxious to have someone help teach their three-year-old

children about drug abuse. They consider this knowledge im-

perative to their children's survival and feel strongly that

this instruction should take precedence over reading and arith-

metic.

Parents often express frustration that, everi where centers

exist for the care of their preschool children, there are no

provisions for after school care for older brothers and sisters

in elementary, junior, and even senior high school. One

mother explains that even after finding adequate child care

for her two younger children, she worried so much about her

twelve year old "on the street" that she had to quit her job.

In a number of different ways, parents complain that the

disparity between the rich and stimulating environment in the

centers--books, pictures, toys, fancy equipment--and their less

exciting home environment fosters in their children the feeling
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that their parents have failed them. Instead, they argue that

the centers should make some of these books, toys, and games

available for home use and help their children understand that

their families are trapped by economic conditions over which

they have only limited control.

Related to this is a particularly strong concern to

establish continuity between the home and the center through

the parent's involvement in the child's educational activities

in the home and at the center. In order to work with their

children at home, parents ask for special parent education

programs related to their child's activities. Many parents,

especially the single mothers who so often need daycare for

their children, express the need for contact with other parents

and the opportunity to discuss and exchange views on the ex-

periences of their children, and to enjoy the companionship

of other mothers. This desire for contact with other parents

is a strong motive for increased participation in daycare pro-

grams.

Parents express a great deal of misunderstanding about

and hostility toward research, especially toward "studies to

show another thing that is wrong with us." According to Hess

et al.(in press):

Minority groups have come to believe that
programs organized for research purposes are
usually of short term duration, may be con-
ducted by people who are insensitive to or
are unfamiliar with cultural differences,
have no pay-off to the community, and seldom
form a basis for social and political action

10
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or involve the community residents in
productive or work roles. They do not
serve the needs of the parents, have
little positive effect on children and
may even be detrimental.

The fact that university-based research programs are receiv-

ing extensive financial support while many community projects

cannot keep their doors open is difficult for parents to under-

stand.

In a number of settings throughout the nation, parents

are convinced that their subjective evaluations of the effec-

tiveness of their programs are at least as relevant and import-

ant as standardized tests given to their children. Rarely,

however, have their opinions and ideas about the strengths

and weaknesses of programs been solicited, and even less

frequently are their ideas taken into consideration in program

redirection. They question evaluating a program only in terms

of changes in intellectual functioning of their children, while

ignoring other aspects of their development, as well as ig-

noring changes in the family and the community. The importance

of assessing changes in the community is demonstrated by the

recent Kirschner Associates' report (1970) on the impact of

Head Start on community institutions. It ident1fied-1;496

changes in local education and health programs in 58 communities,

changes which were brought about by Head Start.

Organized groups such as the Black Panther Party, women's

organizations, welfare rights groups, Chicano and American

Indian organizations have articulated many goals expressed by

11,
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individual parents. In a review of minority group goals for

preschool and daycare programs, Hess et al. (in press) pointed

out that, in spite of major differences, minority groups share:

the feeling that they have been
mistreated by a stronger, more dom-
inant part of their society. . . .

since public institutions of early
education have largely failed to
meet community needs in the past,
they probably will not direct their
energies to meet the perceived needs
of these people in the future. . .

Programs must, therefore, be developed
by the communities themselves if they
are to be responsive to the community's
needs.

Hess et al. (in press) emphasized that theprograms which

are Ileing proposed and developed by minority communities them-

selves are similar to traditional programs in that they stress

cognitive growth and adequate nutrition, but that they differ

in terms of the context in which these are offered. Specifi-

cally, they are concerned with the development of ethnic pride,

self-esteem, family pride, and bilingual competency. Related

to the parental concern about the implicit criticism of their

homes as deficient and bland environments and the effect this

was having on their children's views, Hess and his associates

also found that minority groups are placing special emphasis

on political education for children to help them learn about

the economic and social forces, beyond the control of their

parents, which cause their powerlessness and poverty. Simi-

larly, they are concerned with the support of survival

12
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and group solidarity values and the creation of a daycare

atmosphere which stresses "cooperative living and sharing

of limited resources."

The general concerns expressed by parents throughout

the nation are reflected and supported_by the statement of

principles for daycare in the United States which"was en-

dorsed by parents, cthild care professionals, social scientists,

and daycare expets',who partic pated f_n the Child Deveaopment/

Daycare Workshop in. July, 1970. Acco=ding to the workshop's

report:

What is needed in American society is
a change in our patterns of living which
will bring people back into the lives of
children and children back into the lives
of people.

It argues that the primary objective of daycare is to

help the child develop his full human potential.

The purpose is not just to free parents
for another activity or to serve man-
power requirements. Since so many of
the experiences that are critical for a
child's development involve his parents,
the primary focus of any effective day-
care program must be the individual child
and his family. It is only by respecting
the rights of parents to decide what will
be advantageous to their child, and by pro-=
viding them with the information they need
to make an informed judgement, that a day-
care program can achieve its objective of
creating an environment that permits the
realization of human potential.

Child development studies have documented the importance

of parental influence on the developMent of young children.
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Bloom, Davis, and Hess (1965) summarized many studies which

repeatedly demonstrated that the home is the single most

important influence on a child's intellectual and emotional

development.

Kagan and Moss (1962), in_a Iss:Ingimdinal study alt the

Fels Instituter indicated that -1'11. -impor=tant behavional changes

which occur in a child during tthe Eirst years of school are

closely related to his identifiaEiton uztth his parents and

his attempts to adopt their valms..--wrid:behaviors.*

BASIC CONCEPTUALIZATIONS

Community institutions-- educational, vocational, recrea-

tional, child care, health, welfare-- assist parents in ful-

filling their responsibilities in rearing their children. It

has never been the intent of these institutions to assume the

responsibilities of parents, except as emergency procedures

when the welfare of the child is in question as a result

of his being orphaned, abused, neglected, or deserted. While
1.

*R. D. Hess and several associates have written an excellent
review of the research on parental influences on cognitive
development and school achievement. It will appear in the
forthcoming book Daycare: Resources for Decision, edited by
Edith Grotberq Mashington, _U._ S. Government Printing
Office, in press). In the same volume Sigel, discusses
parental influences on social and emotional development.
In both.chapters an attempt is made to identify influences
which are relevant to daycare populations.
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the services from some communitI institutions-- schools, for

example-- are directed to the total popu3ation, other services

are primarily intended for and used by the poor. Traditionally,

these institutions and the home have been sep7Irated by

sharply delineated 1(7-;gal and professicInul boun'Aaries. Pro-

grams have been developed, administered, and o-perated by

specially -trained'personnel, and parents have been restricted

to family roles .within the home.

In the past decade at least two factors have begun to

blur the lines between the home and some community institutions.

One factor is the "discovery of poverty," especially by social

scientists and educators, leading to the resultant discovery

of poverty as a political issue and the concomitant Congression-

al action which made monies available to allevlate the effects

of poverty on the health and educational achievement of young

children. The second factor is the move by the minority

groups into the "power system." The result of this has been

that parents have begun to follow their children into

educational programs, some by invitation and some on their

own initiative; to participate in decision and policy making,

and in supportive roles as volunteers, as paid workers in

the institutions, and as tutors of their own children at home;

or to receive instruction in child development and homemaking.

Federal programs, including Head Start, began to focus atten-

tion on parents, as well as children, and reauired their

participation, an approach which contrasted sharply with that

15
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of traditional daycare centers who 'view parents as

recipients of their services.

Certain ec-g.sumptions about the-needs and characteristics

of low-income and minority populations are implicit in any

program designed for parents or children. During the past

several years, many social scientists and educators have be-

gun to question popular assumptions and make explicit alter-

native descriptions of the world of the poor (Chilman, in

press; Hess et al.,in press; Baratz and Baratz, 1970; Blank,

1970; Gordon, 1969; Gurin, 1969, Hess, 1969). According to

Hess et al (in press), conceptions about the social, cultural

and educational world in which low-income and minority group

families live_and interact "represent an implicit hypothesis

of the nature of the educational problem and the point of

the system which most needs to be changed, and thus_contain

implications for the type of program which would provide a

remedy." Most programs designed to serve these populations

in recent years have assumed that "the educational system

esentially is sound and that the greatest energy should be .

put to helping families and children orient themselves

successfully toward the school" (Hess et al., in press).

Hess et al. (in press) raview 'four models of how a

disadvantaged child's experiences affect his educational

attainment and capabilities. The deficit model views the

child and his home environment-as deprived. His home is

lacking in the experiences needed for adequate cognitive
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growth. When he comes to school, he lacks the bc skials

necessary for success. The cultural ,lifferene mop_fel defines

the child's experience as different, Inot defickent., Me has

lived in a culture having its own language, traiditons, and

strengths. _The school-as-failure model sees the (7.Aifficwaty

as embodied in the school, its curriculum, an& staf±11. Vhe

school does not utilize the abilities the child bmiings with

him and does not meet the educational needs of the community.

The child is considered "educationally rejected" rather than

"culturally deprived." The social structural mode:r viewing

the problem at a societal level, sees the behavior of in-

dividuals as determined by their status and joy the demands

and expectations of society. The poor black, Indian, Puerto

Rican or Chicano child and his parents see themselves

trapped by poverty, powerless to change or control their lives.

The children may or may not have any real deficiencies or

differences, but they are treated as if they do by the system,

even by those who seek to help them. This perception and

the expectations for failure that accompany it reinforce

the child's expectation of failure and self-rejection.

These models are not necessarily mutually exclusive, but

certain implications for parent programs follow from them.

one presumes that the parents have provided a deficient home

environment, and are themselves inadequate, intervention

programs would either take the children away fram the home and

limit severely the role of deficient parents in shaping the
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educational environment, or one would intervene in the home,

attempting to retrain the mother in basic skills or attitudes

she is lacking. This is the thrust of many parent education

and mother-child home programs.

In contrast to this, if one takes the cultural difference

model, it follows that the parents should have a large role

in helping to make the daycare program fit within the cultural

framework of their community. They are perfectly "adequate"

as parents and are best qualified to develop programs which

will maximize the strengths inherent in their culture. It

would be more important for teachers to be sensitive to and

a part of the culture than fdr them to have specific skills

in remediation or intervention.

Proponents of the school-as-failure model would not

attempt to prepare their children for success in traditional

public schools, but would focus their energies on the schools

themselves, changing their organization, administration,

atmosphere, and content to become more sensitive to cultural

and individual differences in the language and thinking styles

of their children. Some proponents of the school-as-failure

model have abandoned the public schools altogether to develop

their own alternative schools and programs.

An application of the social structural model would lead

to major efforts to improve the conditions which oppress

minority and low-income peoPle and to change the social

structures which support their oppression. The social

18
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structural model also implies that one would be concerned

wlth the psychological changes that had resulted from growing

up and living in an imposed low-status, powerless, and exploited

position in society. Thus programs would be developed which

give power to communities and provide them with experiences

intended to allow their human potentialities to be expressed.

When one designs programs for parents in daycare settings,

it is important to make explicit the assumptions which will

underlie the statement of the problem and the design of the

program. It is clear that how a problem is conceptualized

will determine how it is solved.

Parents must participate in ratherothan only be passive

recipients of,daycare services. Parent participation takes

many forms, each of which has its .own psychological and

ppractical justification in terms of the advantages for the

child, the basic human desire (of parents to be involved with

their children, and of families to be together. Daycare pro-

grams must use their potential to strengthen and promote these

relationships whenever possible, and provide the ideal situation

in which families-- parents and children-- can grow together

through experiencing the same activities, exploring new ideas,

discovering new interests and developing new skills. Since a

Large part of the waking hours of the child may be spent in

daycare centers, concrete plans must be made to prevent the

center from becoming a wedge between parents and their children,

and between brothers and sisters. The center should, rather,
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strengthen and improve the quality of family relationships,

as well as contribute to the individual growth of each mem-

ber.



PART II

PRINCIPLES OF PARENT PARTICIPATION

The concerns of parents,,and the views of child care

specialists and experienced daycare operators, supported

by a growing body of research, suggest several specific prin-

ciples for effective parent participation in daycare programs.

Briefly, the principles to be discussed are:

1. Parents must have an active role in all phases of

policy and decision making in the planning and ad-

ministration of daycare programs.

2. Parents must be encouraged and provided means to

participate in the education of their children, and

specific attempts must be made to involve fathers

in these activities.

3. Parents must be provided opportunities for self-

improvement, employment, service as volunteers or

"temporary staff," and contact with other parents.

There seems to be general recognition that parent in-

volvement is crucial to effective daycare. For example, these

principles for parent participation in daycare are reflected

in the guidelines set forth annually by HEW, 0E0, the Office

of Education, the U. S. Department of Labor and agencies at

state levels. That parents are important in the lives of

their children and children in the lives of their parents is

not a new concept. However, acceptance of the concept has

apparently not been a powerful enough motivation to activate

the majority of child care and daycare programs to seek strong
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family involvement. We have the legal provisions and often,

as in Head Start, requirements to involve parents in preschool

programs, but to a great extent it is not happening. Why do

so few programs have extensive parent participation? Why do

so many have low involvement or none at all?

One argument has been that working mothers do not have

the time that non-working mothers have to spend in daycare

centers or in special programs with their children. This

attempt to explain non-participation is not supported by

studies of the behavior of working and non-working mothers.

Surveys have demonstrated that even at the lowest inCome and_

educational levels, working mothers "are appreciably more

likely to belong to organizations or clubs, and to belong to

two or more, than are non-working mothers. . " (Ruderman,

1968; 179).

Among the other explanations that have been offered, the

most common ones include some of the following underlying

assumptions about the parents of children In daycare programs:

they aren't interested; they don't have the ability it takes

to participate in planning or administration; if they were

encouraged to get involved, they might "take over" and the

programs would be ruined because they lack leadership skills:

they couldn't raise money or manage budgets; they wouldn't

ask, let alone listen, to advice from professionals with

experience and specialized knowledge. Many of these assump-

tions culminate in the attitude: they have been inadequate

22
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as parents and are largely responsible for their children's

deficiencies; we really.shouldn't try to involve them in

our programs; rather, we should attempt to create a better

environment for their children.

It is probable that to some extent this attitude and its

underlying assumptions are the result of a lack of information

about the wide range of ways in which parents can be involved,

and the many highly successful programs in which parents play

a major role. Even where there is a desire to involve

parents, daycare programs need information, ideas, and t6sted

models for effective involvement. In response to these prob-

lems, we will illustrate the three principles with examples

from existing programs which emphasize various aspects of

parent participation. Many of these examples are child

development research or demonstration programs rather than

daycare programs. They have been included because they have

demonstrated some degree of effectiveness and because they

appear to be adaptable to daycare.

These examples will usually represent elements of programs

rather than entire programs and do not indicate that the en-

tire program is exemplary. A later section will present

descriptions of complete child development, child care and

daycare programs which are outstanding in terms of parent

participation.
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PARENTS MUST HAVE AN ACTIVE ROLE IN ALL PHASES OF POLICY AND
DECISION MAKING IN THE PLANNING AND ADMINISTRATION OF THE DAY-
CARE PROGRAM.

In our society, parents have both the privilege and

responsibility for making decisions concerning the rearing

of their children, and concerted efforts must be made to

encourage and support them in thip process. Although parents

may request the services of profesionals and work with

experienced administrators in platning programs and establish-
)

ing policy, the basic decisions sould be those of the parents.

Greenberg (1969) describes w211 the plight of parents

today. Educators have so effect!vely barred parents from

learning about educational alteyaatives that parents are

essentially unaware of the exci.ing ideas in the world of

teaching and learning today. lerefore they are unable to

work towards anything specific Growing numbers of communities

with legitimate concerns over -he failure of the educational
1

establishment to meet the nee(E. of their children are feeling

so excluded from the educaticT nal decision-making process that

in frustrated rage they are peman ing total control.
,

. (

The experience of Head Start, arent Implemented Follow

Through, and the Parent and Child nters attests to the value

of parent service on policy-making ards, especially when

parents have received training in 4.eaership skills. Activities

such as community meetings, site visit to successful programs,

and the identification and solution of chool and community
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problems have resulted in substantial changes in school

programs and in community involvement. Of equal importance,

effective service on policy committees and boards has given

parents feelings of competence and self-confidence, as well

as a sense of control over their own lives.

Within the context of parent control and involvement,

there must be an opportunity for the parents to have options.

The parent must have the right to choose how much and on what

levels, if at all, he wants to become involved in the planning

and operation of the program, and/or participate in the activi-

ties of the center. He should be actively encouraged to

participate from the earliest possible stage, and his option

to join in must always remain open, but his refusal or in-

ability to participate should not prevent his child from

participating.

Parent decisions channeled through appropriate planning

and policy making committees or boards should determine:

1. general .7,nd specific goals of the daycare program

for children, parents, and families, and programs

to implement the chosen goals,

2. cultural and ethnic relevance of the program,

3. age groups to be served,

4. delivery systems of the program--- home daycare,

neighborhood center, indutrial center, mobile vans,

or a combination of these,
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5. staffing patterns, policies, and personnel of the

program (including determining what positions

will be created, what the requirements will be for

these positions, who will be hired to fill them),

6. plans for research and evaluation of the program,

7. _methods of staff evaluation.

As these seven areas indicate, thereJ is a wide variety

and

of roles for parents to play, alueit is thirte continuing

responsibility of the program slicaET and suipportive parents

to develop the kimd anciquality activittes which will

result in meaningful voluntarypimTticipatioan by all parents.

When parents are not involved 1A_Imital, rewarding roles in

a child care program, one should :look to the program for the

cause rather than to the parents.

Discussion And Illustrations of Parent Participation in
Policy and Decision Making

1. Complete parent control, with or without the assis-

tance and advice of professionals, community and agency

representatives, and experienced administrators.

2. Sharing of responsibility, with parents having vary-

ing proportions of the power. Experience has shown that the

number of parents on a board does not necessarily reflect their
influence. Middle-class professionals and commUnity and agency

representatives tend to be more influential because they have

skills acquired in other decision-making groups, tend to be

more self-confident, and often overemphasize the extent of
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their "expertise." This emphasizes the importance of train-

ing to increase the effectiveness of parents on policy

boards. Such training programs are still in early stages

of development and vary in approaches and effectiveness.

3. Serving on advisory coMmittee, without decialon-

making power. Parents' opinions on specific issues may

also be solicited informally by those in control.

4. Having the opportunity to observe the decisLon-

making process and express concerns. Parents are usually

welcome at board meetings and may be provided time to ask

questions and present problems. It shatoul& be noted that at

this level, parents act as individualm rather than as a

group, which may further reduce both their willingness to

express themselves and the extent of their influence.

5. Being informed of decisions which affect the policies

of the program. Parent meetings may be held to explain

decisions, and inform parents about how the daycare center

is operated, who the staff is, what age groups will be

served, what the content of the educational curricula will

be, and so on. Decisions are often communicated to parents

in newsletters or in the course of parent-teacher conferences

or home visits.

The level of parent participation in decision making

can vary at different stages in the development of a pro-

gram and in various aspects of the same program. Usually

parents participate in several of these ways in all daycare

programs. 27
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at least 50 percent of the members

parents. In practice, howe-ver, the
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Head Start required_that

of advisory cammittmes be

percent varLed greatly.

The Lambertville-Pittstown, blew Jersey Head at.art had a

board compc>sed of 98

had boards with less

parents were serving

percent parents while many programs

than 10 percent parents. In some programs

in advisory capacities prior to setrting

program goals. The Nana California Head Start

establishwa parent policy=making boards before

goals wer set, but most programs waited until.

was assured before involving parents, and many

went furl.ther and

the progrcam

after funding

did not -.attempt

to give parents a role in policy making until months GLELer

the programs were in Operation.

The

making in

programs,

level of parent participation in program policy

Head Start has also varied. Xn

parents have been limited to an

the majority of

advisory role,

and in some cases this has been largely informal, with the

director soliciting parent opinion. Some programs have gone

further and have given parents a share of responsibility for

administration of the program or a shared role in the selection

of staff. Napa, California Head Start parents are primarily

responsible for administration of their program and for hiring

the staff.

These examples of shared responsibility or parent control

are close to the model set by the new Head Start guidelines.
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ership

replace Parent Advisory Committees OpAc), with speefac deci-

sion-making roles for parents spelled out for each .3.-tage and

aspect of the program. These parent-controlled boilts have

primary responsibility for a wide range2 of planning mnd

administrative decisions.

More traditional daycare programs_are also increasingly

involving parents in decision-making roles. The zton Day

Care Association and the Seattle Day Nmrsery have7alduidsory

and policy boards composed entirely of parents. The 'parent

cooperative daycare programs., such as Central Harlem, Associa-

tion of Montessori Parents, Inc., are usually administered by

boards of directors which are composed of parents, elected by
GI

parents, and accountable to parents. Board decisions on

staffing and curriculum are subject to approval by all of the

parents.

Parents in the sixteen centers operated by the National

Capital Child Day Care Association , in Washington, D.C., parti-

cipate in policy making and staff selection in their own

centers. They select representatives for the association-

wide Parents Advisory Committee, who assist in identifying

needs, setting policies, and hiring staff of the Association.

Sixteen PAC members make up one-third of the Association's

Board of Directors.

Parents from the Andrew Fleck Child Center in Ottawa,

Canada have been sent as official representatives of the
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programo eaycAzre and social welfare conferences and in-

stitultes to assixt in setting regional goals. The Child

Develmament/Daycare Workshop brought in parents of children

in daycare programs around the United States as consultants

to assEst in planning and preparing materials for a national

daycare program.

Settimg and implementing the goals and choosing an

educatkanal program. From the experience of the Community

Cooperative Nursery School in Menlo Park, California, it

seems necessary for parents to have the freedom to make'and

learn from their mistakes, as all program planners must do,

and to test the limits of their power. The Community Coopera

tive Nursery School resulted from a dream of a group of mothers

who wanted to establish a permanent nursery school for their

children and grandchildren. With assistance from the Mental

Research Institute (MRI), the mothers wrote the original funding

proposal to 0E0 and took priiriary responsibility for developing

the goals and policies of their program. They hired teachers

and worked with them to develop the educational program.

They made mistakes, but learned from them, soliciting advice

and assistance from MRI, while retaining control of the

decision-making process. They did not fully recognize the

extent of their power until after they had fired the first

Director and hired a new onej The mothers wanted a new
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apecially designed building for their nursery school and

T.A4ised over $10,000 towards funding it.

More typically, parents_advise on specific issues after

general goals of the program have been set. Parent

At&wisory Committee (PAC) representatives meeting with teachers

-their preschool in Oakland, California (Oakland Preschool

cogram) developed lists of specific classroom objectives which

-::bey felt should be emphasized. The list was used as a re-

malurce in the teachers' inservice training program. The

parent representatives on this PAC decided that it would be

ImotErthwhile for mothers in their program to watch Sesame Street

an-television, so they assumed ',:he responsibility for contact-

ing and encouraging the mothers and providing them with the

poogram's educational guide for parents.

Parents attending teacher-teacher aide classroom meetings

thrciughout the schooi year in New Rochelle, New York (Experi-

-.4at..ntal Pre-Kindergarten) raised questions about classroom

procedurss and their childreln's development in an informal

way. The parents' steering committee made suggestions to

the administration concerning structural changes in the

classrooms, and the suggestions were accepted. These same

parents suggested to the superintendent of schools that it

would be valuable and desirable for the teachers to have

maxe time for training and planning. They recommended that

tPv. five-day school week be reduced to four days. This

migigestion was also implemented.
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Parents in the Fresno, California Title I preschool

program were able to publish a handbook for parents and to

initiate a preschool-kindergarten articulation program. The

curriculum of the Seattle Day Nursery is being developed from

parent suggestions.

The Universal Education Corporation, a private company,

has developed an Educational Daycare Program, designed to

strengthen the role of the family. The plan offers several

types of daycare to satisfy a variety of needs. Parents will

have the opportunity to participate in selecting which plan

will be followed in their neighborhood. The program currently

serves a pilot population of 2,000 children and their families

in four Pennsylvania cities.

The role of the parent in program selection is an explicit

part of the Responsive Program, a product of the Far West

Laboratory for Educational Research. It is assumed that

parents must be involved in the selection of the program if

it isrto succeed, and that parents must approve the program

before it is introduced and have the right to review their

decision after they have seen it in action.

1

Giving the progl:am cultural and ethnic relevance. Every

community has a cultural or ethnic identity, and parents must

be involved in adapting the flavor and content of their pro-

gram to fit within this identity. This will increase con-

tunity between the center and the home, and enrich the children's
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lives, as well as encouraging parents and families to feel

that the daycare program is compatible with their interests

and values.

The Dr. Martin Luther King Family Center in Chicago,

Illinois was originally developed by a research institute

but is now community controlled. Their Freedom School for

Black Children redefines development, competence, linguistic

and cognitive systems within a black frame of reference.

They have built into their program a variety of activities

which are designed to perMit the child to begin the process

of positively defining himself as a black person (Dr. Martin

Luther King Family Center, 1970):

Because of the daily experiences which
"simply omit Blacks" it is necessary to
emphasize for the children cultural ex-
periences which take into account "the Black
experience." Culturally-based songs,
rhythms, stories, and pictures are a part
of the child's everyday school life. Va-
cation days to celebrate Black heroes are
a part of his world. Considerable verba-
lization, the use pf mirrors, etc., all
relate to his growing self-image. The
symbols of the Black Revolution are com-
municated as a part of the everyday
experiences--not in an angry and defiant
mode, but rather in an ego7enhancing, and
supportive manner. That the child is
beautiful, delightful to be with, worth-
while in his own right, and Black is
evident to the teacher, parent and child.

Choosing the age groups to be served. This is a complex

problem, and the solution which is most satisfactory from an

administrative viewpoint mayl not best satisfy the needs of
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the community. When a city has only limited funds for day-

care, it obviously must meet the needs of some at the expense

of others. In this kind Of situation, there is likely to

be pressure to serve the greatest number of children regard-
.

less of how adequately the needs of their families are met.

Tallahassee, Florida's Leon Interfaith Child Care, Inc.
1

r&cently began to operate a Head Start daycare program for

three and four year olds in three centers. This program

includes an experimental educational component, which re-

quired special training for 'the entire staff and a built-in

research program to evaluate its effectiveness. Having made

a successful beginning, Leon Interfaith is preparing to expand,

perhaps doubling the number Of centers during the next year.

The investment in the current program and the relative cost

of new programs for infant or school-aged children will be

important factors in deciding which age groups the new centers

should serve. From a simple administrative point of view,

it would be easier to dupliciate the existing program in new

centers, perhaps spreading the trained and experienced

staff from the current centers among the new ones. In this

way a larger number of children could be provided quality

daycare, at a lower cost, more quickly and with less diffi-

culty, than if the resources were put into infant or after-

school programs. But from the point of view of the parents,

this may not be a satisfactory solution. A mother with infant

and school-aged children, as well as preschoolers, would be

no more free to work than she is now.

34
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The conflict arises in part from the different percep-

tions of who is the consumer of daycare. When individual

children are seen as the clients, it follows that a greater

number of Tallahassee children would be served more quickly

and with less expense by duplicating the existing program in

new preschool daycare centers. If, however, the family and

the community are seen as the clients, it is likely that a

multi-age program would be preferable. The parents would

benefit, and when mothers were freed to work or study, the

community would benefit. In order to satisfactorily meet

the needs of families and the community, parents must be

involved in assessing local needs, comparing costs and bene-

fits, and determining the best solution.

Some communities have chosen to provide multi-age day-

care in programs which focus on ways to involve older and

younger children together. This is a common approach of

parent and child centers. At the Underwood School in Newton,

Massachusetts, children of ages five, six, and seven are

deliberately grouped together in one classroom to serve as

an extended family with the older children helping the others.

At W. T. Moore Elementary School in Tallahassee, Florida,

kindergarten, first and second grade children are grouped

together providing the oppo

activities. The older chil

both tutors and pupils are

tunity for many cross-age

ren tutor the younger ones, and

earning at an accelerated pace.

35
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Selecting the type and location of da care -ervices.

Parents must be involved in determining the types of daycare

services offered and the location of child care centers.

There is a wide variety of ways to meet daycare needs

(family daycare, neighborhood centers, centers at place of

work, mobile units, home visitors, television programs) , and

only parents can choose which combination will best meet

their needs.

Some parents would prefer having their children cared

for close to home, in their-own neighborhoods, with the

children of friends and neighbors. Others may wish care

provided at their place of employment. The National Capital

Area Child Day Care Association has a daycare program for

Department of Labor employees' preschool children Locating

the center in or near the public elementary schools would

facilitate providing after schocl care for school-age children .

in the same center with their younger brothers and sisters.

This would allow activities to strengthen the relationship

between children from the same family and allow parents to
Ibecome more deeply involved with one program, rather than

less involved with several 4:Ifferent programs.

In rural areas, with programs serving greater areas,

parents may choose to have entire programs brought to themb'

through sub-centers, mobile units, home visitors, or television

programs. The Mt. Carmel, Illinois Parent and Child Center

has a mobile library which brings materials and toys to the

36
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home. The Southeastern Editcational Laboratory is experi-

menting with a language development program delivered to

preschoolers in six Southeastern states; a mobile van equipped

as a classroom makes regular stops at selected rural cross-

roads, requiring only parking space and a power supply.

The Appalachia Educational Laboratory has developed a

home oriented preschool educational program which combines

television, a mobile unit, and home visits. The educational

program is broadcast over a commercial channel for one-half

hour every day, five days a week. A trained paraprofessional

visits the home weekly. The traveling classroom with a

teacher and aide visits children in groups of ten to fifteen

once each wc:Pk fo .. an hour and a half During the home visits

the parent or parent substitute is provided a series of

activities specifically designed to reinforce the concepts

being taught in the other elements of the program.

On a much larger scale,1 Sesame Street; broadcast nation-
'

ally on both educational and commercial television, is

accompanied with guides for
lparents suggesting educational

activities to complement the programs. Beginning in the

Fall of 1970 "'Sesame Street Mothers" groups were organized

in inner-city areas of a nu ber of large cities. These

mothers met in Viewing Centers with specially trained teachers

who suggested ways for them to use the program in working with

their children.

37
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Some of the most promising types of services take advan-

tage of existing patterns of behavior within communities. The

Super Market Discovery Center in South Central Los Angeles

serves three and four year olds who come grocery shopping

with their parents. Children are given training in cognitive

and tactile tasks in 45-minute sessions once or twice a week.

Their parents are provided suggestions about how to reinforce

and review the concepts with their children. The program also

provides training and employment opportunities for central

city senior high school and junior college students, who act

as tutors.

7ne Daycare Neighbor Service in Portlar-1, Oregon is an

innovative and successful attempt to support and strengthen

women who already play the role of daycare matchmaker in

their neighborhoods. These women are paid $25 a month to

assist working mothers in locating child care resources,

usually family daycare in a nearby home. They also accept

some responsibility for the quality of the daycare they have

arranged, attempting to solve problems that may arise, and

when necessary, referring people to community service agencies.

A social worker visits the Daycare Neighbors and counsels

them. The Daycare Neighbor Service is an example of how

money and staff can be used to support and improve existing

patterns of daycare within a community.

Selecting the staff. Parents should participate in the

determination of a program's personnel needs and the specifi-
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cation of criteria to be used in selecting staff. They must

also actively participate in recruiting and hiring. This

is one of the simplest, iret most important ways to involve

parents, and provides evidence to parents that they actually

have a meaningful, powerful role to play in running their

program.

In the process of determining personnel requirements,

the basic

be shaped

goals and underlying assumptions of the program will

and made explicit: Do we need another teacher, or

a family aide instead? Should our teachers have professional

training or are other experiencesi more important? Does our

social worker need a degree or 1E; it more important that she

be bilingual?

Although

the personnel

Head Start

parents had an iniOally small role in writing

policies for the Lec)0 Interfaith Child Care

program in Tallahassee,\Florida, the proposed

assistan\ve of several parents,policies, written with the

were brought to the Parent Policy Cclmittee, which reviewed
1

and amended them. The parents worket to clarify responsi-

bilities, particularly the decision- aking roles of the

parents and staff in the operation o the centers. The

parents spent many hours reading and(discussing the proposed

policies, with the assistance of til \l 'irector and parent

coordinator, in the process coming to ppreciate better the

complexity of the program and to under: and their role.
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This illustrates the educational value of policy Traking

by parents. Without the real job of writing personnel policies,

it Is unlikely that any of the parents would have spent hours

studying personnel policies or considering and discussing the

basic goals and assumptions underlying the policies. The

parents in many Head Start programs have participated in

selecting staff and under the new guidelines this has be-

come the rule rather than the exception.

Parents in the New Rochelle Experimental Pre-Kindeigarten

were j.nvolved in establishing the requirements for the social

worker position when it became vacant. They considered the

role he should play, the kind of person he should be, and

what kinds of skills he needed. Applicants ware screened by

the director, but a committee of teachers, aides, the director

and parents made the final decision. New Rochelle plans to

continue the procedure of involving parents in staff selection.

When parents know that they have selected and hired their

children's teachers, the family aide, or the director, they

will be able to interact with them more freely, on an "equals"

basis. When they don't participate in hiring, all too often

parents are hesitant to ask questions, offer advice, or feel

free to get involved in progam activities directed by staff

members. The staff members are more likely to treat parents

with respect and to be sensitive to their needs when they

perceive them as "employers" as well as parents.

40
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Contributing to research and evaluation. Parents have

expressed the concern that priority in funding be given to

the delivery of daycare services zather than to research and

experimental projects. Part of their objection has been to

evaluation criteria and the research methods which often seem

inappropriate and irrelevant. Parents, however, also want

the best possible care and services for their children and

families, and for this reason assessment and evaluation are

necessary.

Horowitz and Paden (in press) explained that few middle-

class social scientists ave knowledgeable about lower class

Afro-American culture and its distinctions from the lower

social class of white America.

The result has been a general picture of deficit
functioning of the Afro-American child. This
deficit picture has been both right and wrong.
In terms of the responses expected for success-
ful functioning in the average public school
P3etting, the lower class ghetto black child
does not possess the responses or exhibit them
in a way not easily utilized by the average
teacher. On the other hand, particularly
in the area of language, the black ghetto
child may have developed an adequate reper-
toire of responses'for the culture in which
he is being reared (Baratz, 1968). It is
not necessarily a case of deficit functioning.
It may be a matter of different functioning.

One of the consequences of social scientists' and edu-

cators'-not fully appreciating this difference has been the

development of early childhood intervention programs based

on what Baratz and Baratz (1970) term "the inadequate mother

hypothesis:" The ghetto mother is inadequate because she
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produces "deficit" children who are linguistically and cog-

nitively impaired. In agreement with other researchers who

have said that the deficit does not, in fact, exist; they state:

Black children are neither linguistically im-
poverished nor cognitively underdeveloped.
Although their language system is different
and, therefore, presents a handicap to the child
attempting to negotiate with the standard English-
speaking mainstream, it is nonetheless a fully
developed, highly structured system that is more
than adequate for aiding in abstract thinking.
French children attempting to speak standard
English are at a linguistic disadvantage; they are
not linguistically deficient. Speaking standard
English is a linguistic disadvantage for the black
youth on the streets of Harlem. A disadvantage
created by a difference is not the same thing
as deficit! (p. 36)

Baratz and Baratz (1970) ask for research which recog-

nizes cultural differences and which looks at what actually

happens in the home, rather than the current efforts using

white middle-class measures in laboratory and other artifi-

cial settings.

A research program on the same scale as that
mounted to support the social pathology model
must be launched to discover the different,
but not Fthologica1, forms of Negro behavior.
Then and oAly then can programs be created that
utilize the child's differences as a means e,f
furthering his acculturation to the mainstream
while maintaining his individual identity and
cultural heritage. (p. 47)

Within the context suggested by Baratz and Baratz (1970),

the Dr. Martin Luther King Family Center (1970) is trying

to conduct research on black children and their families:

For example. . .we're aware that these four-year-
olds can go to a nearby store, purchase a requested
item and return home with correct change; and, that
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these children are able to neaptiate a complicated
and crude elevator and find their way to and from our
Center alone. Many educators and psychological
practitioners would ask how much and what does this
cost the child emotionally and intellectually. we
are more interested in expanding the resourcefulness
that is indicated here than in speculating on its
cost. We are also concerned that ordinarily in
evaluating a child's competence these kinds of
ego operations are not included as areas of compe-
tence. We suspect that these abilities fit into
the child's survival abilities that are needed so
much in a chaotic community. Furthermore, we
would like to know more about the internal organi-
zational processes which must be developed in the
child in order to manage these kinds of activities.
(p. 20)

They are also studyinc the process of self-definition

-of black people in a white-orierted world, but not as an

academic exercise or to demonstrate, as many programs have

attempted, that their Freedom Schoo;. improves self-images.

Rather they are interested in undernding the process so

that they can break into the "viciou cycle of self-hatred"

which is evident in children as younç as four.

We are interested in the coned development of
a program which has culturaV in\--egrity-- compatible
with the life styles of ourwoulisters while at the
same time including in it tlle pr. paration for
adequate and positive funct4oninc in a wider world
(classrooms with 40 other caildrel; a white-oriented
worldretc.) which negates gie spe;ial needs of in-
dividual black children an deval. es 'the worth of

-(i), 20-21)

Hoffman (1971) asked college sItudeits ;tudying child and

educational psychology to work through he mblic schools with

rural disadvantaged families ift norther. FlJt)rida. One group

of students was required to provide to he families with whom

they were working copies of every repc t and paper submitted
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in class. Another group prepared reports on their activities

and evaluations of the family and submitted them only to

the instructor. These later reports were not seen by the famili

An analysis of the reports revealed that the students who

sharec: their insights with their "clients" used less than

one-half as many negative terms to clvaluate the family, but

were just as confident about the validity of their observa-

tions as the studeatn who wrote confidential reports.

Students working with families who were allowed to see the

reports perceived the families' problems in terms of the

environment, racism, and other "external" causes. The

students who wrote confidential reports more frequently

blamed the families themselves ,pathology, character dis-

orders, low intelligence, laziness).

The implication of this study is that participation by

parents in every stage of research and evaluation may help

prevent unconscious racist assumptions from being made by

researchers. Daycare will serve millions of Americans in

subcultures different from that of most social scientists

and researchers. In addition to spotting erroneous assump-

tions, parents can assist in the development of evaluation

measures which are appropriate to their communities.

Ronald Lally (1969), director of the Syracuse University

Children's Center, described several ways in which indigenous

mothers employed as paraprofessionals in a parent education

project made important contributions to the research program:
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the role of the Parent Educator in the development
of these tools was a critical one. A batAc problem
in attitude measurement is the language gap between
the psychologist and the disadvantaged mother. The
Parent Educator's knowledge of both aided in the
selection of appropriate words and items. A
second concern is the attitude of the mother toward
measurement. Here again, the in-service education
activity aided in both helping the researcher under-
stand the problem and the Parent Educator to over-
come it. (p. 15)

Evaluatin%_program and staff. Formal research on the

effectiveness of community controlled and community relevant

programs is quite difficult, especially when the researchers

are "outsiders" without other roles seen as useful to the

program. There is almost always suspicion and antagonism

from program partiCipants, inappropriateness of conventional

methodology and instruments, attrition and rapid turn-over

of participants, and always the overriding demands on every

available resource to help the program simply survive. These

factors are especially potent during the first year of a

program.

Smith and Davies (1970), with the community initiated

and controlled cooperative nursery school in Menlo Park,

California, suggest as an alternative research strategy

that:

...the first year be spent in analysis of the
decision-making and problem solving processes used
in establishing the program and the more formal
research be delayed until the.second and/or third
years. Actually, a ,considerable amount of impor-
tant and useful information can be obtained from
analysis of (the) process used in establishing
the successful community co-op. (p.9)
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It is important to note that much of the kind or research

that Smith Fn.d Davies advocate can be carried out by people

with little formal research training; the staff and parents

can and should be encouraged to contribute their own obser-

vations and impressions.

Program evaluation by stafi and parents can also be a

highly educational experience, l.ncreasing the input of parent'
1

attitudes, as well as increasiq1 g their understanding of the

goals and problems of the progjam. A program self-evaluation

should include a restatement if\goals, plans to implement

these goals, an analysis of/Progress, identification of

strengths and weaknesses, d plans for correction of weak-

nesses.

Parents can make a rticularly important contribution

to a program by assistin in staff evaluation. If done

frequently,_staff evalLution provides a built-in oppoi.tunity

for parents, the repipi nts of the daycare service, to express

dissatisfactions 7t a int when they can be handled to the

satisfaction of oth trents and staff. It also provides an

opportunity for pare/ :s to reinforce staff members who are

doing a good AP.

How to Inv ve PareLts in Policy and Decision Making

The illustratiqe programs with strong and continuing
1

parent tnvolvement lin policy-making roles are all successful.

ue, then, is not whether parents from diverse incomeThe i

46
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and educational backgrounds can fill responsible roles as

policy makers for their children's education and well-be3.ng

but rather how they can be helped to do this?

Parents are best involved during the earliest stages of

assessing needs and planning for local daycare. If parents

do not become involved until after they enroll their children

in ceriters, they have been excluded from many of the most

important aspects of parent participation in daycare. It is

sometimes difficult to convince parents that they really

have a significant decision-making role when most of the

importan .cisions have already been made before they be-

come involved.

Bronfenbrenner (1969 and 1970) pointed out that one of

the most effective means of bringing people from divergent

groups or points of view together to work cooperatively

and successfully is to have them focus on superordinate

goals, problems of such magnitude as to supersede individual

interests and demand a cooperative attack. He cited prior

research suggesting that, khile working together, the group

develops a coMmon identity, so that even after the initial

crisis has passed or the problem has been resolved, the

formerly separate individuals continue to work together

as a single group.

Hoffman (1970) contended that advisory committees and

policy boards which bring together various interest groups

in a community are continually faced with the kind of over-
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whelming problems which can become superordinate goals. With

a minimum of effort in focus:;.ng attention on a common goal,

parents, representatives of local agencies, professionals,

concerned citizens, community groups, and staff can begin

to work cooperatively as a single group. This cooperation is

especially likely when the issue is child care, since the

concern for children is deeply shared by all groups in a

community, whatever differences they may have on other issues.

Once the board members begin to work together, the more

skilled and effective memberE: of the group should begin to

serve as models for the less experienced, less self-confident

members. Thus the policy board can serve as a learning

situation for parents, staff members, and other elements of

the community. For some this will mean the acquisition of

new planning and decision-making skills; for others an

opportunity to improve their self-expression; for still others

insight and understandin of varying points of view and needs.

Social learning theory (Bronfenbrenner, 1Sc8; Bandura,

1969; Sarason and Ganzer, 1969) suggests that learning in

adults thrortgh modeling can be facilitated by allowing them

to iateract with models who show the desired behaviors at a

level that can be imitated with some degree of success. Model-

ing '-Torks best when the board members interact in solving

relatively simple problems that require the use of basic

skills, before moving on to more complex problems.
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The power of models to influence behavior increases

when they are people with whom the observing adult feels some

degree of emotional involvement or identity. Thus if the

people who serve as models for desired behaviors are seen by

parents as genuinely concerned with the community, their

strength as models should be enhanced.

Community representatives serve on policy boards and

citizen advisory committees at local, state, -.regional, and

national levels. In Califor:Aa alone over 12,000 people,

mostly from poverty areas, se:zve on such boards. Thus, the

experience and training received in policy-making roles could

'have a major impact on the skills and the attitudes of a

significant segmen of the low-i;licome population. To the
$

extent that serving on policy cc-:mittees helps parents

develop both the self-confidene and skills necessary for
1

self-determination and leadership, daycare and child develop-
.

ment programs can help powerless\reople achieve political

influence far beyond specific colcerns,for their children.
I

An in-dePth study (Marshal:, 1969) of the greater Los

Angelas community Lction agency :\ound that after serving on

the board of directors,'poverty xivpresentatives had developed

a heightened sense of personal pm:Jr and political effective-
'

ness, as well as increased persona aspirations and self-

esteem. These representatives had become much more active

leaders in their' own community affa.rs. This study, based on

lengthy interviews with board me4rs and objective observa-

'9
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tions of all board and committee meetings, concluded that the

poverty representatives had not, however, gained effective

power on the board. "They are co-opted in the sense that

they are not able to exert significant influence over the

decisions of the board or lessen the predoMinant influence

of the public agencies on the board," (Marshall, 1969; xii).

This perception was shared by poverty represen-_ =es and

other board members alike. The poverty representatives'

views were not strongly influenced by the board members

either. Their attitudes toward local governmental agencies

and the Economic and Youth Opportunities Agency remained

hostile, and their militancy remained high.

This study suggested that while board membership is

related to impor-tant positive changes in attitudes end be-

havior of poor people, it does not necessarily lead to

increased effectiveness in influencing programs. The Los

Angeles representatives went back to their communities in

frustral-ion, determined to circumvent, ignore, or actively

oppose the Federal programs: Many representatives resigned

from or became inactive on the Doard, a serious loss to the

poverty program in Los Ange1e.

The major function of board training in daycare settings

is to increase the effectiveness of less experiencec 1.7arents,

while increasing the understanding J sensitivi_t/ of other

non-pa.7ent board members, so that parent ccn,3rnE are channeled

( onstructively into improving the program. Unless this
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happens, the policy board experience is likely to be frustra-

ting and demoralizing, reinforcing the existing stereotypes

and encouraging parents to become inactive or hostile to

the program. Under stIch conditions, parent participation,

staff morale, and the program itself begin to deteriol-ate

rapidly.

Whitney and Sears (1969) studied the relationship

between attitudes add community action in a number of Cali-

fornia cities which/have experienced riots over the past few

years. They sugge4ted that motivation for community action

requires not only (i desire to improve one's condition, but

also a belief in re's ability to bring about significant

changes in those )onditions, or "personal efficacy." They

found that the Fp'or in California are acutely aware of their

problems and hay a strong desire to improve their condition

but largely lac} a belief that they have any poWer to change

things through Ecisting channels and programs.

WhitneY a,d Sear-s also found that the dominant mood of

the poor commur.ties in the five cities was one of'dissatis-

faction and a 4er; paople believed that the quality of their

schools was eteriorating and that their children were not-

getting a od education.

The uajor implication of this study is that the poor have

develop the/prerequisites for community action: the recog-

nition if problems and the desire to change conditions which

cause ahem, along with a growing sense of power. It remains

51
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to be seen whether this motivation can be channeled into

non-violent, constructive cormunity programs, and whether

these people will continue to believe that they are effective

in influencing, if not controlling, their own lives.

In order to reach this goal, service on boards and

policy committees is not enough. It must be effective ser-

vice. Parents and community representatives must be able

to identify problems and articulate solutions and develop,

administer, and evaluate programs to meet community goals.

This means that training is essential for all policy

committees and that plans, staff, money, and continued atten-

tion must go into the effort. In general, more daycare pro-

grams have failed because of problem53 at the policy board

level than for any other reason*.

As indicated earlier, the Dr. Martin Luther King Family

Center in Chicago was originally funded by a research institute

but has become a model community-controlled, community-serving

program. This program is oriented to reaching and serving

black families in a nursery school setting. The approach to

family involvement is based on seven principles which may

well serveas excellent guidelines for daycare planners

(Scheinfeld et al., 1969):

*Hoffman (1970) presented a detailed discussion of some of
the _Jsychological Vdriables involved inand approaches to
training parr,nts for effective participation on policy boards.
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1. Go to the parent rather than expecting the parent
to come to the nursery school. The average parent
has very little expectation of a rewarding exchange
with the school and considerable expectation of
awkwardness and discomfort.

2. Discover the parent's own ideas concer. _ng child
rearing, and work selectively within tL-t frame-
work rather than superimposing values and beliefs
from an outside agent upon the parent.

3. Tntroduce concrete activities through which patterns
of parent-child and sibling interaction can be
affected and through which new concepts can be
transmitted from worker to family.

4. Work with parent and child together or with older
sibling and younger sibling together. Rather
than "feeding" the parent the information about
child-rearing, the worker should participate
directly in parent-child or sibling activities,
injecting new ideas, reinforcing both teacher
and Iearner,.and serving as a model for both
parents and child.

5. Work with as many family members as possible. Work
with anyone who will participate, for, in effect,
the worker has to help alter aspects of the culture
of the entire family.

6. Give positive reinforcement to family members in
the same manner as you wish them to reinforce each
other. This provides a model for family members
to reinforce each other and offers each family
member a chance to be viewed as an effective
teacher and learner.

7. Work with 'the netw6rk of social relationships that
.TIready exist between the family and otkmr families
in the community. This will broaden the effect
of the program, strengthen preexisting ties, and
create a new community of interests and mutual sup-
port. Such a strategy is suggested as an alterna-
tive to the usual method of attempting to establish
new relationships of'cooperati..n, communication and
trust among people who are virtual strangers to
one another in a community characterized by an
unusually high level of suspicion and mistrust.
(p. 243)

53
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PARENTS MUST BE ENCOURAGED AND PROVIDED OPPORTUNITIES TO
PARTICIPATE IN THE EDUCATION OF THEIR CHILDREN.

Riessman (1962), in his discussion of the culturally

deprived child, listed a aumber of family related factors

which contribute to the poor performance of many under-

privileged children in school;

1. the lack of an "educational -...adition" in the
acme,

2. inadequate motivation -co pursue a long-range
educational career,

3. a poor estimate of self,

4. antagonism toward the school and the teacher,

5. poor health and diet, and noisy, disordered
home environments where learning is difficult
if not impossible. (p. 4)

Parents are res?onsible -lot only for the very presence

of their children in school but also for strongly influencing

the way in which they appr3ach the educational experience.

A recent study of English achool children of working and

middle classes (G. W. Miller, 1970) indicated that factors

such as the child's perception of his parents' attitudes

toward school and his relationship with his parents determine

his own attitudes toward education and achievement.

Directly and indirectly parents communicate their ex-

pectations and their attitudes to their childx-3n, and these

expectations seem to shape the child's expectations and

aspirations. A recent study Indicated that these expectations
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may be the single most important environmental influence on

IQ (Garber and Ware, 1970).

Expectancies of parents and teachers help directly anC

indirectly t-.o shape the self-concept of the child by communi-

cating to him both how they see him and also how to interpret

success and failure experiences in school. If they see their

child as having little ability, they will attend to his

failures and ignore his successes. Epps (1969) presentee.

evidence that the black child's self-concept of his ability,

independent of his actual ability, is a major predictor of

academic perfnrrmance.

Not only doeparental expectations shape the child's

self-image and desire to learn, but the family determint.s the

major portion of the environment which influences the extent

to which a child develops the potential he is born with,

Older brothers and sisters and parents are the maj models

that the preschool child 1.aarns from, and they are highly

motivated to help the young child learn, because of their

love and pride in his development -'.nd the feelings of self-

satisfaction which come from teaching and helping. Far too

often, our edvcational sys, ms in the United States fail to

take advantage of these resoar.'s. Too often, parental

attitudes are allowed to become negative or even hostile,

and a valuabls resource turns into an obstacle to education.

Because of these factors, it is critically important

that parents know what is happening in the daycare program and
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feel posit:iyftLy atout it. The more involved they are in

enjoyable and meaningful roles, the more they will know and

understand, and the more positive their feelings, are likely

to be. There are a number of ways in which the parent can

provide support for the child:

1. Simply express good feelings and attitudes re-
garding the program.

2. Reinforce the child for what Lne achieves and
learns in the program. This reinforcement may
be in the form of showing interet in the child
and his growing knowledge, praising him or
rewarding him with tokens of some value to the
child.

"A. Provide continuity between activities in the day-
care center and the home.

These activities can be unstructured, as when a mother

observes that her child is learning about fruit and takes

him to the market to choose, buy, and eat some new fruit;

or, when the father, knowing that his son is learning about

cars and trucks in his preschool program, reads magazines

with him, searching for all of the cars and trucks they can

find.

There can also be a structured program linking the home

and center. The parent is given prepared materials and activ-

ities which are designed to accompany the center program.

He may attend a special class to learn about these activities

and receive take-home materials, or a demonstrator may visit

the home on a regularly scheduled basis. The home visitor

may teach the mother directly, or demonstrate by working with
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the child, serving as a model to the mother, who will follow

her example and work with her child during the week.

Continuity betweell center and home is also increased

when -the mother participates as an aide, teacher, or volun-

teer in the daycare center, learning things which will sug-

gest complementary activities at home. She may interact

witn the child in one of these ways or simply come to the

center to observe her chi1 Perhaps she will see him doing

things that she didn't realize he could do or could enjoy.

This would change both her expectations for him and the

kinds of things she does with him at home. The schedules

of the working mothers and the daycare program might be

adjusted so that mothers could come to observe during their

lunch hours, while children were engaged in learning activities.

Special activities could be planned for parents and their

children on weekends and in the evening. Video recording

can be used to show parents changes that have occurred in

their children over time.. Even greater continuity exists

between the home and center when programs involve the entire

family, including brothers, sisters, and grandparents as well

as parents.

A home p J_am need not be simultaneous with the program

in the daycare center. For instance, a mother might continue

to worle: with her child after he has "graduated" from a

Hoiad tt prc,gram, to help him maintain acquired skills

and learn new skills in preparation for school.
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Bronfenbrenner (1968) felt that the most important

aspect of family involvement is to involve parents and older

children in mutually rewarding interactions with younger

children.

An essential first step in bringing about such
changed patterns of interaction is exposure of
the parent and other family members to them.
This can be done at one of two places--at the
center, or in the home. The basic approach
is one of demonstration--showing the family
the kinds of things that are done at the
centers, which also happen to be things
that family members can themselves do with the
child--e.g., games to play, books to read,
pictures to look at and talk about, etc.
(p. 24)

Bronfenbrenner emphasized that these activities should be

fun for both the parent and the child, with learning being

incidental. The activities must not be seen as lessons

where the child fears punishment or disapproval if he does

not learn something.

Weikart and Lambie (1968) suggested that one reason for

the lack of long-term intellectual growth effects from early

childhood education projects may be that preschools are

attacking the "wrong problem with the wrong person" (p. 2):

Rather'than providing enrichment and training
to the disadvantaged child, it might be better
to regard his learning deficits as a symptom
of some basic child rearing problems and there-
fore to take ameliorative action by retraining
his mother in areas essential for the child's
cognitive development. The problem does not
seem to be one of providing enrichment oppor-
tunities for the child or of giving child
welfare information to the mother, but of
restructuring the mother-child interaction
pattern. (p. 2)
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The mother and father might be taught to-replace

punishment with positive reinforcement to control their

child's behavior, thereby increasing their effectiveness and

greatly improving the feeling tone between them.

Those preschool programs which have tried to work with

mothers as well as children have been particularly successful

in increasing and maintaining the achievement of children.

J. Miller (1970) studied the long-range results of four

different intervention programs. Not only did the children

in classrooms with parent involvement continue to retain

the original gains after one year following the intervention,

but their younger siblings were superior to children in

homes where parents were not involved.

Numerous parent education programs have been developed

to teach specific child rearing, nutrition, and homemaking

skills. Apparently they have had little measurable effect

in changing either attitudes or behavior (Brim, 1959;

Chilman, in press I Kraft and Chilman, 1966). Some under-

standing of why they have been ineffective may be gained

if the programs are considered from the parents' point of

view. The very existence of a parent education program

suggests that the parent is inadequate as a parent in some

way, that he is-the cause of his children's presumed physical,

emotional, or learning problems. Few parent education pro-

grams recognize this implicit criticism or attempt to begin

by reinforcing parents for what they do know or have achieved.
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The manner in which parents are taught is often in-

appropriate for the social and ethnic identity of the target

community. Instead, the situation usually reflects the

experience of middle-class, college education professionals.

Recent programs which have used indigenous paraprofessionals

with whom people can more easily and effectively communicate

and establish the kind of relationship necessary for learning

seem to be more effective.

Too often we have asked parents, rich and poor, to be

assive recipients of educational programs or services,

rather than to capitalize on the parents' strength and their

desire to do things for themselves. The ghetto mother

cares about the welfare of her children just as much as the

mother in the suburbs, and on her own has learned to stretch

limited resources, to make much less dc for many more. There

are many exciting ways to involve parents in educational

programs with their children, to the benefit of children,

parents and the program, ways which take advantage of the

natural motivation of parents to help their children in

active ways.

Illustrations of Parent Participation in the Educational
Program

Experience in many programs indicates that specific

programs for parent involvement are necessary; vague ex-

pressions about parents being "welcome" result in only

minimal participation. Sometimes program planners must take
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advantage of specific motivations of parents in attempting

to attract them. Nearly all of the mothers in the Baltimore

Parent and Child Center work in the center; a common motiva-

tion is the belief that they are learning skills which will

help them obtain child care jobs and enable them to move out

of the ghetto.

There are many ways in which parents or relatives can

take actiire parts in the educational program at a daycare

center. These are summarized here briefly and expanded later

in the following sections.

1. Parents can advise teachers, informing them about

the special needs and abilities of their children and assist-

ing in the selection of relevant curricula. They can also

be informed by teachers about the progress of their children.

2. Parents can observe their children during regular

program sessions or in special activities. With videotape,

parents can observe them at home or at th:: center during

more convenient hours. Observation may make them aware of

abilities and characteristics of their children which they

had not noticed before. It will also give them a better

understanding of what is happening in the educational pro-

gram and a basis for relating it to their home activities.

3. Parents and children can both participate in the

program at the center. The parent or older brother or sister

may be taught along with the child, or may take the role of

teacher or teacher's aide. On some occassions the entire

family, including younger brothers and sisters, might be included.

GI
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4. Parents and their children may participate both

at the center and in the home.

5. The parent and Child may participate only in the

home, with a variety of support programs brought to them.

6. Parents may be educated to teach their children,

without a program for the children. This approach can

also be combined with other means of involving parents in

the education of their children.

7. Fathers may participate more readily if specific

roles are defined for them.

Being informed and advising iclycare staff. Traditional

daycare programs make use of a number of techniques for

letting parents know what is happening in the center. In-

formal activities such as teaCher conferences, newsletters,

and parent meetings are common. ?arents are often given a

tour of the daycare facilities N :h brief explanations of

the program when they first era 11 their children. The

Discovery Centers of the Univeral Education Corporation

in New York send parents standardized report letters on

their children each month. The letters give details of the

behavioral objectives achieved by the child during the

month and give suggestions of ways to reinforce these skills

and concepts. Less frequently, the daycare centers inquire

about the children. Keister's Demonstration Project in

Group Care of Infants project in Greensboro, North Carolina
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attempts to discover detailed information about the special

habits and needs of the child. This information is put on

"cue cards" and kept up to date with parent-teacher con-

ferences and with interaction between parents and teachers

each day when they bring and pick up their children. They

also keep a Daily Care Sheet with information about eat-

ing, new activities, and interesting developments. This

information is also shared with parents.

In the Dr. Martin Luther King Family Center's Freedom

School, mothers act as consultants to the teachers and help

make additions to the curriculum. One benefit of this is

the development of individual educational plans which are

appropriate to each child's actual stage of development.

Some programs have used 'Children's Learning Fairs

to inform parents about educational materials and methods

which are used in schools and child development programs

but can be used at home as well. Puzzles, games, and books

are displayed, with information about how each device helps

the child in a specific way. Parents are invited to touch

and try, and parents serving as aides assist other parents

in exploring the materials.

Two-way communication between center and home is most

likely to exist when parents feel that they have a role in

making the program go, and when the atmosphere in the center

is relaxed and encouraging. There should be opportunities

for more formal conferences among staff members, center
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administrators, and parents. At these sessions, important

information about the child and his experiences past and

present can be shared. The center staff and the parent

can arrive at and work toward mutually understood and agreed

upon goals for the child. They can work out ways in which

it will be possible for the parents and staff to be consis-

tent in dealing with the child's behavior. They can also

decide on constructive action concerning any problems the

child may have, particularly if they_have been created by

his attendance at the daycare center.

Home visits by staff members, especially teachers, are

extremely valuable. Arrangements must be made to provide

ample time for these visits and to cover the absence of

staff members at the center with other adults, perhaps

volunteers. Such visits may increase the staff's under-

standing about the child's background and needs, as well as

the needs of the parents. In particular, it may help the

staff member to recognize any special arrangements or

services the child or his parents may need in connection

with the child's attendance at the center.

Observing the program. Observation can be a first

step -toward more active involvement in the program, or it

can be seen as an active learning experience in itself.

People learn a great deal simply by watching others do

things, especially when they are also interacting

in some kind of activity. Parents can gain self-confidence
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by watching other parents or teachers in a classroom. They

may learn new ways of controlling their children's behavior

by watching how effective the teacher's way of doing it is.

They may also lcarn new kinds of activities to do with their

child that they hadn't known about before, or that they hadn't

realized their child-wes ready for yet.

In the Thayer Lindsley Nursery at Robbins Speech and

Hearing Clinic at Emerson College in Boston, Massachusetts,

a one-way mirror permits parents to observe a tutor

working with their children. Parents then have the opportunity

to talk about their observations with the tutor, often dis-

cussing teaching methods which might be useful to the yarent

at home.

The use of videotapes may be a good way to stimulate a

family's interest in observing a daycare program. Hoffman

makes videotapes of the various activities of all the child,:en

in some very poor rural families in elementary schools in

Tallahassee, Florida. Each family's videotape is then shown

on a portable television receiver to the family in its home,

with mother and father, older and younger children, grand-

parents and friends gathered around. The interest and pride

generated by these videotapes usually encourage, a visit to

the school by the parents, where they are welcomed as ob-

servers and participants in the clsssrooms. Rocking chairs

are conveniently located in each classroom for visiting parents,

and they are encouraged to accompany their children on field

trips.

65
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There are other ways of utilizing this approach. In

the Discovery Program in Hempstead, New York, one of a number

of experimental centers in five Northeastern states develop*ed

by the Universal Education Corporation, parents observe their

children during learning and play sessions over a closed

circuit television system, gaining increased understanding

of program activities. This technique may increase their

motivation to use the take-home materials'with their children.

Acting as instructional aides. Parents most frequently

participate in programs in daycare centers as regular or

temporary staff members (volunteers). Many programs give

parents priority in filling these positions. Parents from

the Central School in Cambridge, Massachusetts and the Parents

Community CooPerative Nursery School in Menlo Park, California

frequently accept a teaching role in their programs. All

parents in the Oakland Public Schools' Preschool Program are

invited to volunteer as instructional aides in the classrooms.

They work with individuals and small groups of children using

educational materials, encouraging children to taste, a variety

of foods and to talk about the characteristics of the foods,

reading stories to children, assisting teachers with children

who are having difficulty adjusting to preschool, setting up

and making materials for the classroom, and accompanying the

children on excursions.

The Pittsburgh Public Schools employ storytellers who

visit their 58 preschools to conduct story hours. Parents
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are encouraged to accompany their children on special field-

trips with, the storyteller to the nearest library for library

cards and a supply of books. The storytellers train both the

teachers and parents in techniques for'reading aloud and for

assisting their children to "read" the books themselves after

the story has been told. Each Jtother is encouraged to take

books home and to prepare a str to tell to

class, practicing her techniqut with her own

In activities such as thil, parents are

part of the Pittsburgh Preschobl Program. A

program is given by Hughes (1968 :

the preschool

'child first.

made an integral

summary of the

Inaugurated to preserve And continue the work done
with chjadren in the pril3chool, this program helps
parents discover and imp'ove their talents. It
acquaints them with ways \ in which they can nurture
the learning, growth and ,development of their
children. Weekly parent \eetings provide parents
with a social opportunitylXor getting to know
other parents and for leaahing how to sew, knot,
paint, make children's toys, gifts, and decorations .
Some preschools have made :ridays a family day on
which mothers bring their ihree or four year old
who attends school as well %s any other younger
children they may have. Th%s gives practically
the entire family an opportOty to enjoy the

\\preschool

activities. . .

Learning at the center to teach at%home. The Prekinder-

garten Instruction and Demonstration Cen er was de-

signed to achieve two objectives: (1) to improve perceptual

skills of disadvantaged children, and (2) \CD teach parents

how to h°.=.1ach their children.

are required to attend weekly two-hour sess:\-ons.

the first 45 minutes observing their

\

Parents or pa7ent substitutes

67

They spend
\

childre,.'s activities

\
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through one-way.glass and listening to sound from the children's

room over a loudspeaker system. With a teacher and psychologist,

they discuss what they observe, the purpose of the activities,

and ways in which they-can continue these activities at home.

During the remaining hour and a quarter, parents move to a

work room where they- make games, toys, puppets, and other

materials The children spend the entire two hours each

week in a series of highly structured activities designed to

improve perceptual, visual, auditory, associative, and verbal

skills. During the second hour, they have a snack and free

play period.

At home parents spend at least five to ten minutes

daily working with their children, using materials they have

prepared and techniques they have learned during the weekly

sessions. The program continues for thirty sessions over

nine months.

The Los Angeles Preschool Program is a parent education

program which uses the Activities of four- and five-year-

old children as a demonstration and learning laboratory for

the parents. Children cannot attend without the parent.

Mothers observe their child's behavior in a well-developed

curriculum which includes communication skills, visual

training, questioning, reasoning and judgment, memory train-

ing, language arts, music and rhythm, consumer education,

science, and health and safety. During her one and one half

hour observations., each mother records her child's activities,
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relationships, and developmental patterns. Suggestions are

made and demonstrated for continuing the activities at home.

Mothers join with their children during part of the second

one and one half hour to practice what they have learned. The

mothers also manage a toy and book lending library.

The Ypsilanti Early Education Program for four year olds

is a research program designed to test the effectiveness of

a parent component on selected aspects of child rearing re-

lated to fosteting motivation to achieve, a sense of inner

control, and cognitive development. The children's half day

curriculum includes exercises in operative and figurative

aspects of knowledge, inner control, and language patterning.

Home visits are made once every two weeks at a time when

the child is at home. During these visits, teachers conduct

tut^,-4a1 sessions with each child, involving the mother in the

The tutorial sessions parallel the child's class-

room activity. A catalog spells out clearly many home teach-

ing activities so that they make sense to the mother and can

be carried out in the absence of the teacher. In addition,

mothers meet weekly for 18 weeks with a social worker to

study behavior modification, specific activities to foster

the cognitive development of their children, and techniques

for the parent to use in helping the child gain a sense of

inner control (self-reinfoicement).

Parents as Primary Change Agents in an Experimental

Head Start Program of Language Intervention (Boger, Kuipers,
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and Beery, 1969) was another study designed to determine the

effects of a home language intervention program in which

mothers taught their Head Start children using special ma-

terials developed,in teacher-directed workshops. Each group

of mothers met 2 hours weekly for 12 weeks with their children's

teacher to gain understanding of the program, develop materials,

and obtain information on how the orientated partnership.

--teachers and parents -- worked together to attain the goals

of each lesson. Head Start Children whose mothers partici-

pated in the language training program showed an increase

in language skills. Also, the disadvantaged children per-

formed as well as the advantaged children when their mothers

worked with them at home.

The Discovery Centers of the Universal Education Cor-

poration continue to involve both parent and child in the

center and at home. The child participates in a highly

structured educational program for two hours each week, f

cusing on the development of a wide range of cognitive ne--

social skills. Each parent is encouraged to observe her

child on the television monitor during the learning session.

Parents are also shown a film or filmstrip explaining the

nature of the activities in which the children are involved

and the skills which they are learning. They are instructed

in the use of take-home materials designed to provide con-

tinuity with the educational program in the center. Inter-

action with staff members is encouraged, and consultations
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with a child psychologist are arranged if the parent de-

sires them.

Learning in the home. In most home programs, a visitor

or demonstrator interacts wlth the child and the mother,

attempting to either teach the child directly or train the

parent to teach the child. These programs have the advantage

of being conducted in a setting which is familiar and less

threatening to the mother than a center or school. Also,

there is a greater chance of involving more family members.

In fact, the trained teacher could easily be an older brother

or, sister who benefits educationally from this role. Indi-

vidualized instruction is much more practical in this situa-

tion than in one where 20 or more parents and children are

brought together at a center. The teacher-child ratio is

smaller, and in addition to a possible diffusion of the program

affects vertically to older and younger children in the same

family. There is a possibility of a diffilsion of the affects

horizontally to neighboring mothe__ nä L.nildren.

The Vertical Diffusion Mothers Study (Gilmer, 1969) of

the Demonstration and Research Center for Early Education

(DARCEE) at George Peabody College for Teachers in Nashville,

Tennessee revealed that the mother is the major agent in

stimulating cognitive growth within the family. This study,

conducted in a housing project with urban, low income blacks,

included 3 treatment groups of 20 family-member triads,

each consisting of the mother, the pretchool-aged target child,
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and a younger sibling. In the Maximum Impact group, the

mother and child participated in a preschool program. The

mother also received training as an educational change agent

from a home visitor. In the Home Visitor group, the home

visitor worked with the mother and the child using materials

similar to those used in the preschool program, but the child

did not attend the preschool program. In the Curriculum

group, the child participated In a preschool program like

that of the Maximum Impact group but the mothers were not in-

volved. A demographically comparable control group was tested

but received no treatment. The younger siblings' performance

on a DARCEE concept test ,and on the Stanford-Binet indicated

that maximum diffusion of program effects to other family

members occurred in those programs which directly involved

the mothers.

The Cornell Story Reading Program (Harding and Macklin,

1969) is exploring the effects of systematic story reading

on the language development of ybung disadvantaged children.

In the second year of this program, mothers replaced teenaged

girls as readers to their young children. Aided by weekly

visits from a female college student who brought a new supply

of books, each mother read to her child daily, talking to

him about the story and pictures and encouraging his verbali-

zation. Toys and objects that illustrated or complemented

the stories were also used. The home visitor demonstrated

ways to maintain the child's interest and provided encourage-
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ment and reinforcement to those mothers who had never before

read to their children, or who were uncertain about their own

reading ability. Preliminary results have indicated that

the children's language became more complex and expres:3ive

than that of control group children who did not participate

in the reading program. The mothers' attitudes toward

reading to their children and the frequency of their read-

ing showed a steady improvement over the year.

Parent/Child Course and Toy Lending Library in Tallahassee,

Florida was based on the Parent/Child Course and Toy Library

developed at the Far West Laboratory for Educational Research

and Development in Berkeley, California. Toys in the library

were selected to help the child learn specific skills and

concepts: color appropriateness, color identification, shape

matching, shape naming, shape identification, letter recog-

nition, nuderical concepts, relational concepts, sensory

concepts, problem solving, verbal communication, and verbal

comprehension. The Florida home visiting program involved

children and their mothers from a black, low income, rural

population. Toys were demonstrated in the homes in nine one-

hour weekly sessions and were then left in the home until

the next visit. The home visitor encouraged the mother to

use the toli with her child for 20 minutes daily and to dis-

cover new ways to use the toy. Also, mothers learned about

parental teaching strategies, community services and child

oriented activities that could be used at home without
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special toys or equipment. Upon completion of the course,

the parents were eligible to borrow educational materials

from the library at the children's school.

Parents who participated in the program reported satis-

faction with the proc am and a belief that they and their

children had benefited. They said that for the first time

they had felt competent to teach their own children, having

previously left that entirely to the public schools. Many

also reported that they now felt it was enjoyable to inter-

act in this way with their children.

In the two months immediately following the last home

visit, seven of the nine families in the program continued

to borrow toys and educational materials, compared to two

of the nine control group families. Comparison of children

in the treated group with untreated control chileiren from

the same classroom indicated significant improvement in

verbal comprehension, color identification, shape naml.ngl

and identification and in the attainment of relational con-

cepts as a result of this program.

A similar program, the Use of Toys in Expanding Mothers'

Child Rearing Attitudes and Skills through a Home Teaching

Program (Bowles, 1969), developed as an outreach program

of the Dr. Martin Luther King Family Center of Chicago. rt

is based on the beliefs that total family intervention is

necessary for the children's maximum progress; that the

mother must be able to effectively negotiate with her own
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environment in order to transmit a positive self-image and

sense of mastery to the child; and that the mother-child

interaction enables the child to establish the pattern for

later learning from other adults; The mother of each four

year old was encouraged to express what she felt was impor-

tant for her child to learn so that the school could cooperate

with her in attaining this goal. The mothers' ideas were

focused on and transmitted into activities with toys which

would help develop the specific skill or concept. A worker

served as teacher to the child and model to the mother.

Mothers were successfully encouraged to use their new teaching

knowledge and techniques with toys to help other mothers

teach their chiadren. They became very adept at explaining

which toys were most useful for teaching different concepts.

Preschool Intervention Through a Home Teaching Project

(weikart- IAmbie, 1968) was based on the assumption that

the problem of maintaining a long term pattern of intellectual

growth may be related to the mother-chilsel interaction pattern,

and that rather than providing enrichmen:z ,tnd training to

the child, it might be more appropriate:..to take ameli,orative

action by retraining the mother in areas essential for the

child's cognitive development. A 12-wee.preschool inter-

vention pilot project was condu!cted to demonstrate the

pact of a home teaching program on the kt:hellectual dewelop-

meat of four-year-old childrenr as well-a-as to study the

acceptability to mothers of a home teachng project. Certi-
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fiCated elementary teachers made weekly visits for one and

one half hours to each home to tutor the child. They also

tried to encourage the development of language, teaching,

and child management skills in the mother. Language growth

in the children was significant, supporting the value of

working with mothers of preschoolers to alter the patterns

of mother-child interaction in the home.

Improving parent skills. Parent education programs have

been conducted with and without specified learning programs

for children. These programs have focused on child rearing

information, plans for supporting educational programs in

schools and child development centers, and metY3as disci-

pline and behavior management for both middle and lower in-

come parents. There is some evidence that, while parent

education programs are generally ineffective, intensive pro-

grams in these arPas have led to increased parent sensitivity

to their children and improved management of their children's

school related behavior.

The Parent Effectiveness Program was developed for

middle-class parents who pay to participate in workshops and

seminars. It is designed to teach them about effective dis-

ciplinary practices, school readiness, sibling interactions,

social-emotional health of the child, adolescent communication

and discipline, development of school skills and good peer

relationships, and sex education of the child.
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Wittes and Raclin (1969) invited mothers of children

enrolled in Ypsilanti, Michigan preschool programs to discuss

practices which help children succeed in school. They assumed

that a preschool program which is confined to classroom teach-

ing and home visits has limited impact on preparing the child

for school and promoting his learning once he enters the

educational institution. Parents were informed of (1) the

vital role their child management practices play in their

children's school performance, (2) specific skills and

attitudes which their children require for school success,

and (3) child rearing practices which can foster the develop-

ment of these skills and attitudes. Three parent handbooks

were developed for use by the parents in three six-week courses.

The group parent program appeared to develop a sense of

mastery and of "professional parenthood." Parents became

concerned with their role, providing overwhelming evidence

that disadvantaged families do have an intense interest in

helping their children to succeed in school.

Project CHILD (Curriculum to Heighten Intelligence and

Language Development) has developed a parent project as an

adjunct to one of four New York City Project CHILD schools

which already had an organized parent group. Project CHILD

for four and five year olds places strong emphasis on the

language and cognitive areas. The parent project was de-

signed to help parents understand the new curriculum being

implemented in the prekindergarten and kindergarten classrooms

77
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thAt year, to inyolye parents in developing a curriculum which

might be shared with parents and teachers in other schools and

communities. Letters (in English and Spanish) were sent to

parents inviting them to join the staff in planning the parent

program. One two-hour meeting each week was planned for

thirteen Sessions. After the mothers were in attendance at

the first meeting, they were told they would receive $2 per

hour for the two-hour weekly sessions. Activities of the

parents were primarily goal oriented and product producing.

Goals which were defined by parents with staff assistance

included:

1. Collection of information which parents might
want to know about.

2. Development of understanding about the new pre-
kindergarten and kindergarten curriculum,
especially its language and mathematics areas.

3. Development of methods for parents to use in
teaching their own children at home.

4. Identification of ways parents could help teachers
to educate children more effectively in school.

The parents produced e directory of community agencies, a

parents' manual for home teaching of children, materials to

aid teachers in classroom teaching (such as puppets, puppet

dialogues on themes familiar to the children), Spanish

language tapes of stories used in the classroom, and a col-

lection of chants familiar to children of the community for

use in the school.
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Involving fathers in educational programs. Specific

efforts must be made to involve fathers in all program acti-

vities so that they are not inadvertently excluded. Coleman

(1966) and others have studied the effect of father absence

on school achievement and found that it was relatively in-

fluential in Oriental-American, Mexican-American, Puerto

Rican, and American Indian families, but made less of a

difference for achievement of black children. Hess and his

associates (in press) suggested that father absence may have

a cumulative effect on the school performance of black

children, where the detrimental effects do not appear until

the primary grades., During their early years, children are

developing their identity as boys or girls and learning the

behaviors which are appropriate for each sex role. In this

process they use older boys and girls and men and women as

models, so it is critical that men, espe=ially fathers, grand-

fathers, and uncles, be involved with them.

However, the role of the father in relation to child-

rearing varies from subculture to subculture in the United

States, and this perceived role should be'considered when

developing ways to involve fathers in daycare programs. In

Mexican-American families the father takes an active decision-

making role and would expect to be included in all decisions

relating to daycare. In urban ghettos, there is considerable

sensitivity and misunderstanding about the role of fathers,

especially in black families. The relatively high incidence
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scientists to believe that black families are matriarchal,

and this belief has been reinforced by the traditional day-

care program which provides opportunities for participation

mainly to the mother. Recent investigators (Kagan and Witten,

1970; Mack, 1971) contended that any differences in power ob-

served within black families are due to social class, not

race. When Mack observed husbands and wives in situations

that revealed who was more influential in decision-making

and bargaining, she found that social class differences were

far more important than racial differences.

It is also dangerous to make assumptions about the de-

sired roles of middle-class mothers and fathers. One of the

factors contributing to the increased demand for daycare is

the changing conception about the roles and responsibilities

of women. As women seek self-fulfillment outside the home,

families struggle to become more egalitarian, and fathers

,are assuming a larger share of the child-rearing responsi-

bilities. Daycare as an institution should be responsive to

these changing roles for mothers and fathers.

In those proigrams which have involved fathers, their

most frequent roles have been in developing or supervising

recreational programs; providing transportation for special

activities; providing the labor for building maintenance,

painting, and heavy cleaning; and in constructing and repair-

ing toys and equipment.
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This survey of daycare programs around the United States

revealed that while a father frequently servea as chairman

of the advisory or policy committee, just as frequently he

is the only father on the committee. The majority of

fathers are not directly involved in decision making. This

is the typical picture, but dramatic exceptions are becoming

more frequent.

Fathers at the Dr. Martin Luther King Family Center in

Chicago began their involvement by showing Sunday afternoon

cartoons, planning a Free Fun Fair for all the children of

their community and giving a pre-Mother's Day party for all

the mothers and children in the Freedom School. They suc-

ceeded in getting a $1000 grant which helped to support a

summer recreation program for their children, including three

Little League softball teams. To assure continued support

for the program, they obtained a franchise to sponsor a

Tastee Freeze ice cream truck in the community. Some of the

receipts were paid to community member employees, but a pro-

fit of $124.00 was added to the treasury. The fathers' group

is still in action, sponsoring activities for small children,

and at the same time focusing more on action programs in the

community. Since the Dr. Martin Luther King Family Center is

particularly concerned with evaluating the impact of fathers

and other male figures on the children, this is one of the

basic questions their research program seeks to answer.
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project Minerva, being developed at Florida State Univer-

sity, is designed to accompany programs which emphasize total

family development. Minerva is concerned with the education

of disadvantaged adult men in activities and contexts which

are meaningful and personally rewarding, such as being trained

on the job, serving on policy boards, and teaching their

children. Beyond delivering basic education the program is

designed -to build skills, competence, self-esteem, and self-

confidence. During the project, fathers will be employed as

science technician trainees in animal laboratories, chemical

laboratories, and computing centers. These are high status

occupations with no built-in career-ladder ceilings. The men

will literally be able to progress as far as their abilities

and motivation take them.

One of the most interesting and innovative elements of

the project is a Father-Child Science Program, designed by

Darrell Phillips. This is an attempt to simultaneously pro-

vide basic science education to both the fathers and their

young children, while they are engaged in a series of structured

explorations of simple science materials, with the father in

the role of guide to his child. A science training consultant

will make weekly visits to the home and demonstrate the use

of materials to the father, who in turn will repeat the dem-

onstration with his child twice weekly.

Phillips has found that even advanced college students

lack basic science concepts or have erroneous versions of
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them. For example, they have poor understanding of concepts

of number relationships, area-perimeter relationships, surface-

area and volume relationships, density-, weight, and so on. It

is assumed that the disadvantaged fathers in the program are

also weak in basic science concepts, and any improvements in

this knowledge will directly improve their performance in

their science-related jobs.

The use clla science curriculum is appropriate to the

father's mascuilne role; fathers are,expected to teadh scienti-

fic or mechanical:concepts to their children, and this program

merely facilitates this natural role. The father's weekly

interactions with the science training consultant will pro-

vide a mechanism for reinforcing positive feelings about him-

self and his interactions with his child. They will also

provide an opportunity for active verbal interaction with a

successful science technician several steps ahead of the

father who can serve as a living model for him. This rela-

tionship may develop the father's own identity as a science

technician which will help him survive his training program.

Although this project is still in the developmental state,

it illustrates the kind of creative approach which can be

taken to involve fathers in the education Of their children.

The Omaha, Nebraska Parent and Child Center is working

to improve the image of the male and emphasizes his leader-

ship role in the family. The director points out that some

of the difficulty in attracting and involving men in the
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program is due to a lack of encouragement from their wives.

A program specialist is developing activities in which fathers

have expressed some interest, as part of an effort to make

the center a place where mc-rk can feel at home. The program

specialist also makes referralfa, work-training programs

and jobs. Because many of tlt fmilis are fatherless, other

male figures, friends, unclesL, vamdfathers, ara eumouragea

to participate.

The Parent and Child Center gm Baxton, Vermont- also

felt that it had failed to invnl:Nim fathers to the same extent

as mothers and children durinT the fi=st two years of its

program. In order to reestablish the fathers' needs as a

central concern of the program, they hired a Social Service

Coordinator to spend a substantial portion of his time coun-

seling and directly assisting fathers. A Social Service Aide,

also a man, was hired to focus on the social service problems

of the family, working through the father wherever possible.

A Social Service Trainee, with training in leadership, is

beginning to organize a father's group. Leadership training

will be provided to all fathers, and the intent is to promote

cooperation among the fathers to solve common problems.

Specific workshops will be held for small groups of

fathers, dealing with sUch topics as:

1. organizing for community change,

2. what a voter needs to, know,

3. the= importance of every citizen participating,
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4. how the state government works, and

5. consumer action-pooling resources to make capital
work for you.

Tuck (1969) offered a program for helping black fathers

relate to their children in ways that enha. e their social

and academic competence. He argued for an iadirect approach

rather than a direct approach, taking advantage of existing

strengths and motivations of the black father. His model

is probably sound for fathers in any community (pp. 2-3):

1. Strive to establish a "trust working relationship"
with a few fathers. A "trust working relationship,"
as defined here, permits a father to keep those de-
fenses which are necessary for him to maintain his
masculine role as he defines it. . .

2. Actively engage these fathers in recruiting other
fathers. This responsibility-will not only give
the fathers a sense of their own worth but will
also make them more sensitive to the problems with-
in the community and will prompt them to think about
resolutions.

3. Tr to relate the ro osed father-child activities
to some type o outdoors activity, in contrast to those
concerna-UPET-lhe day-to-day operations of the family.
It is felt that this kind of approach will allow
fathers to explore areas of competence that they de-
fine as masculine, and which are normally found out-
side the home. . .

4. The group should be exclusively male, although
many of its concerns will be about the welfare of
children and wives. This permits the fathers to
flounder in their attempts to perform new functions
without being exposed to the critical eyes of their
wives.

5. The group should plan special activities for
their children. This will enable the fathers to
become engaged with their children in enjoyable
exchanges which stand in contrast to the usual
concerns of feeding, protecting, and disciplining.
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6. Encoura e the fathera to desi n and car otlt

activities for their wives.
r

7. Design, with the fathers projects for the children
which require the assistance of wives. This will show
both parents that a combined effort sometimes enables
them to produce programs for the children which zre
superior to anything-they can achieve in their mepa-
rate groups.

Grandfathers can also make a significant contribution,

because often they have both time and skills to offer. Two

retired carpenters in their seventies provided the know-how

in assisting rural families to add rooms and make repairs on

their homes in northern Florida. They were assisted by

children, ranging in age from two to eighteen; the older ones

measured and sawed and hammered while the younger ones sorted

nails, collected Scraps and stacked them according to size,

and carried tools. All had the feeling that they were use-

ful and important.

A grandfather's contributions do not have to involve such

strenuous activity to be.golden. An older man/in a rocking

chair, spinning yarns and tellihg about his life'is experiences,

can enrich a young child's life in ways that expensive equip-

ment and sophisticated educational programs can never touch.

PARENTS MUST HAVE OPPORTUNITIES FOR THEIR OWN SELF-DEVELOPMENT,
EMPLOYMENT AND VOLUNTEER SERVICE' AND CONTACT W/TH OTHER PARENTS.

The daycare center has many opportunities to develop pro-

grams which focus on the needs of the parent, as well as the

needs of the child. It is both appropriate and necessary that

some resources are devoted to these activities, because the
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weLfare of parents and children are interrelaed. Lanning

and May C1966) expressed the concern that the 13.00r are "caught

up in someone elae's reality and carried aLong " Without

provision for the special needs of parent, drare is likely

to be yet another example of "someone else's rIality."

Discussion and Illustrations of Activitiess Dirmc:ted Toward
the Parent

In addition to parent education which foczases an the im-

proving of skills as a parent, there are possibtlities for

many other kinds of education or self-development, including

activities which lead to new skills and increalsed telf-confidence.

Parent groups should be encouraged to select activities which

lead to personal fulfillment, as well as those which may lead

to employment. Some of the resources of the program should be

allotted to this purpose.

Some parenta, especially single mothers, have special

needs. They must cope with the responsibility of playing the

role of both mother and father. They need contact with other

mothers in the same situation, with whom they can share con-

cerns, be mutually supportive, and work out problems.

Parents who aren't working on a regular basis may want

to assist with the regular or special activities in the

They should be encouraged and helped to do so. They should

be invited to attend staff training sessions so that they can

work as "temporary staff" substituting as aides or teachers

in emergencies or to free the regular staff to make home visits.
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Some parents may wish to become regular staff members in

daycare centers. Priority for employment at the center where

their children are enrolled should be given to them. Daycare

centers should offer in-service training programs that make it

possible for employed mothers to take on successively more

complex and demanding assignments. Employing parents in low-

level positions, without creating training and career develop-

ment opportunities to allow fulfillment or rising expectations,

is a disservice to the parent.

Self-Development. Mothers in the Community Cooperative

Nursery School in Menlo Park, California are enrolled in

community college courses in child development and home

economics. They are currently planning a workshop on nutrition

to be given by a representative of the Northern California

Dairy Council. The mothers will be taught how to purchase

economical and wholesome food and how to prepare milk products.

The Central School in Cambridge, Massachusetts holds

Thursday night "drop in" workshops for Boston area teachers

and parents. Together they explore such topics as "Children

and Art," ligature in a Vacant Lot," and "Math in Your

Environment." Some of these activities carry over into the

classroom during the day.

Head Start programs around the United States have developed

a wide variety of opportunities in education for adults. Albany-

Cohoes provides instruction in knitting, sewing, cooking with
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surplus foods, shopping, budget and finance, interior decorat-

ing, cosmetology, hairstyling, plant care in the home, first

aid, physical fitness, basic typing, filing, and volunteer

and leadership training. Charleston, South Carolina Head

Start provides classes in nutrition and consumer education.

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma provides basic adult education classes.

In Tuskegee, Alabama, Head Start parents learn about art work,

as well as sewing and cooking. Parents in Napa, California

have workshops in community awareness, focusing on available

community services, and classes in English and Spanish.

In the Urban School of Pennsylvania Pre-School and Pri-

mary Education Project, the parent education program was

developed and run by the parents themselves, with the school

staff available for assistance, but not filling the leadership

role. The parent program included classes in cooking, sewing,

and art. Parents took field trips together and assisted in

children's field trips.

Mothers of preschool children at the Dr. Martin Luther

King Family Center focus their self-development efforts on

their identity as black women, in activities such as jewelry

making, figure control, hat making, and cooking.

Employment and volunteer service. Daycare programs must

take advantage of every opportunity to use the talents of

parents, to give them the opportunity to serve as staff and

temporary staff, increasing their skills and_advancing in job

level. Many Head Start and daycare programs.provide career
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ladders for personnel, beginning as clerical aides, providing

them with time off for education and training, providing

continuous in-service training, and rewarding them with pay

increases and promotions as they increase in ability and ex-

perience. Career Opportunities Programs, under the Education

Professions Development Act, are widely utilized to provide

professional training in early childhood education.

The Mother-Home Visitor Project I (Barbrack and Horton,

1970a) of the Demonstration and Research Center for Early

Education (DARCEE) trained parents as paraprofessional home

vititors. In a follow-up study, (Barbrack and Horton, 1970b)

the effectiveness of professionally trained teachers, para-

professional home visitors trained and supervised by professional

teachers, and paraprofessional home visitors supervised by

experienced paraprofessionals was compared. The results

suggest tentatively that the use of paraprofessionals as home

visitors is more effective than using professionally trained

teachers.

It is useful to invite interested parents and teen-age

children to attend staff training sessions. This provides a

good supply of trained and committed "temporary staff" to

substitute when teachers and aides are ill or to free teachers

for home visits.

Parents around the country fill the entire range of

staff positions as paid personnel and volunteers: bus drivers,

custodians, cooks and kitchen helpers, teachers and teachers
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aides, parent coordinators, family aides, and secretaries.

Many programs give parents priority in filling these positions.

It is important to recognize the obligation to provide train-

ing and support for development, growth, and advancement to

parents once employed in the program.

Teenagers provide extensive contributions as volunteers

and staff members of preschool daycare programs. In Midland,

Texas, Boy Scouts have built equipment for the Head Start

programs. In Tuskegee, Alabama, older brothers and sisters

have made sheets for the Head Start cots, mended and altered

clothing for the children, assisted the cooks in preparing

meals, and assisted teachers in directing the children in

active games.

The Central Harlem Association of Montessori Parents re-

quires its parents to participate as volunteers in fund rais-

ing ventures, including street bazaars and dinners, and in

general clean-up of the facilities. They also'assist on

field trips and build special equipment for the classrooms.

The program also serves as a Montessori training program,

providing a one-year internship leading to a diploma for those

parents with college degrees and a Certificate of Competency

for those with high school educations.

Martin McKinnon, a high school student in Brookline,

Massachusetts, initiated a Teens for Tots program for white,

black and Chinese children, three to seven years old, in

three housing projects in Brookline. Two buses and a location
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for the project were provided by the housing authority. In

this program, the younger children, do "what they want" and

the teenagers assist.

Another "Teens for Tots" program in Houston, Texas is

in the planning stages. Its rationale is the belief that

teenagers working with young children can learn how to become

good parents. There will be a course set up in the high

school, and the teens will work in two community centers.

In Chicago, in a program designed by Dr. Lorraine Sullivan,

high school students in tenth and eleventh grades, most of whom

have younger siblings, will conduct a program for mothers of

infants, encouraging positive attitudes toward children and

giving the mothers ideas about how they can teach their

children with simple materials. The program aims to improve

the attitudes and skills of the high school students in child

development, as well as to aid the mothers.

A teenager who has experienced personal problems is

currently helping in the Community Cooperative Nursery School

in Menlo Park, California. They feel that her experiences of

being useful will aid her in gaining a better self-image and

solve some of her personal problems. Last summer, four teen-

agers were paid for participating in the nursery school as

aides and were instructed in child education.

Recreational contact with other parents. One of the most

important things a daycare program does for parents is to

provide them with an opportunity to meet and share experiences
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with other parents, building a relationship on the mutual

concern they have for the welfare of their children. While

the need for contact is perhaps.greatest among single mothers

and fathers, all parents from all backgrounds enjoy this

aspect of their daycare experience.

.Parents from the Community Cooperative Nursery School in

Menlo Park, California visit parents from the Ravenswood

Cooperative, their sister nursery school, to discuss mutual

problems. The morale of these parents can be measured by the

number of birthday parties and showers they have held for

each other.

Parents in Follow Through in Duluth, Minnesota, parti-

cipate together in weekly adtivities such as Mothers' Chorus,

a knitting and sewing group, and a volleyball activity group.

They also go on field trips together, have potluck dinners

and breakfasts, operate a clothing exchange, publish a news-

letter (with a father as editor), and attend coffee parties

with speakers and discussion. At the end of the school year

the parents demonstrate their creative works in a hobby and

style show.

The Parent Coordinator and parents at the Central School,

in Cambridge, Massachusetts have worked together on breakfasts,

potluck suppers in each other's homes, rummage sales, weekend

trips to Vermont, and a community free store. They even in-

stalled a laundromat at the school to encourage people to stay

around and make the school more than just a center for their

children.

.9 3
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TMPLICATIONS FOR LOCAL PLANNERS AND DEVELOPERS

Throughout this paper, considerations have been discussed

or implied separately which, when drawn together, have important

implications for planners and developers of daycare programs

at the local level. They may serve as guidelines for success-

ful involvement of parents in daycare programs.

1. A daycare program without strong parent involvement

cannot adequately meet the needs of the child. Parent programs

need sufficient program resources to succeed. A commitment

to parent participation without the provision of these re-

sources is hollow and meaningless. At the earliest possible

stages of a program, plans must be made to provide and train

staff and to provide money, equipment, and space for parent

activities. It is also critically important that the program

be structured in a way that enables it to be responsive to

the needs of parents.

2. One staff member must be given primary responsibility

for the active involvement of parents in all stages of each

aspect of the program. This person may be the director, a

teacher, a parent coordinator, a family aide, a community

worker or a social services worker. Regardless of who plays

this role, he must see himself clearly as the person primarily

responsible for involving mothers and fathers in decision-

making and educational roles and in self-development activities.

Inasmuch as this will require working at night, on week-ends

and on an irregular schedule, and because the activities are

94
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time-consuming, it would be better if the parent coordinator

had no other program responsibilities.

3. Unless there is a great deal of consideration for

parent decisions at the policy-making level of a program, ex-

perience has shown that even the most committed and talented

parent coordinator will experience continuing difficulty in

keeping his credibility among the parents. Without policy

decisions that make resources available to the parent pro-

gram and without a board atmosphere which is responsive to

developing and changing parent interests and needs, the

coordinator will spend a great deal of time generating support

among the parents for ideas that are never implemented. He

will also be faced with the demoralizing task of explaining

to parents what happened to their suggestions.

One solution for this is to insure that one of the

primary coMmittees of the policy board focuses on parent

participation. The chairman of this committee would have the

responsibility for representing parent and family interests

in all discussions and decisions of the board. He and his

committee would assist the parent coordinator and other staff

members in developing and sustaining parent activities. This

committee, while including parents, would not speak for the

parents, but rather would guarantee that parent participation

program elements would get their full share of board attention

and support.
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4. Every staff member, board member, and volunteer should

clearly understand the program's philosophy and commitment to

parent involvement, and he should understand what his role is

to further these aims. Sometimes this will mean home visits by

a variety of staff members at different times, where they can

introduce themselves and explain what they do in the program.

It can also mean each person's analyzing his own job to find

ways to share these responsiLliities and activi:ties wIth parrents.

For instance, the aook may c:F17 on parunts to help plan the

menus, to prepare regular meWas, specal idinnera and picnia,

and to work vith the ?parent m7cordinataEr in developing nutrithion

classes and in organizing coaing and homemaking classes.

Board membeT-s and stafT mmmbers will come forward with

more ideas and suggestions than can be used when they fully

understand the importance of involving the entire family in

daycare. In the less successful programs, probably the great

majority, there is little parent participation and a great deal

of confusion about exactly what parent participation iS and

who is responsible for parent activities. In contrast, in

the more successful programs, staff members seem to compete

for the parents' time by offering a variety of attractive

things for them to do.

5. When parents serve on policy boards and committees,

or are involved as paid or volunteer staff, they must be

adequately trained. To give them responsibility without

helping them to develop the necessary skills and knowledge to

96
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do a good job is self-defeating. Parent interest and involve-

ment will be self-sustaining when the quality of involvement

is rewarding.

In designing training activities for parents, one should

consider offering them different levels of trainimg. General

orientation in child development and early childhood education

will help all parents, not omly those who plan to become aide's

or teachers. It will enable many parents to consider serioualy

whether they desire more active roles and to feel more confi-

dent about their ability to fill those roles. Many programs

have used future employment as an incent±ve to attract parents

into educational programs.

The demand for teacher aides and teachers in daycare and

other educational settings will continue to grow for some time,

so it is reasonable to encourage parents to expect employment

following training. During the training peribd, the director

and board members should help parents locate jobs, and

they can also help develop jobs by convincing the school

system and other programs to employ their trained parents.

Parznts should not be led or allowed to assume that they will

be hired in a specific job within their program or somewhere

else if this is not true. Instead, they should be encouraged

to expect that their employability will be improved, that

their chances are good, and that the/program will actively

help them find jobs and give them preference when jobs open

up in their own program.
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6. Outside voluntee=s, experts, and spealalits should

be used with care. It is- natural to take advantage-: of inter-

estcad and committed commumity people who voaunteer their

services as teachex aides, tutors, 4pr-specialists. This is

to be encouraged only after attempting first to use parents,

even tough this may invaave extra work to find intrerested

parents with adequate time and appropriate skills. As the

staff and parents come ta know each other better ,a.Md under-

stand the needs aT the pr.ogram, this process will Icome easier.

'Too often, when a need arises, non-parent volunteers

respond to such an extent that they tend to be permeived as

taking over. Although this is sometimes an exaggemation, it

is true that once the need has passed, it is difficult to say,

"Thank you, but we don't need your help anymore." The problem

of phasing volunteers into and out of a program can be handled

more successfully when they are used primarily to involve

parents and facilitate innovations. Volunteer college stu-

dents could babysit at home while the parents accompany and

help supervise their children on a field trip.

Volunteers can be used effectively to help train parents.

If a survey is needed for the recruitment of new program parti-

cipants, a volunteer with skills and experience could work

with a group of parents, teaching them the appropriate pro-

cedures. The next time a survey is needed, the volunteer

.should take an advisory role if any at all. In all cases, it

is important for the volunteer or consultant to recognize that

9 8
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his primary job is to train parents and that he has been

successful and made an importamt contribution t he program

when parents .are able to continue without his auelp.

7. The emphasis throughout tais paper ha been on

parents, but older brothers and sisters and cla,an relatives

of the family can also play most of the roles tIlat parents

can.

8. The initial interest of parents in am attractive

program is usually high. It derives from theti= concern for

the welfare of their children and a need to fel :secure about

this particular program, as well as the wish ta -participate

in planning the program which will help to shape their children.

Parents are universally concerned with their children's cog-

nitive, social, and emotional growth, and are interested in

learning how they can stimulate this development. Soon after

entering a :::rogram, the possibility of employment, or train-

ing for future employment, may be attractive and provide an

incentive to be active in the program. But while these in-

centives may motivate initial interest, continuing participa-

tion will be sustained only when parents are rewarded by their

experiences in the program.

These rewards may come from enjoyable interactions with

their children while learning about them and how to teach

them. Rewards may also come from the growing sense of accom-

plishment and self-worth derived from seeing one's ideas and

efforts turned into programs and activities. Feeling liked,
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%valued, .,and accepted by other parents and staff is also a

alewardimg experience. It must be remambered that one of the

m=tivati;ons of families to place thetr children in daycare is

the search by the mother for self-actualization and personal

growth beyond the home. This implies that activities which

Taly provide satisfying growth and learning experiences may

mm longer satisfy the needs of parents after a while. Day-

ccare programs must therefore continually provide new activities

in response to the changing needs of parents.

9. Once parents become actively Involved in a daycare

program, acquiring new skills, attitudes, and self-perceptions

in the process, they are not likely to remain passive 5:n their

cormtunities, or in relation to the public schools as thetr

children reach school age. They are more likely to expect to

continue in an active decision-making role and will relate to

administrators, teachers and other parents in ways which will

reflect this attitude. If the representatives of the public

schools and other agencies are not prepared for this interest,

they may see it as criticism and become threatened and defen-

sive.

Therefore, a program which has achieved active parent

involvement should begin to consider its role as an institution

within the community, and to communicate its philosphy and

methods to the community. The daycare setting can serve as

a place where kindergarten and first gradelteachers can

meet with parents to begin to establish mutual understamiding
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c=aca plan ways for parents to continue to be involved with

Hiscalr children as they leave the daycare setting.

10. Research on parent involvement has been involved

Lergely with evaluating parent-child or parent education pro-

__]mams or components of larger programs. Most of these evalua-

mns have been descriptive or anecdotal, and where instruments

mlawe been used, they have often been non-standardized and

mult comparable to those used in other programs. Much of the

:research has focused on cognitive changes in children, and

some effort has been made to assess changes in parent atti-

-tzdes toward their children and toward education as a result

mE participation in parent-chile education programs.

It is nearly impossible to make definitive conclusions

about the specific aspects of pb,rent participation which

have been discussed in this paper on the basis of existing

rresc%arch. Many of the studies which have been conducted

'utilized a pre- and posttest design, without long-term follow-

:ups. Another problem is that much of the research on parents

and children has used vague definitions of concepts such as

maternal warmth and there have been few controls for the

effects of sex, social class, culture, or race. Since much

of the research has used white, middle-class families, it is

difficult to generalize to other populations.

In spite of these limitations, it seems clear that pro-

grams which use parents as teachers result in considerable

sfetns in cognitive skills and ,achievement of children, and in
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increased competence, self-confidence and esteem of parents.

We know Very little about non-cognitive factors, particularly

the motivational and affective variables, which may play a

major role in determining actual utilization of cognitive

skills.

Often the decision to evaluate a program, to measure its

effects on either parents or children, is not made until after

the program is underway, precluding the possibility of either

a matched control group, pretesting, or even the allocation of

sufficient resources to conduct extensive research. Inasmuch

as this research is needed for both policy decisions and plan-

ning for daycare and for an understanding of the factors which

are contributing to the general findings, research on this

aspect of daycare should be given priority.

The implications for an individual program are:

1. All special parent activities and parent involvement

in all aspects-of the program should be carefully described

and evaluated.

2. Th,1 emphasis in these evaluations should be on the

identification of positive characteristics and aspects of the

parent-child interaction which contribute to cognitive, social

and emotional development of the child, and to the development

of increased competence, self-esteem, motivation and positive

?attitudes in the parent.

3. Particular attention should be given to identifying

and understanding factors which are unique to the population

being served by-the daycare program.

102
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4. Research plans should be maae early in the planning

stages of program development. This will allow for a research

design which includes the selection of appropriate control

groups and pretesting of parents as well as children.

5. Parents should participate in this planning process.

They can help to determine whether the assessment of parent

attitudes, expectations, skills, and behavior is justified

and whether this assessment can be accepted within the com-

munity without alienating the parents. Parents can also

help identify aspects of the program which should be studied.

6. Sufficient research staff and funding should be made

available to carry out the research plans. All members of the

staff should participate to some extent in the entire research

process, both because of its educational value to them and

also because of the contributions they can make to the re-

search.

7. Research and evaluation can be done by consultants

or organizations from outside of the program, but they must

be completely familiar with the community and the program,

and be able to communicate effectively with parents and staff.

Faculty and graduate studen.ts from local universities in

departments such as psychology, child development, education

or sociology, or psychologists with the public schools and

other agencies can assist with or assume primary responsi-

bility for the research. In addition to program evaluation,

they may be able to conduct research in the daycare setting
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which will lead to a fuller understanding of the dynamics of

parent involvement and its effects on changes in parents and

children. All research plans should be discussed with and

approved by the policy board, which should continue to moni-

tor the research. This will insure that research will not

be carried out at the expense of the program. Whether out-

side consultants conduct all or part of the research they

should agree to focus on questions of importance to the

program and to report results to the policy board in such

a way that they are useful for improving the program.

Some critics say that parent participation has been tried

and it has failed. The truth seems to be that while there

are many bright and exciting exceptions, it has not yet,been

tried on a wide scale. The involvement of most parents hs

been limited in the past to providing trani3portation to and

from the daycare center. Most efforts to share planning and

decision-making with parents have only been token efforts,

which the parents have eventually realized and rejected. The

majority of programs, even Federally sponsored programs which

require parent participation, have no staff specifically con-

cerned with parents, have provided no activities cor programs,

and have not made the resources available for parents to

develop their own plans.

Although numerically in the minority, those programs which

have made a real commitment to the concept of parent participa-

tion have succeeded. A few exemplary programs, some of which
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are described in detail in the next section, have been

spectacularly successful. Hopefully they will be widely
studied and imitated, providing the incentive for the mass

of daycare to try to work with parents to strengthen and.

complement the family, rather than to replace it.
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INTRODUCTION

The programs summarized here have been selected because,

as a whole, they exemply the principles for effective parent

participation and involvement which have been discussed in

this paper. The information contained in the program descrip-

tions is based on (1) published and unpublished articles,

pape_s, pamphlets, and program descriptions distributed or

published by people associated with the programs; (2) responses

to a 12-page questionnaire (Appendix B) distributed to over

seven hundred programs in the United States and abroad and

completed by the director unles otherwise indicated; (3)

personal site vtsits and interviews with program directors

by the authors; (4) newspaper reports and magazine articles;

and (5) personal corresponders with program directors.

References have been provided where available. Additional

programs are abstracted in Appendix c, program addresses are

given in Appendix D.

Extensive use has been made of quotes and paraphrased

statements in order to preserve the accuracy and flavor

intended by authprs and program directors. Correspondence

regarding any inaccuracies, omissions, revisions, or additions

would be appreciated by David Hoffman, Department of Psychology,

Florida State University, Tallahassee, Florida, 32306.
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COMMUNITY .CONTROLLED PROGRAMS

CENTRAL HARLEM ASSOCIATION OF MONTESSORI PARENTS, INC. (CHAMP)
New York, New York

Orientation. CHAMP, Inc. is a parent cooperative formed in
Octoner, 1967 to seek funds for the continuance of the Central
Harlem Montessori School and its integrated preschool program.
There is no charge for poverty-level families. There is a
tuition charge for others. There is a 10 percent middle class
enrollment.

Population. Approximately 100 families are involved in CHAMP,
with 126 children, ages three to school age. Of the 126
children, 106 are from Central Harlem (between 110th and 155th
Streets). Sixty of the Harlem children have scholarships to
five Montessori schools elsewhere in the city. The other 46
Harlem children attend the Central Harlem Montessori School
with 20 white children who are bussed into Harlem from other
parts of the city. The parents of all of these children form
CHAMP. The program is administered by the Board of Directors
and parents- are selected by aryl answerable to the whole group
of parents.
Integration is achieved by cross-bussing in order to improve
the achievement levels, feelings of control, and attitudes of
the ghetto children, as discussed in the Coleman (1966) re-
port. The joint involvement of teachers, parents, and
community in the educational process is believed to give a
firm foundation for a continued pattern of support and en-
couragement as the child moves into the elementary grades.

Curriculum. The program objectives for the children are (1)
to teach basic skills and techniques of math, language, and
science, develop self care and awareness, and (2) to develop
the ability to relate positively within their environment and
with children of other colors, races and varied socioeconomic
levels. Objectives for parents are (1) to broaden employment
opportunities and aspirations with the training program, and
(2) to encourage their active involvement in the education of
their children and in the community. With the growth in the
parents' awareness of tbeir children's basic educational needs,
the program hopes to further improve the children's learning
potential. The curriculum for children in the Central Harlem
Montessori school is the Montessori primary curriculum, with
the additions of Spanish language and modern dancing.

Method. During the September-May period, the Central Harlem
Montessori School ha$ two classrooms plus other shared rooms
in the local community center. Group meetings are held in a
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church. During the summer, the school must move to other
locations, such as rooms in a public school. It is the hope of
CHAMP that they might be able to have their own building in
the future.

Staff and qualifications. The staff includes:

Director college educated, a parent
Educational Director (parttime) educated in ECE,

Montessori certification
Secretary
4 Teachers - Montessori certification (2 are parents)
4 Assistant Teachers - experienced, some college, some

Montessori training
4 Classroom Aides - parents or community members; in the

summer, these positions are filled by
Neighborhood Youth Corps workers

Social Worker
Family worker (assistant to social worker) a parent
Custodian
Guard

Parent Involvement. Parents are involved on many levels, in-
cluding the staff. All parents are members of the general
body of CHAMP which meets once a month. The general meeting
elects the members of the Board of Directors, with one director
for every ten CHAMP children in a school. The parents also
form the ten standing committees. There is often a program
at the general meetings to instruct the parents in activities
they can do with their children in the home, to show films,
etc. All decisions of the Board of Directors are subject to
approval by the general body. Besides involvement of some
parents on the Board or on committees, all parents are required
to participate by assisting in the fund-raising ventures (street
bazaars, dinners, etc.), by helping in the clean-up of the
classrooms, by attendinr various community meetings to repre-
sent CHAMP and report back to them, by making special equipment
for the classes, etc. There are also special projects for the
parents. Project Read-In with the University of Toronto taught
speed reading to interested parents, who in turn conducted
remedial reading classes for older brothers and sisters of the
preschool children. Project CHAMP, recently begun, is a
Montessori training program for teachers and parents and other
interested community members.
The one year training program, including supervised internship,
will result in a Montessori diploma for those with a college
education, and in a Certificate of Competency for those with
high school education. These certifications will qtaalify them
to teach or assist in Montessori schools. The training program
also entitles its graduates to undergraduate or graduate credits
with the Malcolm-King Harlem Extension College.
There is a foTlow-up of children into elementary school, with
conferences with teachers.
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THE CENTRAL SCHOOL
Cambridge, Massachusetts
Alison S. Pershouse, Director

Orientation. The Central School which opened in September,1968 demonstrates three premises:

1. It is possible and desirable to teach children fromvery different social and ethnic backgrounds.2. It is possible for parents from widely differingparts of society to work cooperatively with theschool's staff to improve their children's presentand future schooling. Parents and staff work to-gether, doing such things as hiring staff, teaching,visiting other schools, to gain tools with which todecide how they want their children educated. Parentswill then e:ater the public schools with the supportof a highly effective group of rich, poor, black,white, professional and community parents to work forpositive changes in the system.
3. A school does not have to be a competing alternativeto the public schools but can be a supporting in-stitution where parents, teachers and administratorsin the district can share ideas.

The open-structured classroom at Central School meets the verydifferent needs and abilities of the children. The childrenare free to interact with each other, with teachers, who serveas facilitators, and with their classroom environment.
Population. There are 32 children, ages three to six, from30 famifie-s. Ethnic groups include white (50%), black (40%),oriental (10%). Half of the families are low income and theother half are middle income.

Method. The idea for The Central School was developed by the-present Director. She wrote the proposal which was funded.Parents were then drawn to the school by the goals expressedon paper. The Policy Board of Central School is made up ofeight parents and four non-parents. All major decisions aresubject to the approval of the total parent body. An AdvisoryCommittee is composed of community members who have specialskills they contribute as a resource. Staff include theDirector, the Parent Coordinator, who helps parents on prob-lems in and out of school, plans parent activities, coordinatesand encourages communication among parents; and three teachers.Future plans call for the addition of an Education Consultant,who will carry out the evaluation and assist in planning theparent education program.
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Parent Involvement. Forty percent of the budget is allocated
to parent activity. Tuition ranges from $0 to $600. The
parents decide what they can afford. Welfare pays the tuition
for about one-third of the families. The parent body of the
school is now a cohesive group. Parents taking an extra-
Ordinarily active part in the operation of the school. They
elect and comprise a 3/4 majority of the board, hire teachers,
buy equipment, assist in class, and hav designed and remodeled
the school's physical plant (an old church building). Major
policy decisions go to the parent body-for a vote, and all
board meetings are open to all members of the school. There
is an informal parent-teacher room with comfortable couches,
a playpen and coffee, where parents with completely different
life-styles can relax. Parents and the parent coordinator
plan and crry out such projects as breakfasts, potluck suppers,
rummage sales, weekend trips to Vermont, and a community free-
store. The parents have also had a laundromat installed in
the school to encourage people to stay around and make the school
far more than just a center for children.
Open communication between staff and parents and between parents
are im-ortant goals of the program. With the range of back-
groul , there has been a problem of the middle class parents
dominating discussions. The parent-coordinator is presently
sounding out all parents on how to best handle this. Most
parents participate in parent help in the classroom one day
each month, sharj.ng their special interests and skills with
the children.

Community Involvem.ent. Central-School has become a creative
force for many elements of the community. The classroom is
made available in the afternoons to public school teachers,
who bring their classes for learning in an open-structured
classroom. The classroom is also shared with two public school
programs for disturbed children and for children needing
remedial programs. Drop-in workshops are held every Thursday
night for teachers and parents from the Boston area. Some of the
evening workshops have been followed up by afternoon parent-
teacher-child workshops to explore with children what the
adults explored the week before. A loan resource center for
teachers is being established.' Parents and staff consult
with other groups about the working of the school. Central
School is concerned with widening efforts for community involve-
ment in education and works with many organizations towards
these goals. They also have contact with the Cambridge Follow
Through Program, jointly trying to facilitate communication
between parents and teachers. Central School parents are
part of the beginnings of an active parent-group at the Public
Community School next door.
A program to follow and support Central School parents and
children attending elementary schools was established in 1970.
Many of the schools these children will be entering are charac-
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terized by (11 a vey high. drop-out rate; C2r very
weak or no PTA associations; (31 Almost no parent-teacher
communication; (1-4,. parents having no oice in the school's
administration and often fatalistically accepting their
passive role as a necessary part of the system; (5) punish-
ment as the only method.used to establish control over the
student.
Central School staff will follow the children to these schools,
making contact with teachers, observing former Central School
pupils, arranging conferences with teachers and parents, in-
viting teachers to visit the Central School's facilities.
Central School teachers will contact public school teachers for
conferences about the children. A parent committee of past
and present parents will also observe in the public schools
and help solve problems the children might have. Public
school teachers wi.11 be invited to speak at parent meetings
at Central School. Alumnae parents will be encouraged to con-
tinue communicating with other parents and staff at Central
School. There may be an after-school program once a week for
graduates and public school teachers will be encouraged to
brilig their classes to the Central School cfassroom in the
afternoons. This follow-up program will try to en.courage
interaction between parents and teaohers, oE part of the goal
to demonstrate that the.education of a child can best be
accomplished by interaction of all those who are and have
been concerned with the child's welfare.

Evaluation. A thorough, descriptive evaluation of all aspects
of the program is being conducted by the school and some
students and professors at the Harvard School of Education.

Reference.

Central School. 1.,..:oposed Plans for 1970-71, Cambridge,
Massachusetts, 1970.
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DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING FAMILY CENTER: OVERVIEW OF PROGRAMS
Chicago, Illinois

THE HENRY HORNER PRESCHOOL CENTER

Program For-Four Year Olds. This program was funded and
administered by the InstfEaFg-for Juvenile Research. 70 four
year olds participated for one-half day, four_days per week.
The program was primarily concerned with disadvantaged
childrdii's learning problems. A full-time parent coordinator
acted as a liaison between the preschool and the parents who
were felt to be necessary to the program. The parents and
the preschool interacted in frequent home visits which also
occurred when specific problems arose, regular parent meetings,
specific parent programs chosen by the parents, school visits,
parties by and for both parents and children.

The Center changed it.s name and became the Dr. Martin Luther
King Family Center.

DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING FAMILY CENTER

This Centw7 is community funded and administered.

Program fo:: Four-Year-Olds - A Pilot_Study-- Six black
preschoolers and ttigi7-177iTies partrUipTed in this home
program in which the parents learned from an'inrligenous family
worker how to teach their children. The program attempted
'to give the parents a positive self-image and a sense of
mastery which would be transmitted to the children who could
then benefit more from the program both cognitively and
affectively. Because of the changes in the family environmer'-,
mainly the parent-child interaction, the child and his sib1in5_,
are affected. A male family worker visited the father and a
female family worker visited the mother in order.to discover
the parerits' goals for their children which were then dEmon-
strated by developmental activities by the family worke, who
se:cited both as a model and a positive reinforcel-. Family
communication and enjoyment were encouraged in these learning
activities with toys and projects. The mothers learned how to
praise, reward and reinforce their child's behavior, as well
as to see the importance of play activities in the development
of their children. The fathers,as a result of a conflict
between the role of head of the household and playing witY
their children,formed a group and worked wit:' their childrLIn
and later with problem areas of the community. Activities

_were organized for the children and the mothers by the fathers.
DuIing the summer, softball teams and a Tastee Freeze Ice
Cream business were organized.
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A Freedom pchool for Y,oun alack Children-- The center
emphasizes development, cometence,-linguistic and cognitive
systems in a black frame of reference. The child through
planned activities is intended to gain a positive self-image.
The center operates the following specc programs for
toddlers, three year olds and four year olds:

Develo mental Laborator for Toddlers-- This program is
for children age 18 months to t ree years. The emphasis is on
developing self-esteem, competence, mastery so that parents can
transmit those to their children-through experiences. Phase T.:
Home visits like those described in the pilot study. Phase II:
Observation and discussion about children Aing from toys
in the Lab by mothers of their own and othe ildren. Phase
III: Horizontal diffusion to the community by participating
mothers who invited other mother3 to join the group. Some of
the participatina mothers also became home visitors. The
mothers formed their own discussion groups about childrearing
and community issues.

Preschool Program for Three Year Olds-- The child participates
and 1) has experiences for developing autonomy, (2) develops
constructive aggression, (3).,expands his curiosity and
exploration, (4) has limits set so that he develops internalized
controls, and (5) develops self as a black person with inner
strength and resiliency.

Program for Four Year Olds--The black child leazns to function
productively in a world- which may be hostile to him, develops
the ability to be flexible, learns to communicate expressively
and clearly, and develops cognitive abilities including success
in concept learning, problem solving, etc. As in every other
program in the Center, participation of the whole family is
encouraged.

The Center also has a program for preteens ane teens--Creativity
Unlimited.
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MARTIN LUTHER KING FAMILY CENTER
Parents' Values, :Ramily Networks, and Family
Development: Working with Disadvantaged Families

Daniel R. Scheinfeld, Dorcas Bowles, Samuel Tuck, Jr.,_and
Reuven Gold. Institute of Juvenile Research Report, 6:9,
1969.

Orientation. To work with families from oct. 1967 - June 1968
in their homes to aid them to develop confidence in their children
which would enable the child:

1. to grow cognitively and affectively in preschool.
2. to continually develop for the rest of his life

because of the social support of his family and their
influence in his development.

3. to change because of the change in his family envi-
ronment mainly in the parent-child relationship where
the parents become not controllers but teachers. The
child's siblings also change.

Population. Six low competence (from the lowest group in the
low competency group) preschoolers and their families who were
low income black and live in public housing.

Curriculum. The family worker utilizes the following plan in
working with a family:

1. Approach the parent rather than wait for him to
approach you.

2. Utilize some of the parent's child-rearing ideas.
3. Transmit concepts from the worker to the family

about the pattern of interaction of parent-child and
siblings throligh specific concrete activities".

4, Teach and reinforce the family, as well as serving
as a model by participating in family activities.

5. Participate with as mary people in the family as
possib7e.

6. Give positive reinforcement and hope to Ve family.
7. Utilize the existing social relationships between the

family and other farilies in the community.

Method. This program was divided into the following four
action phases:

1. Obtain parents' ideas of children and child-rearing and
set up a relationship between the worker and the parent
by positive reinforcement. A black female worker worked
with the mother and black male worker worked with the
father and expressed the idea that the school wanted to
aid in the development of the child. The parents were
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asked in an open-ended intetview concerning their four
year olds the follow,tng: cal desirable or undesirable
attributes-; (bI why they were desirable or undersirable;
Cci methods to achieve the desirable a-,tributes and
avoid the undesirable ones. Then a plan was set up
according to the parent's goals for their child.

2. The parents and children narticipate in developmental
activities which illustrated the parents' goals. These
activities were with toys or games (Bowles, IJR
Report, 6:10, 1969) and the worker when demonstrating
them often served as a model as well as a positive
reinforcer. Parents were also encouraged to help their
children integrate new experiences and communicate
openly in the entire family through this enjoyable
learning process. Mother's verbal expression of feelings
(others and her own) were encouraged. Since the pre-
schooler's siblings expressed interest in the activities,
they were included as either teachers or learners. The
fathers had a conflict between playing with their chil-
dren and their role as head of the household. However,
at several fathers' suggestions, a group was formed
(Tuck, IJR Report, 6:11, 1969) which Worked with the
children and later with community problems. All of
the families knew how to use at least five games or toys
by the end of the fifth month and suggested that a toy
library be established at the preschool so that they
colald choose their own.

3. Social relationships in the community were utilized by
having the six mothers go through the same procedures
with their friends that the worker had gone through with
them.

4. The women thought that -the six original mothers worked
with could be brought together into a developmental
community project and could in small groups set up
toy construction, confront schools and finally gather
in a largc.. community action group. Because of riots,
this last phase was not done.

Assessment Indices.

1. Changes in families as assessed by the worker.
2. Pretest interview to six key mothers in the study was

compared to posttest interviews given to experimental
and control groups.

3. The fathers started an action program after half of
the year so they were not evaluated.

Results.

1. Mothers did not see themselves as child developers but
enjoyed the activities and the child's development.
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Mothers learned to praise, reward, and reinforce the
child's behavior, as- well as- to see the developmental
potential of toys- and to discu.cis the learning ad-
vantages of one toy over another. Fifteen of 22
mothers began to use the toy library. The six key
mothers increased their self-esteem and derived plasure
from their roles as teachers of the _her mothers.

2. The six experimental mothers who were given opell-endd
interviews, ten months after the initial contact with
the families and achieved 1.5 on the social worker's
rating and 1.3 on the psychology global ratina. The
control group of six mothers, whose children were
za.. low on clinical assessments, achieved 1.7 and 1.3.
An additional group of nine mothers, whose children had
been rated higher on clinical assessments, achieved
3.5 and 3.8. The testing should be done on a larger
scale nd more systematically because the control
group and higher competence group were not interviewed
duxing phase 1. The oral posttests concerning the
following dimensions were given:

a. emphasis on competence-gaining activity
b. concern with the inner life of the child
c. concern with the importance of a sense of com-

petence in the child
d. emphasis on the assertiveness in the child
e. parental role is seen as a teaching role.

The results, for the experimental groupopretest on
the five dimensions in comparison te the exPerimental
group posttest, were.as follows: The experimental group
was higher than the control group on all dimensions
except d. The experimental group posttest was lower
than the high competence group on dimension d and
higher on the others. A special qUestion at he end
of the postte.st was what a parent would tell a baby
sitter in order to help her get along with the child.
Five of the six experimental parents referred to con-
structive activity for the child which none of the
six .7ontrol mothers did.

On a scale of dominance of the child, the experimental
group was lowest. The worker rated two mothers as
having made the greatest changes, and they were the
only mothers who were aware cf the importance of a
sense of competence in the &tild. These two mothers
worked in the nursery school program and, therefore,
it is not known whether the greatest change was due
to the work or to the home experimitnt.

123
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DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING FAMILY CENTER
A Freedom School for Zoung Black Chtldren--
Developmental Laboratory for Toddlers

Orientation. This study an expansion of a pilot study done
by Dorcas Bowles (ITR Pcsport, 6:10, 1969), pertains to more
than child rearing and will include di.s.7ussion groups,
experience in identification of problems, researching and
observing facts, planning strategies for varying courses of
action, formulating goals and res&.-tions, and searching for
solut:ons. The major focus is on 1: %-iding competence-building
experiences for parents through leak. and problem solving
so tha-:: t_ihey will allow and support curiosity and learning for
both mothers and toddlers.

Population. Eighteen children, 18 months to three years of
age, and their 13 mothers or mother substitutes (grandmother,
aunt, Close relative, babySitter) are involved in the program.

Method. This project has three phases:

Phase 1-- 'Ale worker and the mother have home interviews in
order to discover theparent's values for her child
and to select ones towork with. Approximately six
home sessions are held in which the worker demonstrates
the games and toys that she brought and helps the
mother become more attuned to the meaning of the
child's play. The worker stresseS the importance
of the child's pleasure in mastery and experience
of success. The worker leaves the toys or games so
that the parents can use them.

Phase 2-- Parents and their toddler-aged children come to the
Developmental Lab, one or two mornings per week and
observe their own and other children playing. It
is important to have mothers actively involved in
group action through participation or by a one-way
mirror. Selected parents attend 15 observation
sessions and later have a 15 minute discussion on
their observations and icleas about how children
learn from the toys. Mothers can also become in-
volved in other activities such as shopping trips
and making jewelry. Individual and/or group readi-
ness determines how long a parent remains in this
phase.

Phase 3-- This phase evaluates the effectiveness of this program.
Parents who have participated in the program and agree
with its methods and wish to share their learning
with other mothers, friends, neighbors and others
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are encouraged to do so. These mothers are learn-
ing how to coaduct Phase 1 with the aid of the social
worker and to prepare other mothers for Phase 2.
Prom both the pilot study and the mothers' prr_sent
interat in the program, it seems that mothers want
to shar the mc'z.hods with their neighbors. Some
_mothers form discussion groups about child rearing
and community issues with the major emphasis being
on major issues, fact-finding, defining strategy and
constructing solutions. Recently at the parents'
suggestion, friends and neighbors have been encourag-
ing newcomers to participate in Phase 3 on a specific
issue of their choosing. A documentary film is
being prepared on the Developmental Laboratory so
that it can serve as a model for a new approach to
social work with black families, as well as for black
mothers to see themselves as the first and most
important teachers of their children.

Evaluation. Occurs in Phase 3.

12F5
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DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING FAMILY CENTER
A FreJao757ffEFF3I-TcTir Young Black Children--
_Preschool Program for Three Year Olds
Manual Jackson, Director

Orientation. ManY of the students were in the Developmental
Liboratory for Toddlers before joining this program which was
to have begun in October, 1970. Ia order to provide a truly
individualized program, the mothers will be consultant for
the program content. The major goals will be develop.7_,11 of
e.cfectiveness and a sense of mastery with a realization of the
influences of the culture and the society. Other goals are
(1) the child participates in experiences which allow him to
see himsulf as an autonomous being;'(2; the child develops
constructive aggression and the family learns to understand
the child's assertiveness and comp.etitiveness; (3) the child
experiences successful and enjoyable events which expand his
curiosity and exploration; (4) the child is encouraged tc
develop internaLized controls by having reasonable limits set;
and (5) the child is aided in his development of his self as
a black person with a large amount of inner-strength and
resiliency.

Population. Plans called for three groups of seven children,
two groups which have graduated from the Laboratory and one
group which has not. There will be a head teacher, one aide
and a student teacher.

Method. The parents coordinate their child's activities closely
until there is evidence that the child has a relationship
established with the teacher and is comfortable at the Center
without the palant.

126
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DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING FAMILY ENTER
A Freedom School for Young-1777e'Ck Children--
Program for Pour Year Olds
Manual Jackson, Director

OrLentation. To prepare the black child to be a productive,

Elikane, functioning person. The objectives are to promote

(1) a positive black identity, and (2) effective mastery of

the environment through the following experiences:

1. Awareneas of the definition as a black being of worth.

2. Awareness of and ability to make changes.

3. Expansion of .
-sedoms including awareness, creativity,

curiosity, etc.
4. Development of cognitive abilities which includes

success in conept learning, problem solving, etc.

5. Development of language ability for communication,
expressiveness, clarity and pronunciation.

6. Becoming an autonomous learner and manipulator.

Population. Thirty-two children, two head teachers, three
assistant teachers and one student teacher participated.

Method. Each class of seven children meets four days per week.

The structure of the program allows maNimum opportunity to

establish a relationship with the teacher and to allow for
individualized care and education of the child plus providing

an organized and,predictable environment. This structure becomes

looser as the year progresses. The transition from home to

school is made by gradually introducing the child and the parent

to the school experience. A major focus is on the individualized

needs, desires and potential of the child. In the beginning,

the program established a sate setting-so that the child could

feel comfortable with the teacher, master the tasks easily and

overcome anxieties. After this in-aroductory period, the focus

is on teacher-directed activity. Emphasis is then shifted to

child initiated play, experiences which increase the motivation

for learning, more formal cognitive learning, and activities

to increase in communication skills.
The child is presented with positive cultural experiences about

black bein ,autlful. The child is encouraged to expand his

expressive _anguage communication rather than to learn "Ring's

English." Althcugh minimal demands are placed on verbalization,

the children do speak a considerable amount.

Family Involvement--The entire family is encouraged to parti-

cipate, with the primary concern being the family's productive

!_r.vs_lvement with each other in managing and mastering aspects

of their environment and moving out of tha cycle of helplessness

and hopelessness. Since extended families are common, aunts,

for example, often participate in the role of the mother. The

127
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parents most often expressed the desire for their children to
have "success in elementary school and getting along with
others." The Mothers'Group focuses on the woman as a black
woman and activities include.jewelry making, body slimming,
hat making, consumption and preparation of food, and talk.
Parent-teacher-social worker conferences are held. As mothers
become more confident and assertive about being important to
their child's school development, they are more likely to
participate in changing the Public School.
The Center has established a monthly meeting schedule for all
of the kindergarten teachers and principals in the surrounding
public elementary schools, in which developmental and educa-
tional goals are discussed, as well as methods of achieving
those goals.

Research Concerns.

1. Four year olds in this neighborhood can go by them-
selves.to nearby stores to buy-things for their
parents and are able to return home with the correct
change. The Center feels that this kind of ability
is an important survival factor in a chaotic community,
and would like to expand the self-sufficient resource-
fulness of the children. A basic research concern
is therefore to gain understanding of "internal
organizational" processes which enable children to be
self-sufficient and resourceful.

2. Since even four-year-old black children manifest
self-hatred, a basic concern is gaining understanding
of how children develop identification as a black per-
son, and personal self-images. The intent is to use
this knowledge to break the cycle of self-hatred.

3 One of the preschool teachers is a manland the center is
very interested in possible beneficial effects of an
adult male model on the children.

4. The Center is examining factors which contribute to
the cultural integrity of their program.
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MARTIN LUTHER KING FAMILY CENTER
Use of Toys in Expanding Mothers' Child-Rearing
Attitudes and Skills Through a Home Teaching Program
Dorcas Bowles, Institute of Juvenile Research Report,6:10, 1969

Orientation. Mothers at the bottom of the competency continuum,
who felt powerless to effect any change in the circumstances
of their children, participated with their four year olds in
this community-oriented program. The mothers were encouraged
to express their values and beliefs for their children, which
would then be used as the goals toward which activities would
aim. Specific concepts utilizing toys and projects would be
employed to teach these goals. Total family intervention is
necessary if the children's maximum progress is to be obtained.
Such programs can only be of use if the child first achieves
a positive self-image and a sense of mastery through the
mother's gaining such an image and then transmitting it to her
child. Later the child will be able to learn from other adults.

Population. Six black mothers and their four-year-old children
i-a-H7577gFeSttending preschool at the Dr. Martin Luther King
Family Center in a Chicago ghetto.

Method.

1. Initial interviews were conducted by the indigenous
worker who expressed the attitude that the mother
was an important person. In these interviews, the
mother stated the goals that she wanted to see her
child achieve and the school tried to help her
achieve these.goals. The worker also gave explana-
tions about the preschool and its general goals.
By supporting the mother's needs, making her feel
more positive about herself and giving her a feeling
of more self-esteem, the mother would treat her child
as a special being.

2. The goals that the mother expressed would be intro-
duced to the child to develop with a toy or project.
The first toys were simple and the mother was rewarded
well for teaching with them.

3. Feelings other than extremes of happiness or anger
were not expressed by either the mother or the child
concerning themselves or others --they were not
sensitive to feelings in others. Therefore, the worker
tried to overcome this by commenting on a child's
emotions with affective words. Both the mother and
the child did improve on this, and the mothers also
learned this way of praising and rewarding their
child's behavior.
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4. The mother learned to individualize the developmental
differences of her children of different ages which
required the use of different toys and activities.
Learning became important to the mothers for their
children and themselves and became both fun and
educational for both of them.

5. The worker can also help with problems such as the
mother picking on the child and could bring it to
the mother's attention.

6. Mothers taught what they had learned to their friends
which was a way of getting community participants.
Hopefully they would get involved in the community
and it5 3ctivities.

Results. The mothers who participated were more active in
school meetings, made more visits to children's teachers,and
some even investigated job opportunities outside the home.
The changes observed in the six mothers included:

1. Improved self-image.
2. Increased pleasure in children.
3. Improved sense of effectiveness - power and control

over one's immediate environment and control over
what one's child learns.

4. Increased communication.
5. Increased awareness in their feelings and thos of

their children.

1.30
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MARTIN LUTHER KING FAMILY CENTER
A Model for Working with Black Fathers

Samuel Tuck, Jr., Institute for Juvenile Research Report,
6:11, 1969

Orientation. The black ghetto father has not been approached
indirectly emough to obtain his involvement in positive emo-
tional extleriences for his children's development:no :. has his
potential been utilized for the good of the community.

Population. Four black ghetto fathers and their nursery school
children, two boys and two girls, who attended the Family
Center Preschool. Two child psychiatrists stated that these
children were in the lowest of three competence groups.
Later the four fathers persuaded fifteen more fathers to par-
ticipate in their fathers' group. A black male family worker
participated with the fathers. Teenagers, mothers and other
children in the community were also involved.

Method. The model for working with black fathers in a group
follows:

1. Establish with a few fathers a trust worklng relation-
ship so that the father can have the defenses which
hold up his masculine role.

2. Have the fathers enlist others fathers in the program
so that all become more aware of community problems
and contemplate possible solutions.

3. Relate father-child activities to the father's work
or to an outdoor activity which is not foreign.to the ..
father.

4. Make up the entire group of males so that they can
make new adjustments without their wives watching.

5. Organize special activities for their children--
fathers will do that. There should be an enjoyable
relationship between father-child not just one of
existence or feeding.

6. Encourage the group to plan activities for their wives
pleasure which also might help family unity.

7. Plan projects for children which require the help of
the mother, thereby showing that two people working
together can provide better prograrcw for the children.

Results. During Phase 1, the group of fathers was organized
so that the group could plan activities for their children.
The worker elicited from each of four fathers, individually in
an open-ended interview, a list of desirable and undesirable
attributes for his four year old. Then the worker chose one
of these which was developmental and planned a father-child
activity around it. A developmental toy which was appropriate,
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was given to the father with_ an explanation of how it fit in
the fatherts stated goals for his child. For the first three
1./eks the fathers were eager to talk about-what the children
learned from the activity. The fathers learned to be teachers.
oespite strong feelings that such a role was in opposition
-(:) their role as male head of the household, they did want
vz) aid their child's development. One father suggested
Olat an educational program for the children be developed.
Two of the original four fathers attended the first program
development meeting; three attended the second. Then those
f4thers talked to all 25 fathers who had children at the pre-
5Qhool. At the fourth meeting, four out of 25 came and set
tip the first activity for the children. After that activity,

more new members came and plans were organized for the
t'ecruitment of the other 19 fathers. The fathers recruited
IS more fathers with an average of nine attending each meeting
oVer nine months.

Phase 2, fathers were encouraged by the response to the first
aQtivity and thus planned another. They planned a program for
O le mothers which was a success; then a fair was planned which
O le mothers helped with. The fatherl became more interested
i,11 working with vz...rious age groups. The fathers then got a
$1000 grant for a summer program for the children in which
O ley planned the following:

1. Organization of eight Little League softball teams
for six to eight year olds. ,

2. Taking field trips with -hree to five year olds who
did not have fathers. (I is never got started.)

3. Investment in a business roject whose profits would
be used to continue the ogram. (The group got a
franchise to operate a istee Freeze ice cream
truck. One father was E.aployed to operate it with
the aid of four salarier teenaged girls. The money
earned thus, was put in to the community through
salaries, and the business experience was valuable.)

The slack Action Council organized by teenagers met with the
f4thers' group and told them that they should be involved in:

1. Raising the quality and lowering the prices of the
neighborhood supermarkets.

2. Having teenagers help on solving problems of the
community and the teens.

3. Having money remain within the community.
Supporting groups of teenagers with what they want -
meaningful experiences Cinformation, support, money,
jobs, etc.1 After that, the parents got involved
in community action programs although they still
worked with the children.

132
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PARENT1'S COMMUNITy COOPERATIVE NU IwEltys SCHOOL
Menlo Park, California
President of Parenta Board: Francis Oliver
Head Teacher: Patricia Kennedy
N. H. Davis and L. Douglas Smith, Coinvestigators, completed
the questionnaire

Orientation. This cooperative nursery school is parent-initiated
and directed. Planning for it began in September, 1968. The
nursery school was seen by Frances Oliver as a two-year project
and as a monument for her grandchildren. Fund raising was
successful because mothers were asking for funds for their
children. Black people wanted to prove that they could run
the school successfully. Parents took primary responsibility
for writing proposals, by-laws, and regulations; hiring
teachers; and raising money. The Mental Research Institute
(MRI of Palo Alto) provided assistance only when the parents
requested it.

Population. The program served 33 children, 90 percent were
black and 10 percent were white. Fifty percent were three
years old and 50 percent were four years old. Twenty-two
parents and six staff members participated actively in this
program. The children attended classes four mornings each
week, from 9 a.m. to noon.

Method. Francis Oliver, a community resident, canvased her
neighborhood and the local Head Start program and found
poverty families interested in a cooperative nursery. With
the assistance of the Mental Research Institute, she and
several mothers wrote a proposal for support to 0E0. A local
community action group has assisted in the planning of a per-
manent, specially designed school to be constructed on land
donated by the city of Menlo Park.

The school began in a local teen center and soon moved in order
to obtain more play area to the Redwood City Nursery School.
It is currently housed in a local church awaiting completion
of a new building. Parent meetings are held in the homes of
parents. The major responsibility for developing the organi-
zation, by-laws, rules and procedures of the program was held
by the parents who were assisted by the Mental Research Insti-
tute and Counterpart. Officers (all parents) are elected and
serve one year. Parent activities included:

1. Mothers' meeting held in various homes Thursday even-
ings and Friday mornings for instruction in Child
rearing, nursery school education, special workshops.

2. Projects for mothers such as teaching, typing, clean-
ing, attending community meeting, making movies, and
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giving talks. for public relations purposes, and fund
raising. The mothers- have raised over $10,000 for
the new. building.

3. Self improvement programs Including college extension
courses such as Psychology of Adjustment and Home
Economics.

4. Parents and teachers conferences about expectations
and viewpoints in developing the instructional program.

5. Outside trips such as'to the local zoo.
6. A sister nursery school -- there is a close working

relationship with another cooperative nursery school.
The parents exchange visits and meet to discuss common
problems.

7. Special parties to celebrate birthdays, etc.
8. Attendance of lectures and programs at the Mental

Research Institute.
9. Establishment of a 2o1low-through program.

10. Counseling of parents -- the teachers make frequent
home visits and confer with parents on child rearing
problems over the telephone.

Future Plans. To increase parent education and community in-
volvement, t-he following activities are projected:

1. Weekly classes for parents on child development and
child rearing, with guest speakers once each month.

2. Activities for more total family participation such
as picnics.

3. Use of college students from a class in child develop-
ment as aides, each student working one morning each
week. Others will act as big brothers and sisters for
10 weeks and will take children on outings.

4. Exhibition of children's art in local stores in order
to generate interest in the school.

5. Teacher education continued through attendance at
conventions.

6. A nutrition workshop for mothers.

Evaluation. Formal research has been impossible during the
first year of this parent-initiated, parent-run community proj-
ect, because of membership turnover, temporary headquarters,
change in directors and lack of instruments to test young
children.

A suggested pattern for research for community action programs
would devote the first year to analyzing decision making and
problem solving processes used in establishing the program as
well as in real communication with the people. Ideas should
be shared and an understanding gained of the parents as people.
The second and third years could be spent in more formal re-
search. Parents from mainly black communities are often wary
of testing and may take a long time to become acquainted with
a person or a group attempting the research. After the parents
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understood the purpose of the research, they were willing to
participate in the evaluation. However, with such a rapid
turnover of parents and poor attendance at initial meetings,
many parents did not understand or cooperate.

Results. A large measure of the success of this program was
due to the mothers' hard work, enthusiasm and dedication.

The philosophy of the Xental Research Xnstktute (ARI) was
that parents should run the nursery school-and take primary
responsibility for hiring teachers, developing by-laws, rules
regulations and conducting meetings. MRI gave aid when it
was requested. Parents said they knew they made many mistakes
but realized that they needed help and really listened to
the advic& that MRI gave.

Liaison people between the black and white community were
of great aid in the program; and Counterpart, local community
organization, gave organizational aid. Communications
between parents and teachers were excellent. The teaching
staff was sufficiently large so that time could be given to
educating parents on ways of functioning in a nursery school.

Much thought was given to meeting the needs of the parents. The
presence of parents during the school hours, afforded an
opportunity to dee their children in action. The children, in
turn, could see parents as teachers, thus helping to bridge
the gap between the home and the school. The cooperative
structure brought teaching and education into the daily activ-
ities of the home, and stimulated the parents in the continued
education of their children. The current teachers are also
active in counse/ing of parents regarding child rearing and
family problems.

Many lessons were learned because of problems that arose
between the original director and some of the mothers. There
was a power struggle over who would run the nursery school and
determine the children's curriculum. The parent's realization
that they were really in control probably came about when the
parents fired the Director. Then this control was reinforced
by their ability to hire teachers and a new Director. Other
problems included:

1. Poor communication because there was no real confron-
tation on issues of race, control and role conflicts.

2. Parent cooperation was sometimes difficult to obtain.
It is.Isuggested that much effort be devoted to improve-
ment of communication between Executive Officers and
the rest of the parents by clearly announcing meeting
times, agendas, increasing attention to_parents' needs.
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Other recommendations, to be cons,idered in fature operation
include:

a. An ombudsman is needed to aid groups in defining
roles.

b. Director should be tolerant of ambiguous situations
and flexible in his roles.

c. Parents must be allowed to make errors and be given
time to test their nower in running the nursery
school.

Reference.

Smith, L. and N. Davies. Research on a Communit Insti-
tuted Preschool Program, Program Description. Menlo
Park, California: Parent's Cooperative Nursery School,
1970.
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PUBLIC SCHOOL PRESCHOOL PROGRAMS

LOS ANGELES PARENT PRESCHOOL PROGRAM
Division of Adult Education
Los Angeles, California
Evelyn M. Pickarts, Supervisor of Parent Education

This is a parent education program which originated in 1936,
with the children's activities serving as a demonstration or
learning laboratory for parents. The program serves 4500
children and 3750 parents, three hours a day, one day per week,
10 months of the year. Twenty-five percent of the children
are aged one to two, 40 percent are three to four, 35 percent
are four to five; and are from all ethnic groups. Mothers
observe for 90 minutes, record their child's activities,
relationship and developmental patterns. Suitable techniques
for continuing the learning activity at home are demonstrated.
Mothers join group activities with their children and parents.
Child observationlallows parents to be impressed with how in-

volved and successful children can become.

During the second 90 minute period, an assistant works with
the children and the parent educator confers with parents con-
cerning their observations, child development patterns, and
family living. Guided group discussions are designed to facil-
itate and encourage parent's reinforcement of their children's
cognitive development. The program includes a well developed
curriculum for children in:

1. Communication skillsauditory and speech training
2. Visual training
3. Questioning, reasoning and judgment
4. Memory training.
5. Language arts
6. Music and rhythms
7. Science
8. Consumer education
9. Health and safety.

This curriculum for children is the basis for the parent cur-
riculum which is also writ-ten. Interest in the program is
maintained by the quality of the program and the visible use-
fulness to the parent and the child. Parents are the focus and
are primarily responsible for teaching their own children.
Children can attend only with parents. Several time during
the year Saturday sessions are arranged by some teachers for
fathers, and these have been well attended and enthusiastically
received.



Observation records on children and limited use of the PARZ
for parents are used as assessment techniqueS. Research design
is being developed by, restating behavioral objectives. Parent
involvement has contributed to behavioral changes in both
children and parents. Children learn to take direction from
other adults, relate to other children, develop listening,
perceptual, motor, cognitive and language skills. Parents
perceive themselves as important teachers of their children,
assess children's needs and then provide an appropriate envi-
ronment and change their own behavior in..relation to their
children, i.e., increased attention, listening and responding.
Through understanding child development, parents evidence
greater patience and .skills in guiding children. Siblings are
interested in the school program and carry out many suggestions
made by the parent. Parent understandina of how children learn
and how schools teach has moved parents from a sole interest
in their own children to interest and activity for the benefit
of all children.

Reference,

Pickarts, Evelyn M. Las_Anelas_Ereschool Program:
Curriculum Guide for Children's Activities. Los
Angeles: Division of Adult Education, Los Angeles
Public Schools, 1968.
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EXPERIMENTAL PRE-KINDERGARTEN AND DEMONSTRATION CENTER
New Roc elle, New York
Nancy Bogin, Director

Orientation. This program, initiated in January 1965,
provides an individualized, well-balanced environment which
emphasizes self-initiation, emotional and intellectual and
physical growth. There are close parent-teacher relationships
and parents also work with a social worker.

Population. Fifty children are three to four, 100 are four
to five; 60 percent are black; and 60 percent 'earn less than
$5 000. This program is in a surburban area.

Method. This program operates 10 months of the year about
two and one half hours per day, four days per week. On
the fifth day, there are in-service courses for the teachers
and other staff members, parent conferences, home visits
or material preparation by the teacher.

The Policy Advisory Committee was organized after funding and
consists mainly of parents with two representing each class;,
two teacher and two aides also serve on the committee. This
Committee sets criteria for entrance to the program, makes
recommendations about materialsibooks, etc. to be used and
prepares application forms, hires and evaluates staff.

Parents ac mal1y on the administration of the program
and work lassroom as volunteers. Siblings, grand-
parents cc people also serve as volunteers. There
are grouI ...Aissions for parents alLY,3ut every six weeks and
small group meetings are found to be more successful than
large group meetings. Parents work clo-sely with the teachers
and have more insight, understanding of behavior and learning
processes because of that experience. There is a career ladder
for teacher aides. For every class of 15 children, there is
an early childhood teacher, a teacher's aide and often an
adult volunteer' or an adolescent NYC worker or volunteer high
school student. For specific problems, there are social workers
social work aides, psychologists and nurse-4teachers.

Evaluation. The children were proud of their parents' involve-
ment and participation. l'his improved the children's sense of
self. Communication between the parents and the children
improved and parents saw their children in a more positive
way. Parents who were on the Policy Advisory Committee also
became involved in other community organizations.
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THE PRESCHOOL PROGRAM
Oakland Public Schools
Oakland, California
Sherman G. Skaggs, Jr., Director

Orientation. The goal of the Oakland Preschool Program is
to utilize parents, paraprofessional staff, and professional
staff in a joint effort to help preschool students increase
their potential for success in school. Among the objectives
derived from this goal aree(1) fostering of parent understanding
of the school and ways in which parents can help their child-
ren progress and-v-(-2)-fostering-of understanding-by-staff
of the-mutual and complementary roles of parents, parapro-
fessional staff,and professional staff in helping children to
develop readiness for school.

Population. In 1969-70, 811 children, ages three and four
were enrolled; 528 of these experienced more than five
months of preschool. About 80 percent of_parents were wel-
fare recipients; the remaining 20 percent were identified as
low income.

Method. Children attended either a morning session or an after-
noon session, 3-3/4 hours per day, five days per week at one
of fifteen sites. Program staff included director, teacher on
special assignment (to coordinate the parent involvement, in-
cluding directing the assignments of the school-community
workers) , evaluator, teachers, teacher aides (members of the
communities), parent volunteers, school-community workers,
and testers. Teachers were assigned seven hours each week to
plan and to implement school site parent education and parent
involvement activities. Parents of each class el- `ted PAC
representatives. The representatives met _ tth the
Director and the teacher on special assignuo,.-.D:c. Une of the
important outcomes of these meetings was the development of
a list of preschool objectives which parents felt should be
emphasized. This list became a resource for the parent involve-
ment aspect of the Inservice Education Program. The PAC
representatives also functioned as parent leaders at the centers
informing other parents about the PAC meetings, developing an
overview of the program for new parents, encouraging parents
to view "Sesame Street" and providing them with educational
guides, encouraging parents to become active in the program, and
assisting other parents to make learning games for use at
home.

All parents were invited to volunteer as instructional aides
in the classrooms, to work with individual and small groups of
children using educational devices, to encourage children to
taste a variety of foods and to talk about the characteristics
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of the foods they ate, to read stories to children, to assist
teachers with children who were having difficulty adjusting
to preschool, to set up-or make materials for the classroom,
to accompany the children on excursions. Teachers and community
aides made home visits to plan and to implement parent
education and parent involvement activities. Parents were
encouraged to complete a variety of home tasks with their
children, including growing seeds for the child to later
share with his class, making such educational materials as
a spin-dial color chart game and books with exercises designed
to teach child-ken to learn their names, addresses, and
telephone numbers; to count; and to recognize colors.

Contacts between social workers and teachers were made when
a family had special needs. Monthly parent education programs
included films on early childhood education, instruction in
the use of classroom audio-visval equipment, explanation of
various aspects of the Instructional Program in which the
parents would be involved when they assisted in the classroom,
demonstrations of making inexpensive toys, a "Negro History
Week" meeting featuring soul food, Negro literature and art,
and the May Culminating Actkvity-meeting which included dis-
plays and demonstrations at aach center on what the children
had learned during the year. There were also more than 65
school site workshops where yarents made inexpensive holiday
decorations, toys, etc. One of the most successful parent
involvement activities of the school year was the Preschool
Family Day. For this event, nineteen buses transported pre-
school children, their paremt-S, and preschool staff to Brionets
Regional Park. Parent support of the Preschool Program was
demonstrated by the attendance of more than 200 parents at
the March meeting of the Board of Education to consider re-
funding of the program. Two hundred and fifty parents wrote
letters to Board members in support of the program.

Assessment Indices. 1'1i:the evaluation of the effectiveness
of the parent program73 parents were interviewed; stafe
completed a questionnaire.

Results. Parent interview-responses reflect-ed successful out-
comes of the Parent Education Program. More than three-fourths
of the parents interviewed indicated that the Preschool Program
had given them new ideas about how 4-..o help their child and
had kept them informed about how their children were progressing
in preschool. More than 86 percent of the parents reported
that they had visited preschool during the school year. All
but one of the parents whojlad visited preschool indicated
that they were pleased with what they saw during their visit
and felt that the staff that they met were interested in
helping the parent's child. More than 89 percent of the
parents visiting preschool assst6d with instructional acti-
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vities. The most frequently stated first and second choices
for parent meetin9 activities-were Cll. talking to other parents;
C2Y making things like puppets, and stuffed animals- for the
children; and (3) seeing films about the growth and develop-
ment of children.

More than two-thirds of the parents interviewed indicated that
the community aide kept them informed about preschool activities;
that they would like the community aide, during a home visit,
to demonstrate how a parent can help to teach his child at home.
Most parents indicated a desire to see the community aide
sometimes, but not often. Teachers and community aides aver-
aged 5.8 home visit contacts per preschool family during the
school year.

All of the 36 teachers responding to the staff questionnaire
(94%) indicated that the Parent Education Program encouraged
parental understanding of the school and ways parents can
help their children. More than 90 percent of the instructional
aides indicated that they felt parents had been helped by the
preschool program to learn new ways to help their children in
school and to improve their understanding of the health
needs of their children. Monthly reports and questionnaire
responses of staff and parent interview responses reflected the
intensive effort that was made to involve parents in preschool
activities on a regular basis. They also indicated that
parents, aides, and teachers want to see these efforts increased.
Some of the obstacles to accomplishing this goal were evident
in data provided by the teachers. Reports from 36 of the 38
preschool teachers indicated that 43 percent of the parents
work or attend school during the hours preschool classroom
and parent education activities were scheduled. They also
indicated that 17 percent of the parents are involved in
preschool activities mainly through home visits by the teacher
and the community aide. These findings when combined with
the interest that sizable numbers of parents expressed in
receiving home visits by community aides suggested that the
home visit aspect of the Preschool Program is assuming increas-
ing importance.

References.

Research Department. Evaluation Report: 1968-1969, Unruh
Bill Preschool Program-. Oakland, California: Oakland
Public Schools, 1970.

. Evaluation Report: 1969-1970, Unruh Bill
Preschool Program. Oakland, California: Oakland
Public Schools, 1970.
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YPSILANTI-CARNEGIE INFANT EDUCATION PROJECT
High/Scope Educational Research Foundation Inc.
Ypsilanti, Michigan
David P. Weikart, Director, and Dolores Z. Lambie, Supervisor

Orientation. This project (January 1968-September 1970)
was originally funded by the Carnegie Corporation and the
Ypsilanti Public Schools but is now an independent, non-
profit organization, The High/Scope Educational Research
Foundation. This project was initiated because of the re-
sults of the Ypsilanti-Perry Preschool Project (Weikart, 1967)
and the Ypsilanti Home Teaching Project (Weikart and Lambie,
1968). This project is attempting to evaluate the effectiveness
of systematic intervention by public school teachers in pre-
venting the intellectual deficits in children from disad-
vantaged population. The rationale for this home visiting
project is:

1. Preventative programming must begin before the
disadvantaged child reaches age three because the framework
of the intellectual growth of the child is completed
by then.

2. Preventative intervention is potentially successful
when it is presented as a home teaching project for
both the mother and her infant.

The objectives of the project are:

1. To make the mother's teaCIling ar ce; that of
mal-ber:; _ach stracessfuliy.

2. To change the mother's language style so that it is
in a more complex and expansive pattern whom she
'talks with and responds to her child.

3. To change the mother's management method so that
she uses explanation and reasons to contmo her infant.

4. To, aid the intellectual growth of the c1-43.1a by train-
ing the mother to teach the child in a manner appropr±ate
to the child.

Popation. Disadvantaged mothers an d. infants7with low
scores on Cultural Deprivation (CD) Scale develoi in the
Perry Preschooa which scores by occupation, pare= education,

milmhPr of raersons in a livina unit. Two famaPies also
represented the lawer-middle class. The partick:Ants mere from
tale Yoosilanti School District with tne intants e=tering the
project at 3, 7, and 11 months of age to ascert-Ln if the
paogram has differential effects becausie of the aifferent aaes
opt entry. 9rhe groups were controlled tor race mm4 sex and the
subjects aze randomly assigned to:

1. _Experimental Group (N=33) public sehool tg,acHPr
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visits mother-child dyads and shows them an individual-
ized program.

2. Contrast Group (N=33), volunteer college students
and young women from the community visit mother-child
dyads and give attention to the child and service to
the family and use "intuitive wisdom" as their
teaching approach.

3. Control Group (N.--33),. no treatment but tested through-
out.

4. Control Group underdetermined), no treatment, only
initial-and final testing. Group is comprised of
dropouts from the other 3 groups.

Curriculum. Experimental Group--The teacher works with the
mother and her infant once per week for one hour and plans
individualized instruction for each mother-child dyad,
develops the mother's teaching style, language style, control
techniques and tutors the child. The teacher must be flexible
in planning and help the mother focus on her child in terms
of the infant's growth and stimulation. The teacher's role is
different from that of the classroom because she is in a position
with little.power and is a guest in the home. The mother also
evaluates the teacher and stops her visits if she does not
like what the teacher is doing. The teacher must under,a,
the economic situation of the family. The teacher's major
concern is with the mother as the child's teacher. Different
roles that the teachess canassume are (1) reinforcer of the
mother, (2) activity director, (3) director-teacher as author-
ity, (4) casual friend, and,(5) information seeker and giver.

The three critical areas of,development were language, motOric
skills and cognition . Tbe Piagetian developmental sequence
as outlined in Uzgiris and Hunt Scale was the form and content
of the infant's activities. The language activities include
imitation, comprehension, and production exercises. A lesson
plan included (1) goals, (2) conditions, and (3) techniques
which are prepared before the home visit. The evaluation
included (1) actual performance, (2) teacher intervention,
(3) trends, and (4) recommendations. Teachers used video
tapes in order to improve their performance.

Contrast Group--visits were made once per week for one hour
The curriculum was "intuitive" to the volunteers.

Assessment Indices.

1. Maternal Behavior Inventory (Schaefer) wag completed
by the teacher about each mother after the third
home visit and at later times. _

2. Teacher's Reportf Form B.included observations of
the infant and the mother and notes on instructional
activities.
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3. Infant Cognitive Home Environment Scale is a revised
YDrM of a scale used with preschool children and noted
t7Je stimulataon provided by the home.

4. Lafant Information Inventory gives details on the
plysical surroundings of the home and the general
family situation.

5. Infant and Maternal Medical History gives information
on prenatal and birth history of the mother and the
child.

6. Ypsilanti Picture Sorting Inventory (YPSI) tells about
the mother's perception of her child and his rate of
growth and development.

7. Bayley Infant Scales of Develument assesses the in-
fant's growth and development.

8. Kagan Measures shows inherent differences in the
psychological organization and cognitive growth of
the infant.

Results. Pilot stUdy (first four months)-- On the Bayley
Scales for the Experimental, Contrast and first Control Group;
there was no statistical evidence that short-term results of
the first four months of intervention favor either the para-
professional, or teacher-operated intervention program over
the regular home care. There was an indication that age effects
are important. There were major shifts in all three groups
in mental development during the seven to eleven month range.
During the 11 to 15 month range, there is general stability
irrespective of intervention. Experimental and Contrast
children progress faster than Control children. The first
two groups are very responsive but the Control Group children
were not although their scores were good.

Other results are not available yet.
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UNIVERSITY, DEMONSTRATION, AND RESEARCH PROGRAMS

APPALACHIA PRESCHOOL EDUCATION PROGRAM
Appalachia Educational Laboratory, Inc.
Charleston, West Virginia
Roy W. Alford, Jr., Coordinator

Orientation. This is a home-oriented preschool education

program, especially designed for small rural school districts.

It was designed as a way to make preschool education available

to rural Appalachian children by developing a three-year pro-

gram of preschool education which will enable children to per-

form those tasks expected of the average child at the first

grade level in language, cognition, motor skills, and attending

skills. The program is based on a survey of the Appalachian

child's need. It.reduces the need for large numbers-of
qualified preschool teachers; eliminates transportation'
problems for parents of preschool rural children; .can
be run for about one-half the cost of a state-wide conven-

tional kindergarten program; and involves parents directly

in the development of their children.

EaRIALIRLI. The program is designed for three-to five-year-

old children from low-income rural families. Staff consists

of a teacher with credentials to work in the mobile classroom

and one professional to work in the television program. The

other staff members are trained aides,

Method. Mobility, which is imperative because of the geo-

graphical area, is achieved through television, home visits,

and the mobile classroom.

1. Television-- The taped programs are presented five
days a week lastinci 30 minutes each day. The on-

camera teacher of "Around the Bend" is presented as

a friend who invites children into hex home. As

part of the program, the teacher asks questions of

her viewers, who are encouraged to respond.

2. Home visits Home visits are used as a means of

continuing the concepts presented on TV. The
trained home visitors pursue three activities:

a. Explaining the theme of the coming week's
shows to parents and the materials that will
be needed to participate. These could be
household items or the visitor may bring the
necessary ingredients.

b. Deltvery of a set of suggestions for games or

activities which complement the TV program.
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C. Encouraging the mother in her relationship
with her child and the activities going on with
the preschool program. She also takes-the
family reactions back to the program team. Each
home visitor sees about 30 mothersjper week.

3. The mobile schoolroom is designed and equipped especially
for preschool children and is moved from location to
location to provide once a week instruction for groups
of 10 to 15 children, 90 minutes per week.

The parents are involved in all three elements, to the varying
degrees listed below:

1. Television--they are encouraged to sit beside the
child, watch the program and react to the questions

2. Home Visits--possibly the area of greatest parent
involvement. The trained aide guides the parents
through the preschool program. Any materials tnat
need to be explained are demonstrated in the home.
It is the parent's responsibility to see that the child
views the program. Because the program is home-or-
iented, parents' views are sought by means of ques-
tionnaires and interviews.

3. Mobile Classroom--the parents bring their children
to a pre-selected parking space. The classroom is
frequently open for visitations. Since this is a
mobility-focused program, decision making is not a
responsibility of the parents. However, great attempts
are made by the staff to chart parental opinion and
involve them in training sessions.

Evaluation. The three year field test of the Appalachian Pre-
school Education Program will be concluded in June, 1971. First
year testing data (68-69) showed that the daily television
program had a true effect on cognitive behavior and that the
'weekly half-hour home visit had additional effects. Sig-
nificant growth in verbal expression was shown in the mobile
classroom.
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PROJECT CHILD
Curriculum to Heighten Intelligence and Language Development
City University of New York, New York, New York
Helen F. Robison, Director

Orientation. Goals of this Parent Project which began
in January, 1969, were:

1. To help parents understand, acquire information about,
evaluate, compare and assess their children's school
learning.

2. To involve parents in developing a curriculum for home
teaching of their own children which would parallel
and reinforce the school program, enabling them to
view themselves as competent teachers of their child-
ren and increasing their own knowledge and creativity.

Emphasis was on valuing the key parental contribution to the
child's education and on finding ways to raise the power of
this contribution. The school staff supported the parent
project as well as a special staff assigned to the project.

Population- This four month project for prekindergarten
and kindergarten children was implemented to enhance an
already functioning parent group in a South Bronx elementary
school (P.S. 146). The population was predominately black
with some Spanish-speaking and Puerto Rican families. Thirty-
two parents attended the first two-hour weekly meetings al-
though only 10 parents attended 13 or more sessions and only
16 parents attended 7 or more sessions, 6 of whom were employed
as paid paraprofessionals.

Method. Two-hour meetings were held weekly for the mothers,
with an incentive of $2.00 per hour paid for each meeting they
attended. A babysitter was also furnished at the school during
the meetings so that the meetings could be more orderly and the
children were brought in to join activities when needed. The
content of the parent project was primarily a study of the cur-
riculum, materials, and teaching methodologies of the new pre-
kindergarten and kindergarten curriculum design in the school,
but it also gave parents the opportunity to learn about com-
munity agencies that could be of help to them, and provided
problem-solving insights relating to older children in the school.
Procedures used to involve parents and assist their progress
were discussions, lectures, workshops, role-playing, demon-
strations, committee work, trips, and group evaluation and
planning.
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Results. Parents exhibited much enthusiasm. They developed
planned products such as a directory of community agencies
which was assembled and distributed to parents, a parent
manual for home teaching of children which was completed by
a parents' committee and distributed to parents in the school,
Spanish-lanquage story tapes, parent-made puppets, dialogues,
and stories. In the future, so that tension over the curricu-
lum does not develop between the teacher and the parents'
group, the curriculum will be planned jointly by both groups.
On the whole, relationships and understanding between teacher
and parents improved through the project. One excellent out-
come of the program was that parents offered to help teachers
select culturally relevant instructional content appropriate
to their children and they assisted teachers in classroom
implementation. Cooking workshops, in which recipes of their
favorite dishes were exchanged and demonstrations given by
the mothers, increased good relationships between black and
Puerto Rican parents.
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THE CORNELL STORY READING PROGRAM
Ithaca, New York
John Harding and Eleanor D. Macklin

Orientation. The aim of the program was to examine the in-
fluence of story reading on the language development of young
disadvantaged children.

Population. Experimental Group was composed of 20 children
the first year; 10 of these continued in the second yeax.
They came from poor families, were 18 to 33 months old at the
start of the proGram.. The children were not enrolled in any
other kind of przschigool program. In the control group,
children were matched for age, race, aex, socioeconomic
status. This gro-up was not given story reading exposure.

Curriculum. The cu=riculum was descrLbed as Picture Talk,
that is showing the child pictures and talking about t17;m;
story reading or telling-- not necessarily verbatim from the
book, but in words appropriate to the child; encouraging the
child's verbalization by having him name objects in the
pictures and talk about the pictures and the story. Toys
related to the stories and pictures were also used.

Method. During the first year, the story readers were trained
teenage girls from working class homes. In the second year,
mothers, caretakers, or siblings replaced the girls. Five
female college-students were-assigned two-childmother pairs
each. In weekly home visits, these students helped the mothers
set up a definite story reading time every day, demonstrated
new ways to maintain the child's interest, and brought a
supply of books every week. Some of the mothers had never
read to their children previously and needed strong encourage-
ment and reinforcement from the weekly home visits. For this
group, there was evident improvement during the year in both
attitude and amount of actual reading done. The other mothers
were enthusiastic and read daily to their children from the
start of the year.

Assessment Indices. The three measures of language development

of utterances, adapted from McCarthy

used were:

1. average length
(1930)

2. adaptation of the Pacific Expressive Vocabulary Test
3. adaptation of the Pacific Receptive Vocabulary Test

with addition of Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test.

Testing was done at the beginning and at three-month intervals
throughout the program.
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Results. The initial effect of the story reading program seemed

to be limited to an increase in the average number of words

per utterance -- the basic measurb of complexity of language
usage. .This average was 1.6 for both experimental and control

children at the time of initial testing; three months later
it was 2.0 for the control children and 2.2 for the experimental

group. There were no differen(_:--i in rate of cgain on the two
vocabulary tests between experimeutAl and control children
during the .first three months. 7:11e rmst recent= data tabulabed

are those for white experimental nd onto1 children 14 momths
after their initial testing. The=e ciTo:talhow a widening of

the gap between the two groups imcznkoplety of language usi4ge.

At an average age of 39 months, ttle wean =umber of wordis per

utterance was 4.8 for the six remmizting wtate experimental
children and 3.9 for the ten rematnLnq w1,--Tite controls. 'There

was no differende between white ep-er.,t1'men:tels and whitecon-
trols in average size of expressilre .Vocabotaary on -this round

of testing, but there was a diffenemzm im=eceptive vocabulary.

Each child in this round received 1111 the: two-yearr!old form

of the Pacific Receptive VocabulayTest and also the Peabody

Picture Vocabulary Test. The avenage rawscore on the two

tests, combined, was 58 for the white experimental children

and 51 for the white controls.
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THE RESPONSIVE ENVIRONMENT PROGRAM and
THE PARENT/CHILD TOY LENDING LIDEAEX
FAR WEST LABORATORY FOR EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH
Berkeley, California
Glen Nimnicht, Director

Orientation. The Education Program is designe-Zi. to help parents
learn some basic ideas about the development ()if' their child's
intellect and self-concept -- how he feels abo'at himself, his
parents, and his world, and includes demonstra±ions for parents
in using toys and games to develop child's senses, language
skills, or problem-solving abilities. The Toy Lending Library
component includes a variety of educational toys, games, books,
puzzles, and other learning activities with printed instructions
that are available to parents who have participated in the edu-
cation program. The program uses the Responsive Model which
assumes that:

1. The learning activities should not depend on rewards
or punishments that are not a part of the learning
experience itself.

2. The child should set his own pace of learning.
3. The child should be free to explore the learning

environment.
4. Whenever possible, the child should be informed

immediately about the consequences of his acts.
5. The environment should be arranged so that the child

is likely to make a series of interconnected dis-
coveries about his physical and social world.

Population. Preschool children, aged three and four, of
parents who cannot afford to send their children to a tradi-
tional nursery school but earn too much to send their children
to Head Start.

Method. The education program consists of 10 weekly two-hour
sessions for parents. Demonstrations and role-playing experi-
ences are used with different toys during these sessions. The
parents take home the demonstrated toy to use with their child
during the _week. At the next session they return the toy and
the process is repeated until eight toys have been used. The
toys focus on color matching, naming and identification; shape
matching, naming, and identification; letter recognition;
numerical, relational, and sensory concepts; problem solving;
verbal communication; and/or verbal comprehension. Films,
discussions, and written material are also used with the
parents to provide information on child development. The
parents are endouraged to use the toy daily with the child
for approximately 20 minutes unless the child refuses. It
is stressed that the child should be allowed to change the
rules; and the game should be ended when the child loses
interest.
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Assessment. Two schools in Salt Lake City, Utah had Parent andl
Child EdUcation programs during the first three months of 1970.
The Responsive Achievement Test was used to measure change in
child's intellectual development. _Pre- and posttest data were
completed on 19 children. Both groups showed improvement in
all areas that were included in the"Parent/Child program. The
toys were aLso evaluated by use of a weekly form filled out
by each parent with information about the toy used during
the week. Plans are being made for representatives from each
area using the Parent/Child program to meet in June, 1971 in
order to evaluate their programs.

Summary. The Far West Laboratory provides training workshops
for people who will teach the course and operate the library.
This program and the materials used are being developed and
evaluated. At the present time the Lab is somewhat limited
in the support of programs; however, the program is flexible
which enables it to be adapted to a variety of community
situations.
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2ARENT/CHILD COURSE AND TOY LENDING IIRRARY
Tallahassee, Florid-d----
Linda Van Atta, Director

Orientation. The goals of the prograr:, are:

1. To help the child learn the following -Jas-Q,g concepts
and skills: color appropriateness, coaor eidentifica-
tion, shape matching, shape naming, shape iWenttfi-
cation, letter recognition, numerical concpts,
relational concepts, sensory conceptso prrobialem solving,

verbal communication, and verbal complrehewston-
2. To provide information to the families abmut &mail-

-able community services, i.e., commodity Voods, health
services, family planning, etc.

3. To expand the parent's knowledge concernimg child
development and parental teaching strategl=es.

Population. An intact kindergarten class of 18 ch:.:Ildren and

their parents from Concord School formed the projec:s po_pulation.

The children were all five years old on or before Decerfiber 31,

1970 and only one of the-children had preschool experience.
All of the children were black and were from Social Class V
families, according to Hollinashead's factor index of social
position.

Method. The Parent/Child Course was based on the model developed

at the Far West Laboratory in Berkeley, California- In order

to meet the needs of the Concord commtunity more effectively
the following adaptations were incorporated:

1. Teaching the course through weekly home visitations
instead of through a group parent education course
at a community center or school.

2. Using kindergarten children who have had little or
no preschool experiences instead of preschool children.

3. Working with a low-income, rural population instead
of a upper-lower class or middle-class population.

4. Includin g information on child-rearing techniques,
information about community services.

5. Training a community mother as a home vLsitor and as
librarian for the toy lending library instead of
using professional personnel.

The course involved a series of nine weekly one-hour home

visits. The home visitors demonstrated to the parent how to
effectively use a toy as a learning episode with the child;

left the demonstration toy in the home for one week at which

time the home visitor returned and checked the mother's use
of the toy with the child. The home visitor demonstrated
another toy which was then left in the home for one week.

The parents were encouraged to use the toy for ZIT minutes
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daily with the child. This procedure was repeated until nine
different toys were demonstrated. Written instructions were
given to the parent for use of each toy. The parents were
also encouraged to discover and use additional games with the
toys. In addition to the toy demonstration, each visit in-
cluded information about parental teaching strategies, community
services, and child oriented activities that the parent could
do at home without special toys or equipment. Upon completion
of the parent/child course (participation in nine home visits),
the families were eligible to borrow educational materials
from the library. The librarian kept individual records on
the children as the parents borrowed materials. These records
included what materials were borrowed for the child to play
with; an assessment by the librarian on the child's skill in
using the material when it was returned; and recommendations
for other games and toys to aid in developing the child's
concepts and skills.

Evaluation. The children were randomly assigned to two groups,
experimental and control. All the children were pre- and
posttested on the Preschool Inventory and the Responsive
Achievement Test and the parents were pre- and posttested on
the Implicit Parental Learning Theory Scale in order to evaluate
the effectiveness of the program. The E group and their
families were involved in the nine-week course first. The Control
group and their families participated in the course only after
the data was collected. The data is in the process of being
analyzed. Preliminary results are:

1. An informal assessment was made halfway through the
program (after five home visits), and all participants
were asked:

a. Would you participate in another program
similar to this in the future, if you had the
opportunity?

b. Do you feel the program has been beneficial to
your child? If so, in what way?

c. Do you feel the program has beep beneficial to
you? If so, in what way?

All parents answered affirmatively to these questions.
They elaborated on b and c by relating that while
they valued education per se, they had never viewed
themselves as teachers of any sort and had left the
educational process entirely up to the public school
instructors. Participation in the program had given
them an improved concept of their abilities despite
their limited educational background and poor past
experiences in the public educational system. They
now felt more competent in working with their child-
ren at home since they had witnessed their children
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actually improve in the concepts and skills involved
in the parent-child course. They also said they
found it "fun" to interact with their children.

2 On the Responsive Achievement Test, experimental
children scored significantly higher than control
children on Verbal Comprehension, Color Identifi-
cation, Shape Naming, Shape Identification, and
Relational Concepts subscales. There were no signi-
ficant differences in the other seven skills.

3. On the Caldwell Preschool Inventory, measuring general
skills and competence necessary for school achieve-
ment, experimental children scored significantly
higher on the Total Score, compared to Control group
children.

4. In the two months since the last home visit, seven
of the nine experimental group families and two of
the control-families have made regular use of the
toy-lending library.
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DARCEE -- DEMONSTRATION AND RESEARCH CENTER FOR EARLY EDUCATION:
OVERVIEW OF PROGRAMS
George Peabody College For Teachers
Nashville, Tennessee

DARCEE has three interrelated functions of research, training
and demonstration, all of which focus on improving the young,
deprived child's ability to be educated. The samples are
low income parents and children, both rural and urban, as
well as middle-class comparison groups. The National Laboratory
on Early Childhood Education provides support for research at
DARCEE and 0E0, through Project Head Start, provides support
for training. The main emphases of the projects are (1)
intervention studies, (2) ecological studios, and (3)studies
of individual characteristics. All projeccs are supported
by dissemination and training activities.

Intervention. These studies have been concerned with evaluations,
over time, of children, parents, and people closely related
to the families. The major concerns of these intervention
programs have been the acquisition of aptitude variables and
attitudinal factors for both the child and the mother. For
the child, the aptitudes relate to the achievement of cogni-
tive skills, perceptual discrimination, increased attention
span and language. The attitudes (affective-motivational) in
the child which are of interest relate to achievement as
achievement motivation, persistence, identification with
achieving role model, development of independant and motivation
systems which are internalized. In the mother, the interest
has been in aiding her to become a more effective educational
change agent for her cnild. This includes the mother's general
ability to plan and organize her life, to become an effective
teacher of her child and to be aware of the steps necessary
to aid her child in being successful in school.
Another emphasis is on using nonprofessionals (mothers) pre-
viously trained at DARCEE to train new mothers as paraprofessionals
in a Mother Home Visitor program. Horizontal and vertical
diffusion effects have been studied in many of their programs.

Ecolo ical. The thrust of these studies is to determine the
effect of the social environment on the three-year-old child,
with special note being taken of the mother's contributions
to the child. The sample in the major study (Schoggen; Sweenye;
Brown; James; Poole) consisted of eight children from low income
urban, low income rural and middle income urban populations.
Specimen records of behavior or Environmental Force Units (EFU)
note every action taken by the agents in the environment of the
child. Some portions of the child's behavior were also
noted in the total observation period which is approximately
230 minutes for 7 to 10 observation periods. The home
environment was objectively rated.
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Individual Characteristics. Studies concerning the life styles
of the family are being conducted to assess the environmental
organization of the hame and the child's perception of his
parents' role. One study (Gilmer, Mumbauer, Aldous), uses
children from four years to mid-childhood, both black and
white and from different socioeconomic strata.

Supportive activities. Included in this area are dissemina-
tion and coordination of information, curriculum, and mater-
ials which are developed in DARCEE projects. In addition,
the supportive activities include training programs. Head
Start Institutes and Materials Workshops have been.held as
short-term training sessions in certain areas of the DARCEE
model.

Three DARCEE projects concerned with intervention studies
are summarized following this Overview.
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DARCEE
Intervention with Mothers and Infants
Susan Gray and Bettye Jeanne Forrester

Orientation. This exploratory study concerned:

1. Home visitor techniques designed to modify a mother's
interactions with her infants.

2. Development of materials to cognitively stimulate
the infant and to teach mothers how to stimulate
them.

3 Selection and development of instruments and pro-
cedures for evaluation.

Population. Five young low-income mothers and their first-
born =Tits aged six to nine months when the study began were
selected by testing. The comparison group was comprised of
an equal number of mother-infant dyads.

Curriculum. The home visitor utilized methods designed to
obtain cooperation from the mothers and in developing skills
that she could use to stimulate her child. Cognitive stimu-
lation materials were brought to the home, demonstrated, and
exercises were assigned weekly. The materials included books,
toys for eye-hand coordination, stacking or nesting toys.
Attempts were made to improve the mother's teaching style,
her verbal interactions, and responses to her infant. She
was encouraged to plan her infant's playtime.

Method. The home visitor visited each of the homes for one
hour or more weekly. These visits will be continued for six months
or about 20 home visits. Because of individual differences,
planning was individualized. The home visitor had to be per-
sistent in order to meet with the families because families
moved, mothers went to school or obtained new jobs. Records
were kept by the home visitor of effective techniques and
the mother's teaching methods. The mothers started keeping
card files for pictures and records of their infants' vocali-
zations.

Assessment Indices. Pretesting instruments used for infants
were the Griffiths, Uzgiris-Hunt, and 112,AylLy.ScAles. Homes
were rated using the Caldwell Inventory of Home Stimulation.
The evaluation design specified testingat six months and 18
months after implementation.

Results. The infants functioned normally. The experimental
subjects passed a smaller number of speech and hearing items.
Motor Scale scores were higher than mental scale scores. The
heterogeneity of the home circumstances and socialization
patterns varied although many of the demographic characteristics
were similar.
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The results of the Caldwell Inventory of Home Stimulation
indicated that the infants (1) had adequate adult contact;
(2) were gratified physically and emotionally; (3) were not
excessively restricted; (4) had varied experiences; and (5)
had an adequate physical environment. However, the results
also revealed needs for increased optimal development and
vocal stimulation and additional play materials.
The home Visitors found the mothers.cooperative, willing to
accept suggestions and training. Weekly reports indicated
(1) increased parental involvement; (2) improved interaction;
and (3) increased parental construction of ideas for improv-
ing the development of their infant.
From this study, the results seem to show that a home inter-
vention program for mothers of infants and would be productive.

Reference.

Demonstration and Research Center for Early Education.
Intervention with Mothers and Infants, Annual Progress
Report. Nashville, Tenn: George Peabody College for
Teachers, 1969.
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DARCEE
An Experimental Preschool Program for Culturally Deprived Children
Susan W. Gray, and Rupert A. Klaus

Orientation. This three-year developmental program (summer
1962 through winter 1965) was an intervention project for
culturally deprived preschoolers attempting to offset the
progressive retardation which shows up in cognitive develop-
ment and school achievement. The main interests were (1)
achievement motivation, (2) delay of gratification, and (3)
selected aspects of perceptual and cognitive development.

Population. Sixty children, all born in 1958 in a Southern
city of 25,000 were selected for the test. Their families
were black, poverty-stricken, and culturally deprived. These
children were divided into two experimental groups and one
control group. In addition a group of 27 children from a
town 60 miles distant were used as a distant control group.
Culturally deprived was defined on the basis of three stimulus
potentials and five reinforcement variables.

Curriculum. The curriculum was concerned mainly with atti-
tudes toward achievement and parent's attitudes toward
achievement.

Method. A teacher visited the mother at her home and tried
UEEgip her understand how to aid her child in attaining the
aspirations that the mother had for her child. The first
treatment group (T1) had 3 years of summer school (10 weeks
each) and during the school year a teacher visited the home
through the first grade. The second treatment group (T2) had
the same program as T1 but began a year later. The control
group (T.2) was tested and during the third summer received
two hour6 of play once a week. The distal control group
(T4) was tested only. The two treatment groups each had a
directing teacher and four teaching assistants so that there
were groups of four to six children with one teacher. In addi-
tion to the three major interests, these small groups were to
(1) change the child's motivational pattern; (2) provide exten-
sive verbal interaction; (3) provide a figure to identify with;
and (4) individualize reinforcement and schedules. Regular
nursery school materials and methods were used.

Assessment Indices. Instruments used included Stanford-Binet,
Wechsler Intelli ence Scale for Children (WISC), Peabody Picture
Vocabulary Test PPVT Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic
Abilities (ITPA).

Results. The final tests to ascertain whether the progressive
retardation has been offset were given when the children
had been in school for two years. (See Gray and Klaus, Seven
Year Report following.)
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Interim results -- On the Stanford-Binet, the difference between
the experimental and the control groups was significant at the
.05 level. The WISC was given once in May 1964 and indicated
that the two treatment groups were already obtaining different
results from the two control groups.

Group Beginning Test August 1964

Tl 86 95
T2 91 95
T3 loss 4 points
T4 loss 5 points

These changes were sustained 27 months. Comparing Tl to
T4, it would seem that Tl had offset retardation and T4 was
showing progressive retardation.

On the PPVT, the results are similar to those with the Stanford-
Binet although T1 is not greater than T2. The differences
between the experimental and the control groups were signifi-
cant at the .05 level.

The ITPA was given twice. The treatment group were below the
norm although the results of three of the subtests were better
than expected. Differences between the experimental and the-
control groups (except on the subtest of motor encoding) was
significant at the .05 level. On the preschool screening
tests for entering first graders, the experimental groups did
much better than the control groups and about the same as the
nondeprived children.

Reference.

Gray, S. W. and R. A. Klaus. "An Experimental Preschool
Program for Culturally Disadvantaged Children,"
Child Development, 1965; 3b, 887-898.
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DARCEE
THE EARLY TRAINING PROJECT. --(SEVEN YEARS REPORT)
Susan Gray and Jeanne Forrester

This project was the model for DARCEE'S intervention programs
and this report covers seven years after the original project
and focuses on the children who have finished the fourth grade.
Fifty-six of the original children in the treatment groups and
24 of the children in the distal control group were tested to
ascertain long range effects of early training.

On the Stanford-Binet, the experimental group a=ored signifi-
cantly higher than the control group (pl. 05). Vintil the chil-
dren entered school, the experimental gploups showed a modest
increase in scores which was greater- tbaban expected and the
control group showed a slight decrease,- All groups improved
in the first grade; however, all gromps _showed, Aecreases over-
time. This is attributed to, the inflice of a:mediocre
environment and school situLion. Eppimentalsoup children
scored significantly higher:an the 1H7Athrouglh.:the first
grade and significantly higher on the ;esabody_P1mture Vocabu-
lary Test through the second grade. pia Metropolitan Achieve-
ment Test and the Stanforil Achievemen-t:Test both showed that
the-experimental children achieved coaigistently more than the
control children. During the first tow years of school, the
differences shown in one-third to one-half of the subtests were
significant. However, by the end of the fourth grade, the
differences were not significant.

Horizontal and vertical diffusion effects were also studied by
using local and distal control groups. Horizontal diffusion
was measurable. The vertical diffusion effect was demonstrated
twice when children who were nearer in age to the experimental
children scored significantly higher on the Stanford-Binet than
siblings from the control groups. Programs for early training
centers have been derived from this project.

Reference.

Gray, Susan W. and Rupert A. Klaus. The Early Training
Project: A Seventh Year Report. Nashville, Tennessee:
Demonstration and Research Center for Early Education,
George Peabody College for Teachers, 1970.
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HEAD START CENTERS

FAIRBURY, NEBRASKA, HEAD START
Blue Valley Community Action, Inc.
Fairbury, Nebraska
Kathryn B. Molczyk, Director
Merl C. Hokenstad, Director of Planning,

completed the questionnaire

Since the summer of 1967, this rural program has operated
year-round for two to four hours per day, -five days per
week. Beginning in 1970, the :summer program was eldminated.
There were 72 children, ages three to five directly involved,
and 100 indirectly involved. Eighty parents participated
directly and 40 indirectly.

Parents made up 90 percent of the advisory committee and
policy board and became involved before the program goals
were set. Parents shared responsibLlity _for choosing the
staff and teaching their own children.; their opimions were
solicited in administration; there "has bean no parent parti-
cipation in developing teach1ng materials. Home visits are
made when necessary. One parent per day served as a volun-
teer in the classroom, and older brothers and sisters,
college students, senior citizens, and other interested
community members, recruited through the Community Organizers,
have helped in the center as volunteers. Parent meetings have
been held monthly with speakers chosen by the parents. Baby-
sitting, medical and dental assistance, and transportation
servicei have been offered to parents. Social service aides
were hired in 1970 to coordinate new programs for further
parent and family participation, including an effort to
develop father involvement. Parents will also be included
in in-service training. Six parents serve on the staff,
two as teacher-aides, two as bus drivers, and two as cooks.

Psychological testing was a part of the program and has been
used to evaluate the effect of Head Start. The staff, Policy
Advisory Board, Career Development Committee, and the Board
of Directors assist in an ongoing process for self improve-
ment. School officials will be asked to assist in the
evaluation of children in the future. Staff evaluation
occurs periodically.

Parents have made a limited contribution; however, there will
be a greater effort to obtain parent involvement in the future.
The director states, "Children whose parents were not involved
.were wanting mere attention than those children whose parents
were interested. They were,very much aware that their parents
were not involved regardless of the reason. These parents
[those involved] realized the importance of taking time for
their children. [They] are more able to communicate with
others."
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LAMBERTVILLE/PITTSTOWN YEAR-MOUND HEAD START
Northwest New Jersey Communiy Action-Agency
Jane Choate, Director, Lambertville, N. J. Centter
Mary OINeal, Director, Pittstown, N. k?` Center-
Alex Orfamelli, Project Coondinator, Completed the Questionnaire

Primarily service oriented, these programs have a goal of
establishdng an educational and psychological background
which prepares children to enter kindergartn. A totaL of
30 four to five year old children, and 30 parents partaci-
pated dinectly in these programs. Urban Lambextville is
predominantly black and rural Pittstown is predominamly
white. The programs have tmen operated 511 to 12 montkm per
year, fon two to four horrris a day.

Parents eefved im both advasory and policy making capaxities
and filled thete roles before the program goals were met.
Membership on each body was 98 percent parents. Program
information reached the homes by newspaper articles, ,special
projects, and a newsletter developed primarily by the staff.

Parents shared the responsibility for administering the program,
choosing staff, and teaching their own and other children.
Parents advised on the development of teaching materials,
and have been encouraged to participate through home visits
and.telephone contact.

Parents were always welcome in the classroom and about 50
percent participated in visits. Ten percent served as
volunteers and all aides were parents. Twenty-five percent
of the parents participated in weekly field trips., and home
visits were made monthly. Babysitting services, transpor-
tation and well-planned programs were used to encourage
parent participation. Adult Basic Education and basic
requirements for the GED were available to parents. The
role of the coordinator included responsibility for working
with parents.

The most successful effort with parents has been their com-
plete involvement.with the Policy Advisory groups in running
the program and their involvement as aides and volunteers.
Lack of special activities for fathers and lack of-program
assessment techniques are listed as major weaknesses of the
program.
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Participation of parents has been somewha± limited, tetzt their
contribution to the program is considered worth the =m.E. and
effort expended. The coordinator views parent involvoement
as contributing to constructive disciplivia of the chiIdren
at home. Parents have developed a new vIewpoint
problems of children and are more understanding; pmremm-child
interactions have increased. At the community level, s7me
parents have become more involved in local politics.
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ELKTON-PI:GI:JON axy PORT, MICHIGAN
Parents Z7717-ilmary Change Agents-- An Experimental

Head Start Program of Language Intervention
In co.njmnction with Michigan State University,
East LansIng, Michigan

Robert Boger, Judith Kuipers, Marilyn Beery

Orientatiben. The purpose of this study was to determine
the etectiveness of a parent-as-change-agent model in an
ongoing Head Start program. Specifically, the study in-
volved a 'home language intervention program in which mothers
worked their Head Start children using specific materials
developed in teacher-:directed workshops.

Population. Seventy-two Head Start families were selected.

Method. The study incorporated a pre- and posttesting
design to ascertain the effects in three treatméht groups:
(1) developmental language treatment, (2) structured
language treatment, and (3) placebo (workshop) treatment.
The mothers met with teachers two hours a week for twelve
weeks to de7elop materials of the types above to be used
in the home. Mothers unable to attend the meetings were
visited at home and given materials and directions.

Curriculum. No precise .description of the curriculum
was given on the questionnaire: The materials were related
to linguistic, intellectual, and self-concept development.

Assessment-Indices. Testing instruments used to determine
the effects of the differentiated short term parent training
as reflected in linguistic, intellectual and self-concept
performance of the children were WIPPSI, ITPA, MSU Self-Social
Constructs Battery, Hess & ShipmaFTWERer=dEild Interaction
Tests, and MSU Tell-a-Story Test.

The subjects were pre- and posttested with the above instruments'.

Results.

1. Language skills increased for all the subjects
whose parents participated in language training
programs.

2. The children developed a more positive self-concept
and a more positive perception of their mothers'
view of them if their mothers interacted with them
personally and specifically, than did the group
which did not receive such interactions.
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3. Participating mothers increased (a) their own
verbal and linguistic skills, and (b) learning
quality of the child-mother interaction.

4. Children whose mothers participated in a specific
parent education program do better on general
intelligence tasks than subjects whose mothers
participate in a general workshop or have no
treatments.

2.1i2dIerence.

Boger, Robert P, Judith Kuipers and Marilyn Beery. Parents
as Primary Change Agents in an Experimental,Head Start
Program of Language Intervention. East Lansing: Head
Start Evaluation and Research Center, Michigan State
University, 1969.
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COMMUNITY ACTION PROGRAM OF OKLAHOMA CITY & COUNTY, INC.
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Thomas E. English, Director
Dorothy S. Driver, Head Start Specialist, completed the

questionnaire

This program was begun in August 1965, as a primarily service-
oriented program, with the objective of providing daycare
services for families with preschool children so that the
parents will be able to begin training through coordinated
manpower programs and thus obtain better paying jobs and
improve their family's financial standing. Child development
and child rearing classes were held for parents to give them
a better understanding of their children and to increase their
competency and security. Parent policy advisory groups were
converted into action groups to work on the problems of
transportation, poor housing, etc. Children between two and
five years of age have been offered educational experiences
which aid them in developing good learning habits for school.

The program operated five days a week, 12 months a year,
serving 659 children, 562 parents, and had a staff of 128 in
1970. There were 262 three to four year olds, 217 four to
five year olds, 147 five to six year olds, and
33 six to ten year olds. There were 507 blacks, 104 whites,
47 Indians and 4 Mexican-Americans.

One fourth of the budget has been allocated to parent group
activity. Parents became involved in the program's advisory
committee during the proposal writing stage and served on the
policy board before the program goals were set. They made up
51 percent of these organizations at the county level and
80 to 100 percent at the center level. Parents advised in
the administration of the program and shared the responsibility
of teaching their own and other children.

Methods of achieving parent involvement included home visi-
tations, school visits, field trips, open house, work sessions,
panel discussions and demonstrations, parent club or monthly
parent-teacher meetings, and individual conferences. Incentives
to maintain parent involvement have included use of parents in
recruiting and planning meetings. Refreshments were served and
babysitting services were provided at meetings. Father involve-
ment has been sought by means of work nights in which the
fathers repair and paint equipment and facilities. Specific
education activities for parents included child rearing, home
finance, and basic adult education, with special services
offered such as babysitting, counseling, and tatoring. Older
siblings have been offered vocational training, recreational
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programs, and jobs as teacher aides in the classroom. Parents
have moved up a career ladder from teacher aide to assistant
teacher toiteacher II. The staff developed the curriculum.
Grandparents have often served as volunteers.

Involvement in the policy advisory committee has been most
successful because parents have been encouraged to make
meaningful recommendations to the board on site location,
funding, program evaluation. The program contributed to
improved economic conditions for the parents, a better under-
standing of children and better guidance and handling of
their children.

173
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PARENT AND CHILD CENTERS

BARTON PARENT AND CHILD CENTER
Barton, Vermont
John A. Chater, Director

Orientation. Primarily a service oriented program with a
heavy emphasis on involving and meeting the needs of the
entire family, this program focused on specific intervention
activities with the children. It attempted to provide the
child with new experiences and assist the parent in dealing
with the daily problems of living while providing him with
skills and resources for growth, independence and full and
healthy life. Planning, staffing, and action are guided by
four principles:

1. When people have responsibility for a program,
they become effectively involved.

2. People must act as well as talk about needs.
3. People with similar backgrounds and experiences

and who can show concern are.the best helpers
for families.

4. The helper who is effective uses readily available
materials in a creative way.

Population. Thirty-five infants, aged 0-11/2, 70 toddlers,
aged 11/2-3, and 35 preschoolers aged 4-6 from 75 rural
families participated.

Curriculum. Family style mixing of ages of children one week
to five years of age allowed older children to help teach the
younger. Primary language and concept development were pro-
vided at the centers. Materials encouraged the intellectual
and emotional growth of the child. Children acted out con-
flicts through play. A specialist in language development
conducted Saturday workshops on speech and language develop-
ment for staff members who attended voluntarily.

A program to develop new toys for cognitive stimulation of
infants and young children with the assistance of a Ford
Fellow and consultation of Jerome Bruner has been started.
The family aides worked out a method of play that involved
the mothers with their children. Mothers have seen the basic
steps involved in play and have been trained with toys to
stimulate creative conceptual involvement. In these situations
the mother could discover or rediscover her child. Videotaping
was planned so that mothers could evaluate their interaction
with their children. Curriculum features for individual age
groups included:
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1. Infants-- Physical care and cognitive stimulation.
Mothers are just beginning to be taught how to
stimulate their infants.

2. Toddlers-- Helping child explore his environment.
The family aide shows mothers developmental activi-
ties that capitalize on the tremendous energy of
toddlers. The program in the center focuses on
preparing the child to better face the daily world.

3. Preschoolers-,- Ass:L.sted in the care of younger
children, set tables, etc. Their activities
included photography, listening to records, explor-
ing books and toys. The summer Head Start Program
is being converted to a full year program.

4. School-aged children-- There were 125 children over
age six in the PCC families who did not participate
in the center daily. The need for good programs for
them is recognized and the social service coordinator
is starting to develop such programs.

5. Teenagers-7 There will be an open-house policy for
teenagers of PCC families and activities for them
will include group workshops, sOcial events, films
and activities that the teenagers select. Plans
are being made for a summer program for teens and
sub-teens which might include a truck garden, swim-
ming,and an educational program.

Methods. Before the centers were fully operating, he aides
spent most of the time in the homes. The relationship between
the PCC staff and the family has been determined partly by
the needs and degree of independence of each family. At first
the family aide attampted to help the family meet its physical
needs (food, clothing, housing) in the process establishing
mutual trust and understanding. When these needs have been
met, the child development goals became more important, and
family members were involved in the center's program and in
learning groups. Parent assistance has been given in taking
advantage of other community agency services. As parents began
to develop more independence and leadership skills, they were
involved in activities such as in-service training. The aide
devoted increasing attention to the children, stimulating
parent's interest in their roles in the development of their
children. In response to individual needs or requests, aides
also taught cooking, sewing and homemaking skills.

Children spent a half day per week in the center, partly
because of limited transportation, severe climate and great
distances between home and center.' Plans call for an increase
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to two half-days per week for each child, with sessions held
mornings and afternoons Monday through Thursday. Fridays
would be reserved for staff meetings and in-service training.

In 1970 there were four centers, spaced geographically to
meet the needs of the most people. These centers served as
social gathering places for mothers otherwise isolated. Many
mothers also see their visits to centers as an opportunity
for rest and recuperation. As they got to know and trust the
staff, communication became more open. They began to enjoy
their children, with.some of the burden of their care being
shared with others. Mothers were able to focus attention on
individual children and share enjoyable experiences with them,
something often impossible in overcrowded homes.

A father's program emphasized the importance of the father
to the development of the child. Several staff members worked
directly ,with fathers. A social service coordinator counseled
and provided direct assistance. A male social service aide,
who focused on the social service problems of the family,
attempted to work with and through the father. A social
service trainee worked with the men, organizing a Leadership
Training Program, designed to promote cooperation in solving
common economic problems. Workshops were to have been held
on such topics as organizing for community change and consumer
action.

Activity days for parents have been held once a week and have
included such activities as public health seminals, child
development discussions, movies of an area of interest or
concern. Questionnaires sent to each family were used in
the planning. An Adult Interaction Group included 41 families
who helped each other in such ways as obtaining fuel and
repairing houses, and included social activities. Evening
workshops provided instruction in home repairs.

Three mothers have been employed as family aides, one mother
as a child center aide, one mother as a family aide trainee,
and a father as a social service trainee. The family aides,
all local women, were the core of the program._Weekly in-
service training has been provided and seven.parents have
attended Goddard College for an adult degreEJ program leading
to a B.A. degree. Volunteers have also been used ex#ensively.
Sixty college and fifty high school students and adults from
the community assist with the center programs. Volunteers are
used to provide companionship and experiences to fatherless
children.

Families who have participated in the project since it started
have begun to join activities of local action groups to dis-
cover ways to become more effective citizens. For example,
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an Intermediate Low-Income 'lepresentative Association sent
delegates to the Poor Peop....a's Congress and sponsored Project
SHARE which provides emergency food money, furniture, clothing,
community and family gardens. A housing program in the area
has been started and its board of 25 members, which includes
some PCC mothers, will control the nonprofit corporation.
Two day-long workshops on the problems of early childhood
education brought together PCC participants, staff, and
local community people. Sixteen representatives of the
poor were named to the Parent Advisory Committee in an elec-
tion run in the democratic manner of a Vermont Town meeting.
The parent Chairman, Vice-Chairman, and Sub-Committee Chairman
in 1970 were all representatives from the poor. Parents com-
prised a majority of the PAC and it has been a setting for
development of leadership skills. Many of the board members
have become interested in the program and have become staff
members, which means a rapid turnover of board members. Local
trade unions have provided leadership training.

Assessment Indices. The Bayley instrument was administered
to a sample of children near the beginning of the program
and in the Spring .-.)f 1970. Dorothea Stockwell made a subjec-
tive evaluation July 1969-March 1970 from her observations,
conversations with the aides, notes taken from interviews
conducted wit-?, the aides and the staff, and monthly summaries
submitted by the aides. All of the achievements were evaluated
in terms of the PCC objectives and from a phenomenological
approach using Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs as a frame of
reference.

Results. Improved school attendance for 17 teenagers and
younger children. Eleven of the heads of the household of
PCC families found and held better jobs, and three others
enrolled in M.D.T.A. Courses. Other changes in the parents
included better handling of family income, improved house-
keeping, improved physical health, and, in some cases,
increased marital stability. Stockwell reported the following
changes as rated by the aides:

1. Mothers provided a better-diet for their children,
became better housekeepers and began to participate
in activities with their children. Mothers served
on planning committees and organized activities
of their choice and began to see the center as
more than a babysitting place.

2. Fathers worked steadily and seemed more responsible
about their families. Fathers recognized that it
is good that their kids can learn when they are so
young.
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3. Parents attended to the Wedical needs of their
children, showed less favoritism and became more
aware of the needs cE children not in the program.
The attention the aides paid to the children
pleased the parents.

4. Younger children began to exhibit a greater degree
of independence. Male children became attached
tc:a male volunteer who fulfilled their needs for
a father figure. Children got along better with
their siblings and playmates. However, some
children did not respond to the influence of the
center, and some were still unmanageable.

Some of the problems of the program are that followup by the
aides has been weak and sometimes lacking. Home visits
occurred less often than was considered desirable.

Reference.

Chater, John A. Refunding Proposal. Barton, Vermont:
Parent and Child Center, March 31, '')70.
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cgi.1DLIAINOTS_PARENT-CHILD CENTER
aeZflTnois

telvin Noe, birector

cPtentationo The central aim of the program was to provide
ontinuous learning process for the children in the center

0' improving their home environment physically and economi-
ly through improving the knowledge and attitudes of their

etentg.so that the child's education can be reinforced and
"trallzed in a total sense. The program was also designed
O assist 10w-income families break the bonds of poverty by
"eating both young childr.en and their parents, by providing
piktent5 with training in child psychology and family relations,
OJAd bY he1ping the family meet food, clothing, shelter and
11%ith needs. .The program is concerned with the emotional
.01\(21 physical development of the child, as well as his intel-
IA;tuaI sUCoess, and also offers social services to the
"ylilAes inclucUng job-training for parents and community
OvolveMent projects.

12,..1. Thirty-one children 3 to 17 months of age, and
0 children, from 17 months to 3 years, from three outreach
"trifles arta the two centers participated. Twenty-four
A7lir4s aftended the afternoon class in the centers at
lirfield and Mt Carmel, and 19 of those attended regularly.
Ot the 69 Children, 80 percent had regular attendance. There
v/Mre 32 faillIslies which utilized the centers, sometimes three
ak fotU tims per week.

infant outreach portion of the program (0 to 2
3.-ncltIded gequential learning tasks, infant-stimulation

social adjustment and language development tasks.
Ae 011-treaCh program provided extra stimulation, health,
/1-1trit3-anal care, and motor activity to children from 0 to
Oarg OZ a0e. mothers of three-month-old babies were encour-

ed tO bririg their children to the center for two hours per
Ay, Wq-ir clays per week.

PA the three to five age program, these same tasks were taught
A a sequeritial pattern using more formal instructions, presen-

af toys and positive reinforcement techniques. Discipline,
Gkearlaj-Iles and nutrition were part of the curriculum. Health

v,/, aimed at both parents and children. The sibling
ftogril extended educational training to the homes. A teenage
fore4tion Arogram was also provided.

Aca prOgraM was child centered to the extent that it used a
N.rlY tinstk-uctured activity schedule in which the child was
NloWed.to ehoose from several basic activities to accomplish
A c leftan learning objective. This added freedom reduced
P avic p%'eplems with the children. A sequencing of activities
.0Ns clpending on the mastery of each specific skill.
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In home visits and parent conferences, the emphasis was on

building a positive relationship between parent and child,

which is fostered by allowing the parent to assume the role

of teacher with his child. The teacher aid provided a

tca-lher model for the mother to pattern after and presented

learning activities designed to promote order and organization

and increase attention span ard interest in learning. A mobile

library was used to provide educational materials, toys,

repairing tools, etc., fol: those who could not get to the

centers.

The parent education curriculum included child discipline,

child development, personal hygiene, pre-natal education,

birth control, consumer education, time budgeting, laundry

procedures, sewing, upholstery, and woodworking. Because o-F.

the very authoritarian child rearing practices of the clients

of the program, discipline techniques were stressed in parent

education classes and also in the positive reinforcement
techniques used with the children in the center. The parents

learned developmental child psychology so that they could

better understand and work with their children. The health

care of the entire family was another area of emphasis,

including cleanliness and nutrition training. An effort

was made to involve the parents in community activities,

and vice ve=sa. Other subjects-covered in the adult classes

and discussion groups included the importance of budgeting
their income and how to budget; how to clean properly; how

to cook economically and nutritionally; how to obtain
available community and government services. High school

and sewing instruction were offered. In-service training

was provided for parents, staff, and social worker aides
throughout the year.

An advisory council, consisting of 15 parents, 10 community
representatives, and staff members., helped plan the program

and strengthen group communication. Each of the five county

parent groups were involved in different kindS of activities,

based on the needs of each group. Father-involvement was

one growing area of participation, by means of a wood-working

shop and repair and upholstery shops. The PCC became a hub

for referral services in the area providing job opportunities

for many fathers.

Follow-up activities include encouraging parents to remain

in the adult education program . after their children are through

with center activities, continuing the home visits, employment

referral services and recreation facilities to families, and

the providing of tutors for school-age children who need

special educational assistance. The health program is also

extended to all previous PCC clients-
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Assessment Indices. No standardized tests have been admin-
istered to participating children, but were planned for the
coming program year (70-71). Aides were interviewed to
dtscover program weaknesses. Mothers whose children had been
in the program for seven months or more were interviewed in
November, 1969. Responses from professional people who had
been closely associated with the program were compiled.

Results. A subjective evaluation of the success of the program
indicated that improvements had been made in community interest
and involvement in the program; parent rapport and involvement;
health, hygiene, and employment standards of the families;
enthusiasm and interest of the children; and in the children's
communication skills and social adjustment. The education of
the parents brought about their willingness to accept more
of the responsibility and take more of an active voice in the
program. It also led to better iamily relationships amd higher
living standards of those involved. A suggested area of
follow-through is to link the tc%o centers more closely, working
in conjunction with the Head Start program and the public
school system in order to provide continuity of learning and
thereby sustain results. Following are program strengths
and weaknesses as assessed by the director, staff, and parents
and recommendations made by the parents:

Strengths

1. Good leadership and "people development."
2. Accepted by the community as a worthwhile project.
3. Parent-involvement produced a healthy attitude

and an answer to their problems. Fathers became
more involved.

4. Guidance and family counseling has led to more
harmonious family life.

5. Early child stimulation matures children ahead of
their siblings. Children are developing at an
accelerated rate.

6. Daycare center provides an opportunity for both
mother and child development.

Weaknesses

1. Lack of professional training puts too much burden
on aides.

2. Health care program could be stronger.
3. Lack of depth in program.
4. Employees of PCC benefit most.
5. Not reaching some low, low SES population.
6. As a federally funded program, it may be phased out

in the fnture.
7. Lack of mental health program.
8. Lack of objective, standardized assessment -indices.
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Recommendations of Parents

1. Program should be developed for the entire family,
which has the father as the primary figure.

2. Aides should colcinue training (in-service, university,
jr. college) so that they can handle a wider range of
situations.

3. Staff should be encouraged to be innovative, self-
directive, and should be given as much responsibility
as can be handled.

4. The program should prepare people for outmigration
when it would be to their advantage to work in another
locality.

5. The mass media and speeches to groups can be used to
explain the program and its needs, or those which could
be filled by civic groups and volunteers.

References.

Butler, Boyd. An. Evaluation of the Parent-Child Center Program,
Mt. Carmel Illinois, Communication Development Services,
Carbondale, Illinois: Southern Illinois University,
April 9, 1970.

Noe, Melvin. Director's RepT. Mt. Carmel, Illinois:
Parent-ChiTa Center, 19
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OMAHA PARENT CHILD CENTER
Omaha, Nebraska
Mr, Nonnie Shrier, Director

Orientation. As a total approach program, the Omaha Parent
Child Center concentrated on (1) child development to provide
the child with the psychologica 1 and educational tools that
he needs to compete, (2) parent activities which foster
cooperation between parents and will emphasize constantly
the importance of the male image in the home and the necessity
for male leadership in the home and elsewhere, and (3) training
in the areas of child care and child development for parents
and interested teenagers in order to begin career preparation.

Population. The program was located in and served a North
Omaha area of greatest co:Icentration of poverty. This section
includes two housing projects where there are many welfare
families who have a complete rc,flge of domestic, social problems.
Originally the program served orlly families with nonworking

. mothers, but with the increase of training and employment oppor-
tunities in the community, many mothers went to work or attended
classes.

Method.

Administration-- The program has been administered by the staff
with the advice of the PAC. Parents have been involved in
decision-making on many issues- Mrs. Nonnie shrier, Director,
explained that the Omaha PCC had been chosen "to be granted
single agency.status by the national office." When this
occurs, the PAC will be the governing body. Parents, having
majority representation on the PAC, will control policies of
the agency.

Home Program-- During the first year of the program, there were
no facilities for a center program. Thus, the Early Childhood
Educational staff concentrated on visiting the parents and
children in the home, striving to accomplish the following:

1. Inform and alert parents regarding expected
norms of children in their early childhood years.

2. Evaluate the home environment as it related to
avaiaability of toys, books for children, trieycles,
etc., in order that parents might better be able
to relate to the child's environment, and under-
stand that environment as the child does.
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3. Evaluate the child in categories of gross motor,
fine motor and adaptive, language-cognitive and
personal-social skills and developmental norms.

4. Encourage the parents to strive to establish
within the home a trustful parent-child relation-
ship so that parents, being in sufficient control
of themselves, will not feel threatened by the
child. Such an atmosphere will enhance the parents
in the area of child discipliae.

With the establishment of a center program, the home program
continued with weekly visits from_the Home Community Worker
and an LPN. During thele visits, the Home Community Worker
(1) discussed, encouraged, assisted, ani evaluated the con-
tinuation of the children's activities; (2) encouraged atten-
dance at parent meetings and other activities; (3) provided
the necessary social services by direct action such as trans-
portation or referral to the appropriate agency under the
supervision of the Social WorIcer; (4) provided a listening
post for parents; (5) developed rapport with parents; (6)
explained and interpreted the program content, including male
involvement, and the limitations of the program.

Center program-- Three classes for children aged six months
to three years were held in the mornings, with a hot breakfast
served each day. Parent activities were also held in the
center.

Twenty-two percent of the personnel budget has been allocated
to the professional staff and 78 percent provided employment
opportunities for residents of the area served by the program.
Paraprofessional positions included teacher assistant and
Social Worker Trainees. Most staff training, including child
development, problem solving, community resources, attitudes
and sociology as related to local problems, has been made
available to parents, other family members, and volunteers
also. Several members of the staff and some parents began
work for the GED certificate.

Parent Involvement-- In addition to forms of parent involvement
already mentioned, there are educational programs for parents.
All parent activities aim to (1) provide a vehicle and an
opportunity for self-expression; (2)provide an opportunity
for development; (3) enhance selfesteem and selfimage; (4)
to provide relaxation; (5)provide an opportunity to meet
and feel at ease with persons who are nOt family or previous
friends; and (G)provide a vehicle to find solutions tc
community and personal problems. Group discussions, speakers,
films, videotaping and tape recording are methods which
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have been employed to meet these goals.
the fields of education and social work
parents and teenagers to up-grade their
those working towards the attainment of
tutoring was made available.

The male Program Specialist has the chief responsibility for
involving men in the program. Male involvement was not limited
to fathers., for in fatherless homes there may be a male figure
such as a boyfriend, uncle, grandfather, etc. Area ministers
and neighborhood social clubs have aided in the attempt to get
meaningful male involvement.

The impact of parent involvement has been increased self-
confidence and esteem. A major strength of the program lies
in the fact that parents have been and will continue to be
involved in the decision processes. This has given them
confidence in themselves, their abilities and their potential
for achieving their personal goals. Parents have assumed
responsibility for continuing the success of the program and
for involving other parents. Especially beneficial to parents
has been their attendance at regional and national meetings.
Such experiendes have a significant impact. Exposure to
this stim#lation has resulted in increased interest in all
-facets of the program and a resolution to share with others
the importance of being actively involved in every level of
PCC and community affairs

Services-- The relationship between participants and Home
Community Workers and other staff has been quite close.
Referral to other activities P rograms and opportunities
has become routine pL.actice as knowledge is gained of the
participants and the entire family. Such referrals have
included medical and dental services, vocational and personal
counseling, tutorial and traLling programs, and transportation.
The Omaha PCC developed close contacts with many other service
agencies, with PCC staff and parents serving on committees
and boards of some of them. PCC participants have also been
active in forming a new non-profit corporation, Neighborhood
Economic Community Development Union, which fosters economic
development in the area. This union will possibly provide
the PCC with permanent center facilities in the future. The
PCC has also operated a Crisis Loan Fund for emergency food
and appliances. The PCC Child Development Clinic handled
the medical needs of the PCC children.
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Training programs in
have been held for
employability. For
a GED certificate,

Evaluation. The Department of Psychiatry of Creighton
University College of Medicine has begun the local evaluation
program. Psychological measures to be used include Gesell
Lanquave Ability Scale and the Vineland Social Development
for children and fre Edwards Personal Preference Scale andnthe Fels Parent Behavior ScaTor parents.
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APPENDIX A

Concerns oi7 Parents

The following needs were cited by parents who served
as consultants to the Child Development/Daycake-Workshop,
July, 1970, in Warrenton, Virginia:

1. Inclusion of older children :in the daycare concept.

2. Bilingual and bicultural programs designed and taught
by members of the ethnic group being served.

3. 24-hour programs for mothers/parents who work late
shifts in hospitals, etc.

4. Drug abuse education program to begin at age three
because of prevalence of drugs in urban ghettos and
early age at which children become drug users.

5. Workshops for parents at centers and more home-parent
family centers.

6. More centers for migrant children open to all migrant
children. Presently only children of nonworking mothers
can attend the centers. Sometimes these are the ,:..hildren
in most desperate straits.

7. Total parent involvement in making policy decisions
for centers, including the hiring and firing of staff.

8. Inclusion of parents in conferences and planning
programs for their children.

9. Increased parent-professional discussion of the total
environment of the child. "Professionals whose
children were raised by nurses can't tell us how to
raise our children," commented one parent.

10. Training of parents to help children at home after
daycare. "Confusion in the mind of the child created
when the child is given all these things at daycare
centrs and nothing is done to change conditions at
home." Also, parents should be trained to work in the
center.

11. Monitoring of Federal programs so that guidelines are
followed and do not exclude people who should be eli-
gible for daycare. (This was related to several
experiences of parents from Southwest Chicano groups.)
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12. After-school programs including recreation programs;
craft workshopL; art and music programs and courses;
group discussions for teenagers; leadership develop-
ment programs for teenagers, particularly of ethnic
groups; ethnic studi3s and history courses.

13. Transmitting awareness to children that there are
social and economic conditions outside the control of
their parents, that contribute to poverty, so that
children can understand how to combat these con-
ditions, and not blame their parents.

14. Delivery of services by people of same ethnic back-
ground, so that a positive self-image is fostered and
the ethnic culture preserved.

15. Provisions for working parents to spend time during
the day with their ohildren attending daycare, center.

16. Subsidy of solo,parents who do not meet poverty guide-
lines, but are still low-income, to the extent that
daycare can be provided for their children.

17. Exhibitin of proper respect for parents by center
profesonals.

18. Increase the ratio of adults to children. (This
ratio needs to be higher in most existing programs).

19. More male staff in daycare programs to provide a
'strong male Emage.

20. Priority in funding to be given to the delivery of
daycare services rather than research and experimental
projects.
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APPENDIX B

Parent Involvement Questionnaire

PLEASE READ THE ENTIRE QUESTIONNAIRE BEFORE FILLING IN YOUR ANSWERS.

This questionnaire is designed to obtain specific information fram all child

care or development programs which incorporate parent participat. Thus, the ques-

tionnaire is rather lengthy, requesting so e.: informItion which may not be relevant to

your program. However, we appreciate as mmch detail as possible on applicable items.

Where items are not applicable please put NA. If additional space is necessary, write

on the back of the page. The questions are grouped under seven categories:

I. Orientation and administration of your program.

The population affected by your program.

III. Policy making.

IV. Parent participation in your program.

V. The curriculum and training procedures of your program.

VI. The assessment indices for your program.

VII. Summa-

I. Orientation and Administration of Your Program:

A. Name of Program and funding agency:

B. Address of Program:

C. Director of Prgram:

Teler' ,rte number:
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D. Name and role of person completing questionnaire:

E. Give the name, title, address and telephone nurnber of any advisors or

consultants to your progilam:

F. Please indicate whether your program is primarily oriented toward:

1. Research

2. Demonstration

3. Service

4. Trainiag

5. Other (Please specify)

G. Please state briefly the .heoretical basis or rationale of your program.

R. What are the goals or objectives of the program for both parents and-
children?

I. Is your program primarily conductee:

in a center '(specify type Vi" facility..and number of Denterigd_

ia participants' homes

other (please specify)

J. When was the program initiated?

191
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1,- Is the program still in operation? Yes ; No

If not, how long was it in operation?

L. How many months of the year is the program in operation?

On the average a child is invoilved:

1. 1-2 hrs. ; 2-4 1ms.

2: 1 day..

; 5 d*F4.

11. What percent of the budget is allocated to:

1. Paient group activity: '

2. Boad activity if parents are involved-:.

3: Research and/or evaluation of parent involvement

N. What isyour best estimate of the cost of inc1udii:43 parent participation

-in your prograa:

---Ster week

1. per family

2. per child

3. per parent

The Population Affected b_y Your Program:

A. How many children, parents, and staff, participate in your program?

Direct1y

1. Chi2dren

2. Parents

3. Staff.

Indirectly

B. Give the following information about the children in your program. If

more than one category applies, estimate percent in each for questions

1. Age range: 0-1 yr. ; ; 2-3 ; 3-4 ; 4-5 ;

5-6 ; 6-10 ; 10-12 ; Over 12 .



2. Sex: M

3. Ethnic Group(s):

188

4. Economic Group(s): Under $3000 ; 3-5 , ;

5-8000 ; 8-1C,000 ; 10-12,000

Over 1.2,000 .

5. Rural Urban

Population of served by your program

C. How many one parent or two parent families participate?

1. One Parent:

2. Two.parent.:

Policy Making:

A. Do you have: Advisory Committee ; Policy Board

Do parents serve on: Advisory Committee : Policy Board

B. Check the point at which palrents became involved in your program's advisory

committee or policy board:

1. Before pssagram goals were set

Advisory Committee Policy Bo,,7-1.

2. During the proporml writing stage

3. After fundin -before ro ram o eration

.4. Soon after program began

5. ASktrpr2gris_zell under way._
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C. What are the functions of the advisory committee or board?

D. If there is an advisory committee or policy board on which parents do
not serve please specify its name and function,

E. What pert2ent of the advisory Committee or policy board ir made up of
parents?

F. What percent of parents serve on advisory committees or policy boards?

C. How are they selected?

H. How long do advisory committee or policy board members serve?

Is ther-7 a systematic arrangement for rotation?

I. What groups, agencies, or individuals other than parents serve on advisoy
or policy making boards?

IV. Parent Participation in the Program:

i.. How are parents who do not serve on committees or boards inforred about the
progress o'F the program?

B. Is there a newsletter.for. parents?

1. developed primarily by: staff ; parents
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C. How great a role do the parents play in the following activities: (place one
check on the scale for each item liated below, at some point between 1 and 5

1. Administration
of the program:

2. Choosing the
staff:

3. Developing the
teaching materialm:

4, Teaching other
children:

5. Teaching their
own children:

6. Other
Specify:

Paz-snts Parents Parents Parents' No pare:
primarily share advise opinions participa

responsible responsibility formally solicited tion

4

1

1

1

2 3 14 5)

i
2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2

2 3 4

D. HC,4 are parents recruited into the program?

5
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E. Which of the following specific activities have been used to involve parents
in the program? Please chec% activity at left of number and complete chart.

1. Parents as ob-
servers in the
classroom

2. Parent educa-
tion classes
(child develop-
ment, teaching
techniques, etc

FREQUENCY NUMBER OF % OF PARENTS INTEREST LEVEL
OF ACTIVITY PARENTS IN WHO GENERALLY INITIAL 1R=14T

ACTIVITY PARTICIPATE HIGH LOW ' HIGITL014-

3. Group discussio.

4. Mothers' servic
groups

5. Fathers' clubs

6. Parents as vol-
unteers in the
c.Lassroom

7. Family field
trips sponsored
by the program
and/or parents

8. Parents as
teacher-aides

9. Home visits

10. Other

F. What incentives are used to maintain parent involvement?
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G. In what ways do you specifically attempt to involve fathers in your
program?

Foy successful have you been?

H. What special services are offered to the parents e.g., babysitting,
med.ical care, counseling, toy lending library, book lending, home
blIdgeting assistance, etc.

1% What specific parent education activities do you include?

J. What types of specific activities have been usea to include younger and
older siblings either directly or indirectly in the program?

1. Pre-pare:xt training

2. Vocational training

3. Volunteers in program (how?)

I. Other

Are these activities coordinated with the pub:-Ic schools? Yes ; No .

K. Describe activities that have been used to involve grandparents, other
members of the family, or community, in the program and laer..2:_q&. who is
involved:

1. As volunteer-,,

2. .As home visitor

3. A staff meMbers

4. Othr contexts

L. If paren:.s are employed what positions do they fill?
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1. How many parents are in each of these positions?

2. How many persons other than parents serve in these positions?

M. Is there a "career ladder" for parents, for example, from teacher-aides
to teacher assistants?

Average Monthly Salary

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

V. The Curriculum and Training Procedures of Your Program:

A. What type of curriculum is utilized in the education of parents and
children?

1. Written curriculum

2. Informal curriculum

B. Who developed the curriculum?

C. Describe the curriculum and/or include.

D. Do you have a written program guide for parent training and activities?
If so, describe and/or include.
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E. In what ways do you specifically prepare your staff to work with parents
or parent groups?

1. Is there a staff member assigned primary responsibility for
working with parents? What role does he play?

2. Is there a staff member assigned primary responsibility for
working with older or younger siblings? What role does he play?

VI. Assessment Indices for your prouam:

A. List any evaluative instruments or procedures which have been used to
assess the effects of your program on:

1. Children

2. Parents

3. Staff

B. What kind of research design are you using to assess change?

C. Is there a control group(s)?

D. What are the variables you are considering (dependent variables)?

VII. Summary-

1. What single effort with parents do you consider to have been most
successful? Briefly explain why.
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2. What tangle effort with parents do you consider to have been least success-
ful? Briefly explain why.

3. What activity do parents appear to consider most successful?

4. What activity do parents appear to consider least successful?

S. Based on a consideration of your experience with parent participation in your
program, please indicate your general conclusions: (Please check only one
point on each of the following three scales.)

Contribution by Parents

Made the most
significant
contribtition

Contributed
significantly

Mhde litited.
contrtbution

Made no
contribution

1

Entirely worth
effort expended

2 3

Effort

4 5

Not worth
effort expended

1

Worth cost
expended

2 3

Cost

4 5

Not worth
cost expended

1 2 3 4 5
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6. Describe ways parent involvement contributed to behavioral changes in:

a. Children

b. Parents

c. Parent-child interactions at home

d. Other members of the family

e. The community

7. What is the extent of parent participation in the follow.Lng areas:
(Please check only one point on each of the following scales.)

a. Child education (in the program):

We teach parents; We teach the
parents teach --Children
their children directly

4
1 2 3 4 5

b. Decision making:

Parents parents Parents Parents Parents have
control - participate advime obsere no role

I

1 2 3 4 5
8. If your program is going to be modified in the future explain how:
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9. We would appreciate:

a. Comments about the questionnaire.

b. List other good programs which include.parent participation..

10. Please send any readily available research reports, articles, or other
publications which are based on your program. If not readily available,
please indicate where they may be obtained.

Thank you very much for your cooperation. The analysis of this

coMbined with that of other programs, will make a major contribution

House Conference on Children and to Daycare progrAme in the future.

the completed questionnaire as soon as possible to:

information,

to the White-

Please return

David B. Dffman
Florence :Ccmndck
Parent : ,ticipation Committee
c/o Flo: cla. State University
Psycholc 7 Department
Tallaha see, Florida 32306



APPENDIX C

Program Abstracts

PENSYLVANIA PRESCHOOL AND PRIMARY EDUCATION PROJECT
Harrisburg, Pa.
B. McInerrey, Director
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Orientation. This program was begun in 1963 as a long-range
attack on the drop-out problem and to develop and institute
a comprehensive program administered by the school system to
improve the education of disadvantaged children. The goal for
parents is to change the attitudes and behavior of parents so
that they will exert a positive influence on the educational
development of their children. During the 1968-69 school
year the project worked extensively in two school districts,
one rural and one urban.

Rural School

Population. 122 Appalachian children, white and black,
kindergarten through second grade, and four teachers.
Income of 75 percent of the families was under $4,000.
Eighty-two percent of the families had three or more child-
ren and 32 percent had six or more. About 70 percent of
the parents had not completed high school.

Method. The school used a disgnostic ungraded approach to
teaching. The parent education phase of the program
included general meetings of all parents with discussions
of the nongraded program and ways to enhance the child's
home learning experience. Parents also received pamphlets
on home teaching techniques. Parents volunteered in the
classroom, telling group stories, giving individual atten-
tion to students, and helping in the cafeteria. Some
families were visited at home by one of the teachers. Dis-
tance between the families presented a problem in getting
parent participation.

Urban School

Povulation. 350 children, predominately white, first to
third grade; 12 teachers and eight aides. Families came
from a large, contained, poor community in a suburban area
of a city.

Method. The children's education program employed team
teaching, individualized programming, diagnostic teaching,
nongraded procedures, and an enriched and supportive en-
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vironment. The parent education program was developed and
run by the parents themselves; the school staff was available
but were not the leaders of the program. The parent program
included classes in cooking, sewing and art. Parents took
field trips together and assisted in children's field trips.
They observed in the children's classes and began participating
in the education of their children at parent meetings. With
free babysitting provided, meetings were well attended. Parents
published their own news pamphlets and established clothing and
goods exchange. Parents filled roles of teacher aide, recruiter,
and case aide. The parent group initiated community action
projects, wrote letters to government officials, and circulated
petitions. Some parents joined pressure groups in the community
as a result of their growing involvement. Several parents ebok
a trip to Washington to talk to Congressional representatives
about problems of poverty. The school became a center of
activity for the parents and a gathering place for frequent
informal discussions. This parent acceptance of and involve-
ment in the school changed the whole school environment.

Reference.

McInerrey, B. et al. Preschool and Primary Education
Project. Harrisburg: Pennsylvania State Department
of Public Instruction and Welfare, 1968.
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TITLE I. PREKINDERGARTEN PROJECT
University City, Missouri
Melanie Knight, Title I Director

Orientation. In this urban program, parents are primary teachers

of their children. Parents are taught to teach their children
and children's percel.-:ual skills are improved.

Population. Sixty disadvantaged four year olds who appeared
most in need of development in motor, auditory, visual, language
and cognitive skills as a result of a testing program. Two-
thirds of the population is black. Mothers are required to
participate.

Method. Children received two hours, one day a week. Activi-
ties were intensive and highly structured to improve perceptual
skills. The emphasis was on visual, auditory, associative and
verbal skills. Parents observed the first 45 minutes of the
child's activity through oneway glass which separates the
child's and the parents' room. Afterwards, the teacher and
psychologist discussed with parents and explained the activity of
pupil and the purpose served by the activity. Parents were
given instructions and means for continuing this activity at
home, as well as some insight into theory. The parents were
required to work five to ten minutes daily with the child.

Curriculum. Written curriculum sheets were kept as a documen-
tary and required,organization of activities to become a manual.
A partial curriculum was available. The manual was color
coded according to skill area. Adapting to a full-time day-
care program would require curriculum expansion for children,
but the parent component could remain the same.

Dimensions ef staff. The staff consisted of a full-time director,
half-time psychologist, half-time teacher, half-time secretary
and paid aides. The ratio of adults to children per session was
2-3 adults per 15-20 children. The program operated nine months
for 30 sessions. The cost was about $500 per family (parent-
child pair participating). This covered cost of faculty and
parent materials. Enlarging program would require more space
and planning time although the cost would continue to be the
same per child.

Assessment. The most significant gains in the children were
verbal.

References.

Knight, Melanie K. Proposed Research Design, Title I
Prekindergarten Project. University City, Mo.: Office
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of Research and Testing, University City Schools,
August 12, 1969.

Knight, Melanie K. Title I Preschool, 1969-70. University

City, Mo.: Prekindergarten Instruction and Demonstration
Center, Office of Research and Testing, University City

Schools, June 1970.
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TWO APPROACHES TO GROUP WORK WITH PARENTS IN A
COMPENSATORY PRESCHOOL PROGRAM
Ypsilanti, Michigan
G. Wittes and N. Radin

Orientation. Unstimulating home environments and specific
child-rearing patterns contribute to production of a limited
learner. There is a "hidden curriculum" in middle-class
homes which prepares the child for school and promotes his
learning once he enters the educational institution. This
program investigates the effectiveness of lecture vs. activity
oriented programs to modify child rearing techniques by in-
forming parents about:

1. The vital role they play in their children's school
performance through their child management practices;

2. The specific skills and attitudes which their child-
ren require for school success;

3. Child-rearing practices which foster the development
of these skills and attitudes.

Population. Parents of children who were part of the Early
Education Program of Ypsilanti, Michigan. Sixty-five women
participated (2 E groups andfl:control group).

Method. Three unit courses--each composed of 6 weekly meetings
for a total of 18 meetings. Incentives offered--small educa-
tional gifts for the children received after attending meeting.

Unit I: Principles derived from learning theory (use of rein-
forcement)

Unit II: Child management techniques
Unit III: Parental attitudes and practices which lead to devel-

opment of attitudes and skills in the child needed
for school achievement.

One experimental group was lecture orientated. The second
experimental group was activity orientated; i.e., role playing
and home assignments, etc.

Assessment. Indices for assessment included:

1. Revised Parent Attitude Research Instrument
2. Teacher's observations of mother's behavior
3. Changes in Binet IQ during program as a measure of

intellectual growth in the child.
4. Cognitive Home Environment scale

Conclusions. Participation in a parent education program can
produce significant changes in child-rearing attitudes and
practices.
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Interaction effect of len th of ex osure, members,character-
oach. With limited exposure the

-6.-atiNrissupertor. With lengthier exposure, a
lecture discussion orientation is superior. In addition,
social action activity approach may enhance mother's feelings
of competency. Husbands felt new practices "too soft."
Mothers articulated a desire to be involved in securing im-
proved education for their children after preschool. The
group parent program gave its members a sense of mastery and
of professional parenthood. (They became concerned with
their own performance in the role of parent.) This project
provides evidence of intense interest disadvantaged families
have in helping their children succeed in school.

Reference.

Wittes, G. and N. Radin. Two Approaches to Group Work
With Parents In a Compensatory Preschool Program.
ERIC: ED P. 035-056, 1969.
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SUPERMARKET DISCOVERY CENTER
El Segundo, California
Robert T. Filep, Director of Studies

Orientation. In this pilot study, children were tutored while
their parents shopped in a market in South Central Los Angeles.
The objectives were: (1) to train three and four year olds
in cognitive and tactile tasks, (2) to provide guidance for
parents enabling them to review and reinforce the concepts
taught, and (3) to establish training and employment, as
tutors for central city senior high school and junior college
students.

Population. Children -- sixty-eight three, four, and five year
olds, Negro and Mexican American. Only three had been pre-
viously involved in any formal instruction. Parents-,58,
54 female and 4 males.-

Curriculum. Concepts of half, bigger/smaller, same/not same,
rough/smooth, soft/hard.

Method. To recruit parents for the program, personal contacts
with parents in the:supermarket, followed by telephone and in-
volvement of community agencies, seemed to be most effective.
Children were left at the Discovery Center in the market,
while their parents shopped. When the parent returned to the
Center, she had an opportunity to observe how the tutor worked
with her r° -- a one-to-one basis. The Center supervisor
then di- th the parent how she might use similar tech-
niques he ,Jungster'at home to reinforce and expand the
teaching at the Discovery (2:L.11:ter. A home tutoring
guide was also given to each parent. When the parents re-
turned on their next shopping trip, they were asked what they
had accomplished in the home.

Assessment Indices. Pre-and posttest items for each step in
the curriculum for children. Attendance and follow-up tel-
ephone survey for parents.

Results. Since the program operated for only fifteen days,
most children were able to attend only once or twice. It
seemed that the children did learn the discovery tasks within
the Center. This was evidence by the results on the criterion
measures. These behavior gains were retrained from one week
to the next. Twenty-seven parents brought,their children
to the program more than once, and all of these indicated that
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they would return again if the Center was operating. Those
parents who did not return after the first visit said they
planned to return on the next pay period, they had been ill,
transportation to the market was a problem, they had gone on
vacation, or they would like a program that ran all day. Six-
teen parents _stated that they had come to shop at that market
after hearing about the Discovery Center.

References.

Filep, Robert. Supermarket Discovery Center: Pilot Study,
May - September, 1968. El Segundo, California: In-
stitute for Educational Development, September 15, 1968.
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SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY DAYCARE CENTER
Syracuse, New York
Ronald J. Lally, Present Director
Betty Caldwell, Former Director

Orientation. To provide experiences for young children and
their families which will foster maximum intellectual and
social functioning in the child. To supplement the cognitive
inputs young children receive and compensate for debilitating
home environments, special projects are.set up to remove the
child from his undesirable environment for set periods and
provide him with an enriched environment in a preschool situa-
tion. The difficulty with this kind of approach is that when
the child leaves the intervention program his level of function-
ing falls back to its previous level. This is attributed to
the things happening to him in his home environment, both during
and after the preschool experience. Lack of stimulation in
the home is one area of difficulty. In order to correct the
conflicting home-school atmospheres, this intervention program
is seeking to make subtle connections between the child, the
family, and the program. To achieve this coordinated effort,
a combination home visit program and center operation has
been developed which will make changes in the child's per-
manent environment - his home - and will help his parents
deal with the changes in him that life in the enrichment cen-
ter brings about.

Population. Clients--Families with one or two children, annual
incomes of $5,000 or less, high school edubation ot less, and
a mother with no work history or unskilled T-,r ' ory. In
each sub-group, there are 36 disadvantaged L dr _Zrom such
families as these. There is a seventh experimental group con-
sisting of 36 unwed high school women expecting their first
or second child, who receive the parent-education training
-And follow-up for their children. StaffChild Development
Trainers who are indigenous women specifically trained to aid
young'mothers understand their children more; also teachers,
teacher-aides, a dietician, nurses, and a doctor on call. The
Research Staff is composed of psychologists, socialogists, and
child development specialists who regulary evaluate the Center's
program and the childrens' progress.

Curriculum. Program is divided into:

1. Prenatal program -- with weekly home visits-by a Child
Development Trainer, designed to aid the expectant
mother to understand her own nutritional and health
needs and to prepare for her new baby.
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2. Birth to 6 months program -- continuation of home visits
by Child Development Trainer, designed to demonstrate
to the mother ways in which she can aid her child's
development,

3. 6 to 18 months Program -- home visiting_program is
supplemented by a half-day program at the Children's
Center, designed to give the child the opportunity
for longer periods of structured play, with children
his own age and ability levels.

4. 18 to 42 months proaram -- full day program in whicn
learning experiences with children of varying ages are
offered._

5. 42 months to kindergarten program -- full day program
with intellectual games and tasks designed to prepare
children for entry into kindergarten.

6. Graduate program for children in primary school
as a follow-through for those still in need of help.

Method. At the center, children are given access to many rooms
for activities, allowing freeaom of movement and changing
stimuli, but each room has i-ts limitations as to its use. The
four differentiated environments are a Large Muscle room, with
climbing apparatus, riding toys, etc.; Small Muscle activities
room containing manipulative toys and puzzles; Listening and

Looking activities room with books and records; and an Expres-
sive Activitiest.room for painting, playing with clay, etc.
Quarters rented for the Center include 12 classrooms, kitchen
and dining area, indoor gym, teachers' lounge and offices.

Results. Intelligence and Achievement tests were underway
with no results as yet. These tests were to have been admin.=

istered at chronological points: 6, 18, 36, 48 and 60 months
of age. Some tests used were: Earl Lan ua e AssessMent
Scale, Piaget Sensori-Motor Test, Itiventorv of Home Stimulation
(STIM), Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (PPVT), WISC, ITPA,
Binet Preschool Attainment Record, etc. Longitudinal studies
are still underway and data'is being collected. Later researh
indicates that the use of paraprofessionals from backgrounds
indigenous to the clients of these intervention programs make
the best Trainers because of their abilities to communicate
and identify with each other.

The anticipated results of the program are: (1) children in
a combined home visit/center program will show less regression
of development when they leave the program than those without
the home component; (2) the earlier a family joins the Child-
ren's Center, the higher his scores and the better his perfor-
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mance will be, particularly if the family enters the program
at the prenatal level and continues through the. 4raduate level:
(3) amount of parental verbal activity and stimulation in
the home will increase and will cause nutritional and health
improvements for the entire family.

The most fruitful program approach has been the 18-24 month
"Family Style" program in which youngsters of varying ages
interact and learn together. It has been shown that older
children take the little ones under their wings, teaching the
younger children very successfully and providing feelings of
being important and needed for the older tones. The free routine
of this program also allows the child to nake choices and deci-
sions, since he must only participate in a specified activity
at three points in each day (lunch, nap, qnd arrival-departure
times). Otherwise, learning is unstructud with materials
always available and the teacher taking lier cues from the
interest shown by the child. Teaching ganS)s, activities and
mechanical media aid the teacLer in keepintr the childvs atten-tion and interest.

\
Work with Parents as Paraprofessional Educiitors (with Ira Gordonin Florida). The criteria for selection 031 Parent Educators
was age, marital status, experience with Nibies, intellectual
capacity, personality, and interest. If pE3rents demonstrate
ability to communicate and comprehend in a4 open-ended inter-
view, they are selected. Such things as atiLlity to understand
the forms they would work with as 11%.!:ainers,i ideas about child-
rearing and sense of responsibility 'were other factors taken
into consideration. Training for tIa job ihcluded classes,
role-playing, direct work experience; with mothers, children,
and materials both in interviewing qld teaching areas, and
a five week program designed to teada ways to work with mothers
so that-they could provide activitiqs f.7ir their children and
understand why it was important foritherv,do to do. PEP (Parent
Education Project) materials design4d tosteach parents the
importance of proper stimulation an f. actvities for their chil-
dren were studied by the Parent Edu.:ator0 for presentation to
the families they will work with. 7angua e was kept simple
and direct for most effective commuliicatiln. The parent edu-
cators initially worked with a trai-ling stiff member for every
three trainees, and in-service traitling selsions are held once
a week, where lectures from profes.31onals lin child development
and other educational methods were eroployecl for the further en-
lightenment of the Parent Educators.

1

\
After the parent educator trainee becoi.es competent as a teacher-
interviewer, he is assigned families tc work with on a regular
basis. Benefits of using parents as ec cators for parents of
the same kind of backgrounds were demoI trated. Some problems
experienced by trainees which have COME up in the Parent Edu-
cator Program are:
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1. Difficulty in communicating abstract ideas from train-
ing staff to Parent Educators and from Parent Educators
to mothers.

2. Disillusionment or boredom under day-to-day function-
ing:

3. Too much rigidity in following staff instructions and
not enough individual flexibility in dealing with each
mother-child situat'Jn,

4. Reluctance to accep research and service responsibilities.
5. Resistance to changes in the program brought about by

new research findings,
6. Over-identification with professionals rather than peers

or vice-versa,
7. Desire to work directly with infants rather than with

mothers-

Group problem discussions help aliminate most of these problems
as well as the inservice training sessions being of benefit.

References

Lally, J. Ronald. Syracuse University Children's Center: A
Daycare Center for Young Children. (Narrative descriptIon),
Syracuse New York: Department of Family and Child Develop-
ment, Sy-racuse University, February 22, 1970.
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THAYER LINDSLEY NURSERY. ROBBINS SPEECH AND HEARING CENTER,

Emerson College
Boston, Mass.
Dr. David M. Luterman, Director

Orientation. The primary focus was on the parents, mainly the
mother, who learns at the center how to teach her deaf child

by natural language stimulation. The program was operated 1967-69.

Population. Eight deaf children aged 18 months to 3 years and
their parents each semester for a total of 48 children in 3 years.

A male and a female hearing child, slightly younger than the

deaf children were included with each group. The participants

were mainly middle class with a few being from lower ,class.

Method. The participants were chosen because they sought out
the program and followed through on the initial interviews

and examinations. Each parent and child participated for two
semesters with the mother and the child attending two mornings

per week. The mother was given a workbook and observed the
tutor and her child and then completed an observation schedule.

Then the tutor and the mother discussed the sessions including
the therapy goals, techniques employed to control the child's
behavior. At the endl'of the first semester the mother admin-
istered the therapy to a child other than her own. Discussion

sessions followed. On the second day of each week, there were

group discussions. The weekly group discussion classes were
nondirective and the parents came up with their individual
solutions for the problems boin7 disctIP "ft7pot1ietica1

Families" with ItAillar problems were presented and discussed.
Manthly-group meetings were held for both parents and.included
.TWo 'Tracy Clinic parent information films plus formal lectures
by vuest lecturers. The last meeting in the semester was
mttIized for evaluation of the program. Monthly group discus-
sicns specifically for the fathers, as well as a' k7aturday morning

sesion for the fathers and the children, wereldeld once per
semester. Hearing siblings observed in the nur-ery. During

the, second semester, the mother worked with her:eign child and

war more active in nursery and therapy session.s:, Eand still

att,ended group discussion. Two.parents critic ntmed each paret's
performance with her child. On days im which th.v.re were no
discussions, the mother worked in the nursery. ITwo mothers mere
given one morning off each week to participate -la an activity
outside of the nursery and unrelated to deafness

AsseEssment Indices. Data have been gathered on_44 of the chil-

dren. Parents have been given:

1. Parental evaluation form
2. PA:RI - (Schaefer and Bell, 1958)
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3. In May 1969, questionnaires sent to parents requesting
that they list the education facility that their child
was enrolled in then.

4. The educational facility in which the child was enrolled
was contacted and the child's classroom teacher rated
the parent and the child.

Results.

1. On a parental evaluation form only two of the forty-
four parents were not satisfied with the program and

one parent did not complete the program because of
relocation. All others completed the program and were
very enthusiastic about it. Concerning starting therapy
with another child, 71 percent of the parents felt that
it was worthwhile, 21 percent were indifferent and 8
percent were opposed to it. On the inclusion of the
hearing child in the nursery, 70 percent of the parents
thought it was valuable, 18 percent thought that it had
negative value, and 12 percent were indifferent.

2. The PARI Scales (Schaefer and Bell, 1958) were admin-
istered to the parents at the beginning and the end
of the second semester.

3. Forty-three percent or 19 of the children Istfere
in Public School Day Classes; two of the children %acre
in public school classes with hearing children and
seven were in hearing nurseries, the latter mainly
because they were not old enough for admission to a
program for the deaf. Of all the children, 52 per-
cent or 23 had some previous experience in a hearing
nursery school.

4. The teacher compared the performance of the child from
this program with deaf children of a comparable age on
a five point rating scale ranging from poor to excel-
lent. Only three of the children were rated below
average; 73 percent or 30 children were rated above
average and no child who participated in the program
was rated poor. The three 'no ratings' included one
child who was not in any program long enough for the
teacher to rate him. The ratings of the parents were
very similar with only two being rated below average,
none were rated poor and 73 percent were rated above
average. Therefore the results indicate that the
alumni of this program, both children and their par-
ents, are generally rated above average when compared
to non-alumni.

As a result of the parent education program, the
parents involved created an issue of the education
for deaf children in Massachusetts and obtained some
significant advances.



Reference.

Luterman, David M. A Parent-Centered Nursery Program for
Preschool Deaf Children. Final Re ort. Washington:
U- S. Department of Ilealth, Education, and Welfare,
Project No. 6-2069, Grant No. OEG-1-6-062069-1591,
February, 1970.
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NATIONAL CAPITAL AREA CHILD DAYCARE ASSOCIATION, INC.
Washington, D. C.
Thomas Taylor, Director

This organization operates sixteen daycare centers for approx-
imately E00 children ages 3-6 in the poverty areas of Washing-
ton, D. C. Head Start staffing and program guidelines are
followed in all centers. The goals of the orogram are: "To
provide a safe place for children who need it: To surround the
child with adults who respect, accept and understand his special
needs. To catch problems early, and if found, to provide a
follow-up to see that remedial measures are taken. To provide
a friendly source of help and education for parents. To pro-
vide jobs and teacher training for people in the community."

There are monthly parent meetings at each center, with each
parent group having a choice in policy for the center and
selection of personnel. From these groups, the members
of the Parents' Advisory Council ot the Assoication are se-
lected. The PAC "helps to develop and establish policies for
the program, helps to hire personnel for the program, and helps
to identify needs of the program-- then center groups can work
on these:" Sixteen of the PAC members are elected to the
Association's Board of Directors, comprising one-third of the
Board.

The Association has a Parent Coordinator who "works with the
director of each center and assists each parent group in
setting up meetings, acts as a resource person for services
available to parents in the community, helps maintain communi-
cation between center groups,works with Parent Advisory Council,
assists in providing information, and acts as resource person."

The parent groups have discussions and special programs in
their meetings on topics that interest them. They also play
an active role in fund raising for the centers and get to-
gether for social activities. All parents are welcome to
observe in the classroom or volunteer to assist on monthly
field trips or in the classroom. Social services are coordi-
nated by a social work aide at each center.

Many staff members are members of the neighboring community,
and some are parents. A Career Progression Plan, with train-
ing, makes it possible for these persons to progress from
Teacher Aide, to Day Care Assistant, to Assistant Teacher or
Teacher.

In assessing parent attitudes toward the program, the Parent
Coodinator felt that parents considered most successful "those
(activities) in which they are actively involved in policy
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making and decision making--where they understand problems and
can work them through." Parents considered as least successful
"any activity in which they are merely spectators-persons
sitting around a table not having real input:"

Center directors stated that parent involvement contributed
to behavioral changes in children by improving attendance and
by giving the children pride "in things which they think their
parents have an interest in;" in parents by improving "personal
appearance," giving the opportunity for new friendships, re-
ducing their hostility toward the program, by giving them an
understanding "that daycare is doing things to help the child
on the right path, not destroy the families' image," and by
increasing their interest and influence in:the program; in
Parent-child interactions at home, by giving the parents and
children a common area of interest for discussion and by im-
proving the parents' abilities to handle problem situations
at home; in other members of the family by creating interest
in the program, resulting in volunteer work by older sibli.ags;
and in the community by increasina awareness of available
social services, "reducing vandalism," and by the increase of
parents' activity in this program and in schools.

One of the Association's centers is the Department of Labor
Daycare Center (Demonstration Project), funded by the De-
partment of Labor for employee's children and located in the
Department of Agriculture Building. The 60 children in this
center (58 black and 2 white) come from families of all income
levels. Mrs. AUdrey Gibson, the center's director, states
the purpose of the centers: "To explore the feasibility and
value of operating an employer-sponsored child daycare center"
and further: "(1) to explore the usefulness of employer-
sponsored child daycare as an aid in recruiting prospective
employees from inner-city poverty areas; (2) to explore the
effects of employer-sponsored child daycare on employee
zation; (3) to explore the significance of a 'close to parent
work' daycare center on growth of the children enrolled; and
(4) to assess the impact of the project on public and private
employers in the Washington, D. C. area." Parents are re-
cruited "through the Labor Department special committee com-
posed of representatives of various offices, union representa-
tive, and daycare center Director." Evaluation of this center
is presently being conducted by A. L. Nellum and Associates.
Mrs. Gibson states that "Every government agency is now trying
to establish a daycare center for their employees."

Comments. Questionnaires were completed by the Parent Coordi-
nator and six center directors. -A pamphlet, This is the Daycare
Association, is available.
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NEIGHBORHOOD CENTER - DAYCARE ASSOC/ATION
Funded by United Fund and State Dept. of Public Welfare
Houston, Texas
Malcolm Host, Director
Shirley A. Sibley, parent representative, completed the question-

naire.

The basis of this program is "to provide daycare services for
the total family (age 6 weeks to 12 years) through family day
homes and daycare centers. Emphasis is on the development of
the total child as opposed to custodial care. The goals and
objectives are to educate the children at early ages and to
educate parents in better ways to help children and themselves.
The program, initiated in January 1952, operates five days
per week, year round. There are 1200 children who participate
directly in the program; 750 or more who participate indirectly,
and 600 to 700 parents. The age range for the children is:
0-1 year, 7%; 1-2, 8%; 3-4, 20%; 4-5, 30%; 5-6, 18%; 6-10, 12%;
10-12, 5%. 70% are black, 20% are Chicano, and 10% Anglo.
The income of parents is under $3000, 45%; 3-5000, 55%; 5-8000,
5%; 8-10,000, 4%; 10-12,000, 1%. 85% of families are one parent
and 15% are two parent.

The advisory committee, all parents, was formed during the
proposal writing stage of the program.. The policy_board_is
made up of 10 parents. Other parents are informed about pro-
gress through newsletters from the staff, telephone committees,
and meetings. Parents share responsibility for teaching their
own and other children; they advise formally on choosing the staff;
and their opinidons are solicited on administration of the program
and the development of curriculum. All parents ob0Orve in the
classroom; monthly group discussions are attended by about 25
pf the parents; 90 of the parents participate in monthly field
trips, including family camping; 10 parents (3%) serve on the
staff of the centers.

Special services offered include a toy lending library,
counseling, home budgeting assistance, medical and dental
assistance for the children. Programs for parents are centered
around education of parents to improve total family situation,
i.e., family service, credit buying, planned parenthood, child
development techniques and information services. A parent
coordinator has primary responsibility for working with the
parents. Other family members and community members are in-
volved as tutors and all older siblings are included in any
family project.

In the curriculum for children, "emphasis is placed on the
development of self-image through reinforcement techniques.
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SESAME STREET, CHILDREN'S TELEVISION WORKSHOP
New York, New York
Edward L. Palmer, Research Director

Orientation. "Sesame Street" is a daily hour-long educational
television program which is broadcast nationally. It was
theoretically based on major conceptual analyses of the impor-
tance of early stimulation for development and the realization
that television offered a significant, yet up to this point
untrapped, medium for providing early stimulation.

Population. An estimated six million preschoolers watch "Sesame
Street" each day. They span socioeconomic classes, ethnic
groups and geographical locations and settings.

Method. "Sesame Street" has a direct teaching, instructional
approach with fast moving, frequently changing episodes of
high child appeal. All activities the child views are designed
with a dual purpose, to educate and to entertain. "Sesame
Street" publishes a series of Parent-Teacher guides describing
supplementary activities for parent-child use. The guides out-
line methods of working with the child and the activities
suggested reinforce content activities of the daily program.
The utilization effort for the second season (1970-71) will
include the establishment of organized groups of "Sesame
Street Mothers" in the inter-city areas. These mothers will
meet with trained personnel and be instructed on ways to use
the program in working with their children. "Sesame Street"
is presently being used in may preschool and nursery-school
programs.

Evaluation. Two research groups, formative and summative, are
associated with the Workshop. The formative research depart-
ment is a part of the Workshop staff; it alms at betterment
of the program. An achievement-testing program was initiated
during the broadcast season. The summative evaluation (a
national evaluation of the effectiveness of the television
experiment) wis Conducted by-Educational Teting Service,
and was to have been available by the end of 1970.
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APPENDIX D

Parent Participation Programs
Major Investigators and Addresses

Andrew Fleck Child Center, 195 George Street, Ottawa 2, Canada.
Charlotte Birchard, Director.

Appalachia Preschool Program, Appalachia Educational Laboratory,
Inc., P.O. BoX 1348, Charleston, West Virginia. 2S325.
Roy Alfordr Dirctor.

Barton, Vermont Tare=t and Child Cente=, P.O. Box 202, Barton,
Vermont. 023152Z. John A. Chater, Director.

Bethune Daycare of %.tional Capitol Area Child Daycare, 401
Chaplin Roasig 5:1.E., Washington, D.C. 20010. Yvonme Ali,
Director.

-
Campbell Daycare Center of Nichols Avenue, National Capitol

Area Child Daycare Association, 2562 Nichols Avenue, S.E.,
Washington, D.C. 20020. Mary M. Floyd, Director

Capitol East Daycare of National Capitol Area Child Daycare
Association, 337 Ndrth Carolina, S.E.I Washington, D.C.
20003. Mildred G. Buck, Director.

Central Harlem Association of Montessori Parents, Inc. (CHAMP) ,
220 West 143rd Street, New York, New York. 10030.

The Central School, 264 Broadway, Cambridge, Massachusetts.
02159. Alison S. Pershouse, Director.

Charleston County Head Start-Child Development Program, 1000
Kings Street, Charleston, South Carolina. 29403.
Mrs. Emily Kline, Director.

Cohoes Child Development Center, Albany County Opportunity,
Inc., 91 State Street, Albany, New York. 12207. Dorothy
Miazga, Director.

Community Action Program of Oklahoma City and County, Inc.,
331 West Main Street, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. 73102.
Thomas E. English, Director.

Congress Park National Capitol Area Child Day Care Association,
1355 Savannah Street, S.E., Washington D.C. 20032.
Sherman Wooden, Director.
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Cornell Story Reading Program,,cornell University, College of
Human Ecology, Development & Family Studies, Ithaca, New
York. 14850. John Harding, Director.

Demonstration and Research Celnter for Early Education (DARCEE)
George Peabody College tc-c 2"7eachers, Nashville, Tennessee.
37203.

A Demonstration Project in Grop Ce ovr Infants and Toddlers,
The Institute for Child anaVaxmilrlDevelopment, The
University of North Carolinnat Gm7m!ansboro, Greemsbaro,
North Carolina. 27412. Mary- S'lizmbeth Keister, Director.

Division of Compensatory Education, Pitt:sburgh Public Schools,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. ,152g3. Carolyn J. Hughes,
Director.

A Freedom School for Young Black C1drm (Dr. Martin Luther
King Family Center), Insti.t=7'w.e for-Juvenile Research,
124 North Boyne Avenue, Apamtment 113, Chicago, Illinois.
Manuel L. Jackson, Directo=.

Fresno, California Title I Preschool Program Fresno City
Unified School District, 2348 Mariposa Street, Fresno,
California. 93721.

Head Start Evaluation & Research Center, Michigan State
University, East Lansing, Michigan. 48502.

Head Start-Napa County Council for Economic Opportunity, 4215
Solana Avenue, Napa, California.

Lambertville-Pittstown Year-Round Head Start, V.F.W. Building,
North Union Street, Lambertville, Pennsylvania; and
Sunday School Building, Pittstown, Pennsylvania.
Jane Choate & Mary O'Neil, Directors.

Leon Interfaith Child Center, Inc., 114 North Adams Street,
Tallahassee, Florida. 32301. Betty White, Ddrector.

Los Angeles Preschool Program, Division of Adult Education,
Los Angeles Public Schools, 450 North Grand Avenue,
Los Angeles, California. 90012. Evelyn Pickarts, Director.

Midland, Texas Head Start, 700 South Jackson, Midland, Texas.
79701. Dorothy Brenanion, Director.

W. T. Moore Elementary School, psy Mars Road, TaIlhassee,
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National Capitol Area Child Daycare Association, 1020 3rd Street,
N.W. and 14th and 1ndependance Avenue, S.W. Washington,
D.C. 20001. Thomas Taylor, Director.

Neighborhood Centers Daycare Association, 9 Chelsea Place,
Houston, Texas. 77006. Malcolm Host, Director.

Neighborhood Family Daycare System, 2856 Nort.slimest Sayler,
Portland, Oregon. 97210. Arthur C. Emle, Director,

New Rochelle Pre-kindergarten Program, 60 Uniom Avenue, New
Rochelle, New York. 10801. Nancy Bogtn, Director.

Omaha Parent-Child Center, 1702 Grace Street, Omaha, Nebraska.
68110. Nonnie Shrier, Director.

Parent and Child Center, 1029 West 5th Street, Mt. Carmel,
Illinois. 62863. Melvin Noe, Director.

Parent/Child Course and Toy Lending Library, Florida State
University, Instituted Human Development, Tallahassee,
Florida. 32306. Linda Van Atta, Director.

Parent Effectiveness Program, Child Achievement Center,
14852 Ventura Boulevard, Sherman Oaks, California.
91403. Paul Carlson & Arnold Zukow, Directors.

Parent Effectiveness Training Course. Effectiveness Training
Associates, 110 South Euclid, Pasadena, California.
94303. Thomas Gordon, Director.

Parent's Community Cooperative Nursery School, Laurell Street,
Menlo Park, California. 94025. Francis Oliver, President
of Parent':s Board. Patricia Kennedy, Head Teacher.

Phillips, Darrell G., Science Education Center, University of
Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa. 52240.

A
Phyllis Wheatley Daycare Center of the National Capitol Area

Chtld Daycare,-901 Rhode Island Avenue, N.W., Washington,
D.C. 20001. Mrs. Beverly Nickens, Director.

Prekindergarten Instruction and Demonstration Center, University
City Public Schools, 725 Kingsland Avenue, University City,
Montana. 63130. Melanie K. Knight, Director.

Preschool and Primary Education Project, State Depts. of Public
Instruction and Welfare, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. 17126.
B. McInerney, Director.

225
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Preschool Program, Oakland Unified School District, Children's
Center Preschool Programs, 831 East 14th Street, Oakland,
California. 94606. Sherman G. Skaggs, Jr., Director.

Project Child: The Parent Project, Bernard M. Basuch College
of the City University of New York, Lexington Avenue,
New York, New York. 10010. Helen F. IRobison, Director.

Research Utilization Project, Cyesis krograms Consortium,
The George Washington University, Room 505, 1145-19th
Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 243036. Marion Howard,
Director.

The Responsive Program, Division of Adult Education, Far West
Laboratory for Educational Research, 1. Garden Circle,
Hotel Claremont, Berkeley, California. 94705. Glenn
Nimnicht, Director.

Seattle Day Nursery Association, 200 Broadway Building,
Seattle, Washington.

Sesame Street, Children's Television Workshop, 1865 Broadway,
New York, New York. 10023. Edward L. Palmer, Research
Director.

Southeastern Educational Laboratory, 3450 International
Boulevard, Atlanta, Georgia. 30354.

Supermarket Discovery Center, Institute for Educational
Development, 999 North Sepulveda Boulevard, El Segundo,
California. 90245. Robert T. Tilys, Director.

Syracuse University Daycare Center, 1085 East Genesse Street,
Syracuse, New York. 13210. Ronald J. Lally, Director.

Teens and Tots: Development of Youth as Infant Educators,
Chicago Illinois. Lorraine Sullivan & Rosetta Wbeatfall,
Directors.

Teens for Tots, Making Education Fun, 103 Coldbourne Crest,
Brookline, Massachusetts. 02147. Martin McKinnon, Director.
Director.

Thayer Lindsey Nursery, Robbins Speech and Hearing Center of
Emerson College, 168 Beacon Street, Boston, Massachusetts.
02116. David M. Luterman, Director.

Tuskegee Head Start, 100 Eastside Street, Tuskegee, Alabama.
36083. Irene H. Wilson, Director.



Ypsilanti Early Education Program, Ypsiaanti Pult1icFSchoo1s,
Ypsilanti, Michigan. 48197. Glotienne W1ittesnd
Norman Radin.


